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Abstract

Semantic association computation is the process of automatically quantifying the strength of a semantic connection between two textual units based on various lexical and semantic relations such as hyponymy (car and vehicle) and functional associations (bank and manager). Humans can infer implicit relationships between two textual units based on their knowledge about the world and their ability to reason about that knowledge. Automatically imitating this behavior is limited by restricted knowledge and poor ability to infer hidden relations.

Various factors affect the performance of automated approaches to computing semantic association strength. One critical factor is the selection of a suitable knowledge source for extracting knowledge about the implicit semantic relations. In the past few years, semantic association computation approaches have started to exploit web-originated resources as substitutes for conventional lexical semantic resources such as thesauri, machine readable dictionaries and lexical databases. These conventional knowledge sources suffer from limitations such as coverage issues, high construction and maintenance costs and limited availability. To overcome these issues one solution is to use the wisdom of crowds in the form of collaboratively constructed knowledge sources. An excellent example of such knowledge sources is Wikipedia which stores detailed information not only about the concepts themselves but also about various aspects of the relations among concepts.

The overall goal of this thesis is to demonstrate that using Wikipedia for computing word association strength yields better estimates of humans’ associations than the approaches based on other structured and unstructured knowledge sources. There are two key challenges to achieve
this goal: first, to exploit various semantic association models based on different aspects of Wikipedia in developing new measures of semantic associations; and second, to evaluate these measures compared to human performance in a range of tasks. The focus of the thesis is on exploring two aspects of Wikipedia: as a formal knowledge source, and as an informal text corpus.

The first contribution of the work included in the thesis is that it effectively exploited the knowledge source aspect of Wikipedia by developing new measures of semantic associations based on Wikipedia hyperlink structure, informative-content of articles and combinations of both elements. It was found that Wikipedia can be effectively used for computing noun-noun similarity. It was also found that a model based on hybrid combinations of Wikipedia structure and informative-content based features performs better than those based on individual features. It was also found that the structure based measures outperformed the informative-content based measures on both semantic similarity and semantic relatedness computation tasks.

The second contribution of the research work in the thesis is that it effectively exploited the corpus aspect of Wikipedia by developing a new measure of semantic association based on asymmetric word associations. The thesis introduced the concept of asymmetric associations based measure using the idea of directional context inspired by the free word association task. The underlying assumption was that the association strength can change with the changing context. It was found that the asymmetric-association based measure performed better than the symmetric measures on semantic association computation, relatedness based word choice and causality detection tasks. However, asymmetric-associations based measures have no advantage for synonymy-based word choice tasks. It was also found that Wikipedia is not a good knowledge source for capturing verb-relations due to its focus on encyclopedic concepts especially nouns.

It is hoped that future research will build on the experiments and dis-
cussions presented in this thesis to explore new avenues using Wikipedia for finding deeper and semantically more meaningful associations in a wide range of application areas based on humans’ estimates of word associations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Thinking is a dynamic process of human cognition and is based on human knowledge and experience of the real world. Furthermore, knowledge is a product of human interpretation of objects and phenomena of reality and manifest itself in words. Humans can infer implicit relationships between words based on their knowledge about the world and their ability to reason about that knowledge. Humans’ word associations can be interpreted by the principle of learning by contiguity. According to this principle, objects once experienced together tend to be linked to each other in the human imagination, so that if one of the objects is thought of then the other object is likely to be thought of also [218]. Association by contiguity exists when objects are situated close together in time or space e.g. \textit{king and queen}. Humans can compare and judge semantic associations of different words even if they do not know the formal definition and boundaries of associations. For instance, they can tell that \textit{Potato and Chips} have stronger association than \textit{Potato and Pen}. Moreover, dissimilar or opposite words can also be strongly associated. So if a person is told a word \textit{day}, his first response word might be \textit{night} which is opposite in meaning to the word \textit{day} but is still closely associated. Associating such words is
generally an easy task for humans but imitating the same phenomenon using automated approaches is limited by shallow and restricted knowledge, poor ability to infer hidden relations and lack of sufficient understanding of the complex relations that exist between real word objects.

There is no formal definition of semantic association but generally it is referred to as the semantic connection between two textual units (words, phrases, n-grams, sentences or even documents) [76, 129]. Accordingly, semantic association computation is the task of automatically quantifying the strength of a semantic connection between two textual units based on different kinds of semantic relations. It takes two pieces of text as input and produces a real number representing the strength of the semantic connection between them as output.

With the exponential growth of the World Wide Web and ever increasing importance of retrieving relevant information from the web, semantic association computation has become a critical research area. Semantic association computation is a key component of many applications belonging to a multitude of fields such as computational linguistics, cognitive psychology, information retrieval and artificial intelligence. Examples of such applications include information extraction [209], text summarization [11], opinion mining [155], question answering [146], text classification [57], query expansion [212], topic identification [78, 18, 39], automatic keyphrase extraction [139], topic indexing [127], word sense disambiguation [2, 158, 132], document clustering [193, 78, 195] and spelling correction [22, 91].

The process of semantic association computation quantifies the association strength between two concepts by identifying a chain of possible lexical and semantic connections between them. It requires an understanding of the implicit relations of concepts based on deeper level of world knowledge about the entities in consideration. For instance, consider the following pair of text fragments.
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- Teeth
- Crime

To correctly assess that these two concepts are related, background knowledge on Forensic Science is required but this knowledge cannot be found in the text fragments themselves. The task of computing semantic associations of natural language concepts relies on the knowledge of a broad range of real world concepts and their implicit as well as explicit relations [225]. A major limiting factor for computing semantic associations is undoubtedly the requirement of a good background knowledge source.

The choice of background knowledge source plays a critical role in the performance of the semantic association measure relying on it. Background knowledge sources vary from domain specific thesauri to lexical dictionaries and from hand crafted taxonomies to knowledge bases. A knowledge source should have the following three attributes to effectively support semantic association computation.

- **Coverage:** The coverage of a knowledge source is the extent of its collected knowledge. It should be broad enough to provide information about all relevant concepts. Also, it should have sufficient depth to discover the hidden chains of various lexical and semantic connections among related concepts.

- **Quality:** The information contained by a knowledge source should be of high encyclopedic quality. Moreover, the information provided by a knowledge source should be accurate, authentic and up-to-date.

- **Semantic Richness:** A knowledge source should be semantically rich. This involves encoding many of the classical as well as non-classical semantic relations among concepts, implicitly or explicitly.
Various knowledge sources are used to backup semantic measures in computing semantic associations. Based on the differences in the structural organization of information, existing knowledge sources range from unstructured text corpora to semi-structured and fully structured knowledge sources. Unstructured corpora are simple to create and cheap to maintain. Semantic approaches based on unstructured or informal corpora usually rely on statistical or distributional features at word level. The choice of corpus and its size have direct impact on the performance of such approaches. On the other hand, semi-structured and fully-structured knowledge sources are expensive to build but more effectively encode the relations which are only implicit in the unstructured text corpora.

Researchers have started to exploit the web-originated resources as substitutes for conventional lexical semantic resources such as dictionaries, thesauri and lexical databases. These conventional knowledge sources suffer from certain limitations such as coverage issues, high construction and maintenance costs and limited availability. To overcome such issues, one solution is to exploit the wisdom of crowds [228] in the form of collaboratively constructed knowledge sources. Existing research has shown the semantic capabilities of collaboratively constructed knowledge sources in various natural language processing tasks [216, 197, 227, 140]. An excellent example of the knowledge sources relying on the wisdom of crowds is Wikipedia, which stores a great deal of information not only about concepts themselves but also about various aspects of their relationships. It has many properties in common with conventional knowledge sources (such as dictionaries, thesauri, wordnets and encyclopedia) but it represents and combines them in a unique way. Wikipedia sufficiently demonstrates all the necessary aspects of a good knowledge source, as given below.

- **Coverage:** As a collaboratively constructed knowledge source, the coverage of Wikipedia evolves as the human knowledge does. Since its inception in January 2001, Wikipedia is growing continuously and
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has become the largest freely available knowledge source with more than 4 million articles\(^1\). Its growth has been exponential in the number of key edits and articles [219]. Wikipedia occupies 6th position among the most visited websites on the Internet\(^2\). As an online encyclopedia, free from page limits, unrestricted by weight and volume, it satisfies the notion of *comprehensiveness*. It is a multilingual encyclopedia (available in 285 languages\(^3\)) constructed by collaborative efforts of thousands of volunteers. The English version of Wikipedia is the largest of all. Its growth rate and the number of articles are shown in Figure 1.1. This model is related to the size of Wikipedia, which is always growing as there will always be new events and people to be described in the future.

![Figure 1.1: The growth statistics of English Wikipedia [214].](image-url)

As a knowledge source Wikipedia not only focuses on general vocabulary but also covers a large number of named entities and domain specific terms. The specialty of Wikipedia is that each of its articles is dedicated to a single topic with an additional benefit of heavy linking between articles. Wikipedia also covers specific senses of a word, synonymy, spelling variations, abbreviations and derivations. Im-

\(^1\)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size
\(^2\)http://www.alexa.com/topsites
\(^3\)http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias
Importantly, it has a semantically rich network relating categories that cover different types of lexical semantic relations such as hyponymy and hypernymy⁴. Wikipedia provides a knowledge base for extracting information in a more structured way than a search engine and with a coverage better than other knowledge sources [129].

- **Quality:** Wikipedia is an example of global collective intelligence. It paved the way for rapid expansion by letting its users modify any existing article or create new articles. Wikipedia articles are continually edited and improved over time, leading to an upward trend of quality as indicated by the Figure 8.1(b). Due to popularity and extensive use of Wikipedia, a number of studies were conducted to assess the quality of Wikipedia based on many important metrics such as the number of edits [219], unique editors [114], factual accuracy [45, 20, 93], credibility [33], revert time [211] and formality of language [47]. These studies have shown that the quality of Wikipedia articles continue to increase on average, as the number of collaborators and the number of edits increase [219, 220]. The quality of Wikipedia is comparable to other hand crafted encyclopedias. Research has demonstrated that the quality of Wikipedia content is found comparable to that of Encyclopedia Britannica [93]. Wikipedia articles reflect changes according to time as well as occurrence of events and are kept quite up-to-date. It is true that few articles are of high quality from the start. However, the articles pass though a long process of discussion, debate and argument before setting into a balanced representation of knowledge. Hence, Wikipedia can be utilized in artificial intelligence and natural language processing applications in the same way as manually created knowledge resources, which is an invaluable benefit of Wikipedia.

- **Semantic Richness:** In comparison with other knowledge sources,

---

⁴please see glossary for detail
Wikipedia is a semantic resource that combines certain semantic properties in a unique way. Different structural components of Wikipedia reflect various aspects of a good semantic resource. Wikipedia has various semantic elements which implicitly as well as explicitly encode the lexical semantic information. With extensive hyper-linking between semantically related articles, Wikipedia could be considered as a huge semantic network free of size constraints. This semantic network is a rich source for explicitly labeled links between articles. Another source of lexical information are redirects which cover a whole range of various elements like synonymy, surface forms, abbreviations and derivations. The category network of Wikipedia is a good source for identifying implicit relations of concepts. Disambiguation pages not only represent various senses of a word but also categorize these senses into different groups explicitly.

All these attributes indicate the potential of Wikipedia to be used as a promising resource for mining semantic connections to augment word association computation.

\section*{1.2 Problem Statement}

Despite many research efforts, computing semantic associations comparable to human judgments is still considered a hard problem as no single optimal solution is able to estimate all kinds of semantic associations correctly. Over the past few years, semantic association computation has received great attention due to its critical role in the performance of natural language semantics based applications. However, there are certain factors that hindered the performance of automatic approaches from computing semantic associations. Most prominent of these factors are inherent complexity of natural language semantics, poor estimates of common sense and the requirement for a background knowledge with sufficient
depth and breadth to decode hidden semantic connections among various concepts. While the success of existing approaches addressing the first two factors has been slow, the third factor has been investigated vigorously due to the availability of huge repositories of online knowledge organized in unstructured to semi-structured and fully-structured knowledge sources over the last two decades. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 present a detailed survey of different kinds of knowledge sources and the association computation research based on those knowledge sources.

Existing research on semantic association computation has attempted to compute the strength of semantic associations by taking into account various aspects such as statistical features, syntactic and lexical dependencies, rhetorical relations and semantic indicators derived from various sources of world knowledge such as thesauri, lexical databases, dictionaries, ontologies and encyclopedias. Consequently, this problem is studied in a variety of fields. The research community has witnessed a steady transformation of information retrieval from syntactic information extraction (where statistical and distributional methods were employed to determine the physical presence or absence of a word or a concept) to semantic information retrieval (where much deeper understanding of implicit relations between concepts is needed to retrieve the desired information).

Existing approaches have attempted to solve the problem of computing the semantic association strength by taking into account various aspects (such as distributional similarity, lexical relations, textual content and rhetorical relations) of external sources of world knowledge such as dictionaries, thesauri, lexical databases and encyclopedias. Consequently, this problem is studied using various design models based on these aspects. The approaches to computing semantic associations can be grouped into three fundamental models based on their underlying framework [19]. The geometric model, also known as spatial model, represents each concept in an n-dimensional space and semantic association is derived from the inverse of distances between concepts in this space. The feature-based model,
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also called combinatorial model, represents each concept as a set of features and uses the commonalities and differences between the feature sets for computing semantic associations between concepts. The structural model, often referred to as network model or graph-based model, represents concepts as nodes in huge structures such as semantic networks, taxonomies and graphs. The edges between nodes indicate relationships between concepts. Semantic associations are then computed using various techniques such as graph matching, activation spreads and random walks.

While the focus of existing approaches is on improving the overall performance of semantic association computation, very little effort has been put to understand, analyze and compare the underlying dynamics of semantic association computation. These dynamics include a number of factors such as the choice of background knowledge, utilization of certain aspects of a semantic resource, coping with a multitude of semantic relations and the choice of design models of semantic associations. There is a need for better interpretation and analysis of these factors influencing semantic association computation. A detailed analysis of these factors will provide an insight into understanding the underlying mechanism of semantic association computation. This will also help the later semantic association measures to build upon a balanced combination of these factors customized according to the situation and need of an application.

1.3 Research Goals

The goal of the thesis is to demonstrate that using Wikipedia for computing word association strength gives better estimates of humans’ associations than the approaches based on other structured and unstructured knowledge sources. There are two key challenges to achieve this goal: first, to exploit various semantic association models based on different aspects of Wikipedia in developing new measures of semantic associations; and second, to evaluate these measures compared to human performance
in a range of tasks. The focus of the thesis is on exploring the effectiveness of two aspects of Wikipedia: as an unstructured text corpus, and as a well-structured knowledge source. Following the literature in these two research directions, the thesis presents a performance investigation of the underlying design models used for computing semantic word associations. For this purpose, the thesis demonstrates an exploitation of various semantic elements of Wikipedia to augment a semantic association measure with deeper understanding of classical and non-classical relations between concepts. The thesis focuses on understanding the dynamics of computing semantic associations by investigating and analyzing various factors that control and affect the semantic bias of semantic association measures. Based on the findings, the thesis presents an exploitation of Wikipedia semantics for improving the performance of various Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications that critically rely on good estimates of semantic associations. In order to fulfill the overall goal and to find answers to related research questions, the thesis establishes a set of research objectives corresponding to the following research questions.

i) How can various aspects of Wikipedia be effectively used for computing semantic associations of words?

The research community has analyzed various perspectives of the factors that play a key role in the performance of semantic association measures. Some approaches focused on statistical aspects of informal text corpora while others borrowed structural semantics from well-structured knowledge sources such as lexical dictionaries, knowledge bases and word thesauri. To answer the question above, the thesis explores two aspects of Wikipedia: as a knowledge source and as a corpus. This involves developing different approaches based on the two aspects of Wikipedia and understanding their focus on various lexical and semantic relations of concepts. Existing research shows that Wikipedia is an excellent resource for semantic mining and can be effectively used for various tasks based on natural language se-
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Semantically rich elements of Wikipedia implicitly as well as explicitly encode different types of both classical and non-classical semantic relations.

**Objective 1:** To leverage Wikipedia aspects in developing new approaches for computing semantic associations of words.

The fundamental objective of the thesis is to harness semantic capabilities of Wikipedia for computing semantic associations of words. This research presents an exploitation of Wikipedia semantics in two directions. In the first research direction, the knowledge source aspect of Wikipedia is used to identify semantic connections of various concepts. Wikipedia is a well-structured semantically rich formal knowledge source with many structural elements that can be effectively used for computing semantic associations. Two such elements—the hyperlink structure and informative-content of Wikipedia articles—are used to develop new measures of semantic associations. In the second research direction, Wikipedia is viewed as an informal text corpus for scaffolding semantic associations of words with asymmetric word associations. Wikipedia, being a huge repository of dedicated information on all kind of topics, has an enormous coverage that is continuously growing. This feature makes it an excellent resource to be used as an unstructured text corpus for calculating probabilistic word associations. The analysis of Wikipedia as an unstructured text corpus will identify the semantic bias and limitations of this aspect of Wikipedia. This research is an explicit attempt at experimenting and investigating both aspects of Wikipedia on the task of computing semantic associations of words.

ii) **What is the impact of using various semantic association measures based on different design models?**

The classification of various design models presented in the Section 1.2 is fundamental in nature but is too simplistic to model all the com-
plex relations that might exist between various concepts. This calls for developing new combinations of these models and investigating their impact on computing semantic associations. Hence, the second research objective is to develop new semantic association measures based on different design models and their combinations for computing semantic association strengths. It is also important to compare and analyze strengths and weaknesses of the underlying design model of semantic association measures.

**Objective 2:** To develop and compare new semantic association measures based on various design models.

The second research objective is to develop new semantic association measures using combinations of various underlying design models. The thesis investigates the strengths and limitations of each underlying model in various scenarios using Wikipedia as the background knowledge source. For this purpose, new semantic association measures based on various design models and their combinations will be presented and compared on the task of semantic association computation. Based on the knowledge source aspect of Wikipedia, three new measures relying on combinatorial model, geometric model and hybrid model will be discussed. Using the corpus aspect of Wikipedia, a new model based on asymmetric probabilistic associations will be developed. An in-depth analysis is conducted to identify limitations of various semantic association measures founded on different design models.

iii) *How well does a Wikipedia-based semantic association measure perform in a natural language semantics-based application?*

There are two methods for evaluating the performance of a semantic association measure. One way is to estimate the correlation of automatically computed scores with manual judgments using publicly available benchmark datasets. This method of direct evaluation
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is straightforward but suffers from certain limitations: first, the size of the dataset used for this kind of evaluation is usually small and creating larger datasets are expensive and time consuming \(^5\). The other limiting factor is the nature of benchmark datasets which are not general enough to cope with all kinds of classical and non-classical relations. A large proportion of some datasets only contain semantically similar word pairs while other datasets focus mainly on the collocation-based word pairs. Hence, a semantic association measure performing extremely well on one dataset might not produce good results on other datasets due to bias in their underlying model towards certain type of semantic relations. In order to avoid these limitations, the performance of a semantic association measure is indirectly evaluated by employing it in solving a natural language processing task that critically relies on good estimates of semantic associations. Semantic association computation is the key component of many NLP tasks such as lexical chaining, information retrieval, text summarization, web page clustering and text mining. Hence, the performance and suitability of a semantic measure should be investigated in an independent application setup.

**Objective 3:** Task-oriented evaluation of new Wikipedia-based semantic association measures.

There are two main factors that profoundly influence the performance of a semantic association measure: first, the choice of the underlying knowledge source; and second, the underlying model of computing semantic associations. These two factors play a decisive role in determining the semantic bias of a semantic association measure. The thesis presents various approaches for developing new Wikipedia-based semantic measures and exploiting them in two task-oriented applications chosen according to the underlying design model and

\(^5\)This problem is somewhat overcome only recently by using MTURK workers [167, 71].
the nature of the knowledge source. The first application employs the Wikipedia-based measure for solving word choice problems, which is a well known application for the task-oriented evaluation of semantic measures. The second application involves using the Wikipedia-based semantic association measures for detecting causal connections between textual units using COPA evaluation [66]. These applications are useful for evaluating the effectiveness of semantic association measures on different semantic levels.

1.4 Thesis Outline

The thesis presents a comprehensive study aimed at exploiting various semantically rich elements of Wikipedia for computing semantic associations of words. Thesis layout and coherence of the main chapters is shown in figure 3.

Figure 1.2: Thesis layout and connectivity of main chapters.

Chapter 2 outlines the existing manual and automated methods of esti-
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mating semantic associations. It details the evaluation metrics commonly used for measuring and comparing the performance of semantic association measures. It also details the pervasiveness of semantic associations in various applications belonging to a multitude of fields and identifies the limitations and contributing factors of semantic approaches in various research streams. It then categorizes the existing research on computing semantic associations of words and surveys various techniques for computing word associations in each category.

Chapter 3 utilizes two elements of Wikipedia—the hyperlink structure and informative-content of Wikipedia articles—in computing three new semantic association measures. The strengths and limitations of each measure are identified by performing both domain specific and domain independent evaluations.

Chapter 4 presents a new method of semantic association computation that exploits both structural and informative-content based aspects of Wikipedia. Inspired by humans’ asymmetric associations, the new method is founded on the idea of directional contexts borrowed from asymmetric free word associations. The chapter identifies the fundamental properties of free word associations using a discrete association task and develops a new hybrid measure that uses these properties as the basic assumption of its underlying design model. The measure is evaluated on both symmetric and asymmetric association computation task. This follows a discussion on the difference between the focus of humans’ semantic associations and knowledge source based automatic semantic associations.

The empirical analysis and discussion in the first four chapters leads to the argument that association computation is a complex multi-dimensional problem that can be effectively handled by considering the complementary features based on various semantic aspects of one or more knowledge sources. To support this assertion, Chapter 5 presents a hybrid model that combines various design models of semantic computation using Wikipedia. It involves developing both supervised and unsupervised versions of the
hybrid model and demonstrates that the hybrid models based on multiple features outperform the ones based on individual features.

Chapter 6 extends the idea of free word associations from document level to corpus level by developing a new probabilistic associations based measure of semantic associations. The chapter identifies the limitations of previously presented semantic association measures and overcomes them by computing the associative probabilities of words at corpus level based on the proximity assumption. It also provides a detailed comparison of semantic association measures based on probabilistic asymmetric associations with other symmetric measures.

Chapter 7 presents a task-oriented evaluation of a Wikipedia-based measure of semantic associations—Asymmetry-based Probabilistic Relatedness Measure (APRM). The measure is employed in two subtasks of the word choice problem task: relatedness-based word choice problems and synonymy-based word choice problems. This involves a detailed discussion of the strengths and limitations of APRM measure in each scenario.

Chapter 8 presents another task-oriented evaluation of the APRM measure. For this purpose, the choice of plausible alternatives task is used. Under the same experimental setup, the performance of APRM is compared with other Wikipedia-based association measures. This follows an investigation of various factors affecting the performance of causality detection systems.

Chapter 9 summarizes the key contributions and concludes the thesis by suggesting some generalization of the findings. This is followed by a discussion on the future research directions founded on the contributions of the thesis.

This follows a list of appendices consisting of a list of publications based on the research work presented in the thesis, a glossary of the terms used throughout the thesis and process flow diagrams.
Chapter 2

Background

The work described in this chapter introduces the fundamentals of using knowledge sources for computing semantic associations and presents a detailed survey of existing semantic association measures, categorized according to their underlying sources of background knowledge. The first part of the chapter introduces the fundamental of semantic associations, different terms used for referring to semantic associations and different kinds of background knowledge sources. Later sections of the chapter present a classification of the existing approaches to semantic computation into two broad categories and their grouping into different classes according to the underlying design model of semantic associations. The strengths and limitations of various approaches belonging to each research stream are discussed for comparative analysis and various performance indicators of semantic similarity are also identified.

2.1 Fundamentals of Semantic Associations

A semantic connection between any two concepts indicates the presence of a semantic relation between them. Consider for instance, the word pairs \( (\text{car}, \text{automobile}) \) and \( (\text{bird}, \text{kiwi}) \). The words in these two pairs are connected through classical taxonomic relations such as syn-
onymy (car and automobile are synonyms) and hyponymy (kiwi is a bird). Such relations are called classical relations. However, many words share more complex relations which cannot be easily defined and mapped through lexical relations, for instance (Freud, Psychology), (lemon, sour) and (car, carbon emission). The relations of such word pairs cannot be easily detected with a shallow semantic or lexical analysis and are called non-classical relations [144]. It is difficult to tell the exact number of semantic relations as the human language continues to evolve. However, Cassidy [28] identified 400 types of semantic relations in the semantic network, FACTOTUM, which was based on the 1911 edition of Roget’s thesaurus [96].

Classical relations exist in linguistic and lexical resources such as monolingual and bi-lingual machine readable dictionaries and thesauri. Morris and Hearst [144] pointed out that linguistic resources such as WordNet cover only the classical relations such as hypernymy (vehicle, car), hyponymy (bird, kiwi), troponymy (move, run), antonymy (rise, fall), meronymy (car, steering) and synonymy (tool, implement). Such word pairs are characterized by an overlap of some defining features and fall in the same syntactic class. For instance, the words car and truck share a set of features related to their structure (wheels, steering, brakes, engine) as well as function (driving) and both words belong to the same class (vehicle). They used the term classical relations to refer to those relations which share properties of classical categories.

2.1.1 Terms and Definitions

There are three terms widely used in the literature of natural language semantics to refer to semantic associations: semantic similarity, semantic relatedness and semantic distance.

Semantic similarity consists of semantic connections between two con-
cepts that have similar nature, composition or attributes. Examples of semantic similarity are synonymy, hypernymy and hyponymy relations. Sanchez [183] defined semantic similarity as a taxonomic proximity of two words. For instance, car and truck are semantically similar because both are vehicles and share a set of similar features. According to Budanitsky [23], semantic similarity is a special aspect of semantic relatedness. Semantic similarity covers most of the previously discussed classical relations.

Semantic relatedness is closely connected with semantic similarity but is a more general term involving a multitude of classical and non-classical relations [171]. It not only covers semantic similarity but also relates those concepts which apparently do not have similar nature, composition or attributes but are strongly associated. For instance, vaccine and immunity are not semantically similar by their very nature but have a strong Cause-Effect relationship. Semantic relatedness covers various types of lexical relations such as antonyms (day, night), meronyms (wheel, automobile) holonomy (tree, bark) and so on. It also maps functional associations, relating those words which apparently do not have lexical relation such as (manager, bank) as well as collocational semantics–those words which make a new concept when they occur together such as credit card. The higher the semantic similarity or relatedness the stronger the semantic association between the concepts. Resnik [171] elaborated the difference between semantic similarity and semantic relatedness by giving an example of two word pairs. In case of word pair (car, gasoline), though both words by their intrinsic nature and composition are not similar, still they are closely related. According to him, the words in another word pair (car, bicycle) are considered more similar to each other rather than related due to their categorical nature.

Semantic distance is used in a similar but opposite context. It is the inverse of both semantic similarity and relatedness. It indicates how distant two words are, in terms of their meanings. The more related or similar
the two words, the smaller the semantic distance between them i.e. the increase in semantic distance correlates with the decrease in semantic similarity or relatedness. In applications where the measure of similarity or relatedness is important, the semantic distance is usually converted into a similarity score using a transformation function such as those introduced by Gracia and Mena [68] and Harispe et al. [73].

Semantic distance is the most ambiguous of all three terms that are used for referring to semantic associations. It is generally used while talking about similarity as well as relatedness but this usage is not always correct particularly in the case of antonyms, where two words are quite distant in terms of similarity but still are strongly connected semantically. Examples of the three terms of semantic associations are shown in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Correlation of the association strength of three terms of semantic associations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word1</th>
<th>Word2</th>
<th>Semantic Similarity</th>
<th>Semantic Relatedness</th>
<th>Semantic Distance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Sunlight</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>Cartoon</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Applications of Semantic Measures

Semantic measures are used as core components in a growing number of applications that critically rely on good estimates of semantic associations. The scope of semantic measures is multidisciplinary, ranging from computational linguistics to artificial intelligence and from cognitive psychology to information retrieval. A multitude of artificial intelligence applications
are essentially founded on semantic association measures. The following list highlights some of these applications and how they use semantic association measures:

*Automatic keyphrase extraction* is the task of systematically extracting the topic-representative keywords and phrases from a text document with minimal or no human intervention [205]. Keyphrase extraction approaches fundamentally rely on the concept of contextual relatedness as candidate words can be potential keywords if they are related to the main topic of the document.

*Word sense disambiguation* task requires the automatic identification of the correct sense of a word in a given context [147]. Word sense disambiguation applications largely rely on the understanding of the context in which an ambiguous word occurs in a piece of natural language text. Semantic measures play a critical role in such applications in finding out the relation of each sense of a target ambiguous word with its surrounding context words to pick the correct sense.

*Paraphrasing* involves identification, generation and extraction of phrases, sentences and longer textual units that represent almost the same information [6]. For instance, two text fragments “X made Y” and “Y is the product of X” are paraphrases of each other. These paraphrases are identified by their property of being semantically close to a given piece of text and having the same context around them. The input to a paraphrasing recognition application is a pair of text fragments and output is a judgment score indicating whether the members of the input pair are paraphrases or not. The aim of paraphrase recognition application is to achieve maximum agreement to the human scores on the task. Among various techniques for paraphrase recognition, co-occurrence based vector space models of association and lexical similarity across a dictionary or thesaurus are commonly used approaches [51].
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**Automatic text summarization** is the task of producing an informative summary from a single document or multiple documents [79, 11]. The summary is a collection of coherent sentences that are either extracted from the document or generated using machine learning techniques. A query based summarization task first identifies the text segments in a document that are semantically relevant to the query and then generates a summary based on the most relevant text segments. A critical factor in query-based summarization is to choose those sentences of the text that are semantically closest to the user generated query. A variant of text summarization is query based summarization—that produces a summary consisting of most salient points that suit a user’s information need (expressed in the form of a query) [201]. Graph-based semantic approaches and probabilistic models are generally used for solving this task [79, 11, 63, 60].

**Machine translation** is the task of automatically translating a piece of text from one natural language to another language. A machine translation system takes as input a text fragment from a source language and translates it into a text fragment in the target language with minimal or no loss of generality [103]. For this purpose, various design models are used for substituting words or phrases from source language to the target language. This substitution requires interpretation of complex linguistics and semantic context of words in two different languages [118].

**Contextual Spelling error detection and correction** is the task of identifying the words in the documents that are spelled incorrectly, determining the candidates for misspelled words and replacing them with the candidate words that are semantically relevant to the context of the text [83]. Generally, spell checkers cannot flag such contextually incorrect words because they consider words in isolation. For instance, the sentence using a word *bar* instead of the word *car* is logically
incorrect but the spell checker can not pick this type of errors. To detect such errors, surrounding context is of critical importance. Finding semantic relatedness of a word to its neighboring words leads to spell error identifications. To fix such errors, both semantic and probabilistic information are used in literature [92].

Automatic query expansion is the process of reformulating a query to improve the performance of information retrieval process [27]. Performance of information retrieval systems is largely affected by the poorly-formulated queries representing a user’s needs. To cope with this issue, user generated query is automatically augmented with more semantically relevant words in the same context. The process of query expansion involves identifying and evaluating query words, finding out other semantically relevant words in the query area and adding those words to the existing query to retrieve more relevant documents. A special case of query expansion is interactive query refinement, in which the user is given the choice to select the appropriate words for reformulation of queries.

Opinion mining, also known as sentiment analysis, is the task of automatically determining the attitude (opinion, appraisal, emotions) of the people regarding entities and their attributes [116]. With the massive growth of social media, such as web blogs, reviews, forum discussion and social networking on the web, opinion mining has become a critical area. A fundamental aim of opinion mining approaches is to determine the polarity of a text fragment. Words and sentences are assigned negative, positive or neutral polarity according to the writer’s mood. Advance levels of sentiment analysis involves automatically estimating star ratings. A specialized task is the aspect-based sentiment analysis that involves analyzing opinions regarding certain attributes of an entity. Semantic measures play an important role in identifying the important concepts in an unstructured piece
of text and detecting their relations to the aspect of an entity.

Web search results clustering is the process of organizing search results by topics into a small number of coherent groups or clusters [26]. In response to a user query, a ranked result set is returned by a search engine. This list consists of web pages on different subtopics or meanings of the query. The user keeps visiting the links one by one until the required information is found. To speed up this process of information access and to satisfy the user’s needs in a better way, an automatic clustering approach provides a clustered view of the results. It takes as input a set of web documents retrieved by a search engine and outputs a set of labeled clusters of these documents. Performance of clustering approaches critically rely on the precise estimation of the semantic similarity or semantic distance between a pair of web results [195].

Thus, semantic measures play a major role in the good performance of many applications. Most of these applications do not require to determine the nature or exact type of semantic relation between two concepts but only the strength of their semantic association.

### 2.3 Can Humans Estimate Semantic Associations?

Humans are good at distinguishing between related and unrelated concepts. For example, it is easy for humans to tell that the word *tomato* is more related to the word *Sauce* than to the word *Bottle*. But, can humans correctly estimate the strength of association of two words on a particular scale (for instance similar words get a score of 1, dissimilar words get a score of 0 and associated words get a score somewhere between 0 and 1)? How strongly do they agree or disagree to each other on estimates of word associations? Will agreement of the same group of people vary over different sets of words? Various attempts have been made to explore the
answers to such questions by creating datasets and measuring the agreement of human raters on the datasets.

One of the earliest works that tried to find answers to these questions was a quantitative experiment conducted by Rubenstein and Goodenough [178] in 1965. In their experiment, 51 human judges were given 65 noun word pairs, each pair written on a separate card and were asked to arrange them in the decreasing order of similarity. Then, an averaged continuous similarity value on the scale of [0-4] was assigned to each card based on all judgments. The same experiment was repeated after two weeks with the same human subjects and the new human judgments had a Pearson’s correlation $\gamma$ of 0.85 with the old judgments. This dataset, known as R&G dataset [178], is a collection of 65 English noun words pairs. In this dataset, the word pairs that were given high scores consisted of semantically similar words. However, the dataset had no word pairs that were semantically related but dissimilar.

In a similar study, Miller and Charles [136] conducted an experiment on general English based dataset consisting of 30 noun term pairs taken from the R&G dataset. In this experiment, 38 human judges were asked to rate the word pairs in this dataset according to similarity and the judgments of all participants for each term pair were averaged to get a similarity score on a scale of [0-4], where 0 means unrelated and 4 means synonyms. These ratings were found to have a high correlation ($\gamma = 0.97$) with the mean ratings of R&G dataset. This dataset is generally referred to as M&C dataset. Resnik [172] replicated the same experiment on this dataset and reported an inter-annotator agreement of 0.90.

In order to analyze human estimates on verb similarity, Resnik and Diab [173] conducted a similar experiment in which they split 10 human subjects into context and no-context groups. The subjects in the context group were given 48 verb pairs with example sentences illustrating the intended sense of each verb in the given pair and were explicitly asked to rate them according to semantic similarity rather than relatedness on a
scale of [0-5]. The same experiment with same verb pairs without example sentences was repeated for the no-context group. They found that the inter-rater agreement\(^2\) of context group was 0.79 whereas that of no-context group was 0.76. Yang and Powers [223] conducted an experiment in which they collected the human ratings on a larger verb similarity dataset consisting of 130 verb pairs. Both these datasets are particularly useful for assessing the ability of a semantic relatedness measure to estimate the verb relatedness. This dataset is known as YP-130 dataset.

Finkelstein et al. [53], created a larger dataset of 353 word pairs (including the 30 noun pairs from M&C dataset with 0.95 inter-rater agreement with Resnik) scored by 13 to 16 human judges on a scale of [0-10]. This dataset, referred to as WordSimilarity-353 (WS-353), consists of word pairs that are quite diverse in nature ranging from semantically similar word pairs such as (King, Queen) to semantically dissimilar but related word pairs such as (Maradona, Football). It also includes proper nouns (Michael Jackson), associative term pairs (Wednesday News) and abbreviations (FBI) and (OPEC), making it a challenging dataset for evaluating the performance of semantic measures.

The annotation guidelines of WS-353 dataset did not distinguish between semantic similarity and relatedness, but most existing semantic measures are semantically biased towards either similarity computation or relatedness computation. Hence, to analyze the impact of similarity and relatedness on the system performance, Agirre et al. [1] experimented with two subsets of WS-353 dataset focused on similarity and relatedness. To create those subsets, two human judges grouped all pairs in WS-353 dataset into three subsets (similarity pairs, relatedness pairs and unrelated pairs) and then created two new datasets: WS-similarity (the union of similarity pairs and unrelated pairs) and WS-relatedness (the union of related pairs and unrelated pairs). The inter-rater agreement for their experiment

\(^2\)please see glossary for details
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was 0.80 with a Kappa score\(^3\) of 0.77.

Another effort to provide additional data for evaluating term relatedness was done by Randinsky et al. [167], who created a new dataset, MTURK-287, consisting of 287 word pairs. Each word pair was rated by 23 MTURK workers on a scale of [0-5].

In an attempt to create a larger relatedness-based dataset (MTURK-771), 20 MTURK workers assigned relatedness score to 771 English word pairs on a scale of [0-5] [71]. The inter-rater agreement was found to be 0.89 with extremely small variance. This is by far the largest available dataset of word relatedness. Similar efforts were made in languages other than English such as German datasets [69, 229].

Details of benchmark datasets used for evaluation of semantic similarity and relatedness computation approaches are summarized in Table 2.2. The inter-annotator agreement indicates that the humans are good at estimating the noun-noun relatedness but find it harder to agree when they are presented with a combination of part of speech word pairs. This table also suggests that predicting semantic similarity is easier than predicting semantic relatedness. It is also worth mentioning that the annotators were presented with words having multiple senses (ambiguous or polysemous words), hence the participants had to estimate the similarity or relatedness of the most closely related senses. For example, in the word pair \(\text{crane, implement}\), both words have multiple senses, however humans assigned an overall high relatedness score to this pair based on the closeness of their senses \text{crane machine} and \text{tool}. Overall, these experiments achieved the goal of proving that humans can actually estimate semantic associations of words. Moreover, the datasets used in these experiments became the benchmarks for evaluating the performance of semantic measures by comparing the automatically computed scores with manual human judgments. This method will be used for evaluating the

\(^3\)A measure for assessing the degree to which two or more raters agree on assigning data to different categories
performance of various new measures in the later chapters of the thesis.

Table 2.2: Statistics of Benchmark datasets used for evaluation of semantic association measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>No. of Pairs</th>
<th>POS</th>
<th>No. of Subjects</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Annotator Agreement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;G</td>
<td>1965</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>[0-4]</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;C</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>[0-4]</td>
<td>0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS-353</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>N,V,A</td>
<td>13-16</td>
<td>[0-10]</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YP-130</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>[0-4]</td>
<td>0.76 and 0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurevych</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>[0-4]</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zesch et al.</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>N,V,A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>[0-4]</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zesch and Gurevych</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>N,V,A</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>[0-4]</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS-Similarity</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>N,V,A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[0-10]</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WS-Relatedness</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>N,V,A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>[0-10]</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTURK-287</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>N,V,A</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>[0-5]</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTURK-771</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>771</td>
<td>N,V,A</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>[0-5]</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4 Evaluating Semantic Measures

According to Budanitsky and Hirst [23, 227], there are three methods for evaluating the performance of semantic measures: comparison with human judgments, where manual human judgments are used as gold standard\textsuperscript{4} for evaluation; task-oriented evaluation, where the measure is applied in a real world application and tested indirectly; and Mathematical analysis, where formal properties of relatedness measure are assessed. The first two methods are most widely used evaluation method. The mathematical analysis is seldom used.

\textsuperscript{4}a manually annotated solution set.
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2.4.1 Correlation with Manual Judgments

To compare automatically computed scores with human judgments, a correlation value between the automatic and manual scores is computed. A correlation value indicates two things: the strength of association between two variables; and the direction of the relation (increasing / decreasing or negative / positive). The strength of the correlation is the magnitude of the association between two variables. Depending on the discipline, this magnitude $|c|$ is interpreted or assessed by the following general guidelines [37]:

- $0.1 < |c| < 0.3$ .... weak correlation
- $0.3 < |c| < 0.5$ .... moderate correlation
- $0.5 < |c|$........ strong correlation

The direction of the association between two variables is interpreted by sign of the correlation coefficient: -1 means perfectly negative relationship; 0 indicates no relationship at all; and +1 shows perfect positive relation between the variables. Two types of correlation metrics are commonly used in the literature. Details of both metrics are as follows:

- **Pearson Product-moment correlation coefficient**, also known as *Pearson correlation* (denoted by $r$), is a measure of strength of linear association between two variables. Pearson’s correlation indicates the deviation of data points from the best fit line (a line that fits all the data points of two variables). The Pearson correlation assumes a value between -1 to +1, depending on whether the association of two variables is negative and positive. The stronger the association of two variables, the higher the correlation value. A value of $r = 0$ means that there is no association of two variables. A value of $r > 0$ indicates that the association of two variables is positive (the value of one variable increases if the value of another variable is increased).
A value $r < 0$ means a negative association (increasing one variable decreases the other variable). Pearson’s correlation is computed as follows:

$$r = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(X_i - \bar{X})(Y_i - \bar{Y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(X_i - \bar{X})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{n}(Y_i - \bar{Y})^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)$$

where $n$ is the sample size and $X_i, Y_i$ are the scores of the two variables being compared.

- **Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient**, also called *Spearman’s rho* (denoted by $\rho$ or $r_s$), is a non-parametric measure of association strength of two variables. It measures how well the association strength of two variables can be described by using a monotonic function. It is used when the distribution of data makes Pearson correlation coefficient misleading or undesirable [77]. Fundamentally, Spearman’s correlation coefficient is a special case of Pearson’s correlation, in which data values are converted to ranks before computing the correlation. It does not require the assumption that the relation of two variables should be linear nor does it requires the data of those variables to be on interval scale. Spearman’s correlation is also less sensitive to outliers than Pearson’s correlation.

Spearman’s $\rho$ is computed by two methods, depending on whether there are rank ties in the data or not. If there are no rank ties in the data then the Spearman’s correlation is computed by the following formula:

$$\rho = 1 - \frac{6 \sum d_i^2}{n(n^2 - 1)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)$$

where $n$ is the sample size and $d$ is the difference of ranks of two variables. In case of ties, the Pearson’s formula is used on variable ranks rather than their actual values, given as below:

$$\rho = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n}(x_i - \bar{x})^2 \sum_{i=1}^{n}(y_i - \bar{y})^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)$$
where \( n \) is the sample size and raw scores \( X_i, Y_i \) are converted to ranks \( x_i, y_i \).

Existing work on computing semantic similarity often used Pearson’s correlation as the evaluation metric. However, there are certain limitations of using Pearson’s correlation:

- Pearson’s correlation is highly sensitive to outliers. Outliers have a large impact on the best fit line and can lead to very different conclusions regarding the data. This can be visualized by the scatter plot in Figure 2.1, which shows the effect of an outlier on the Pearson’s correlation (\( r \)) computation.

- Pearson’s correlation measures the strength of linear association of two variables. Hence, the results of Pearson’s correlation of two variables could be misleading when their scores are non-linearly correlated.

- A basic assumption of Pearson’s correlation computation is that the data of two variables should be normally distributed. When values of the variables are not normally distributed, Pearson’s correlation is a poor choice.

In contrast to these limitations, Spearman’s correlation is considered more robust than Pearson’s correlation. Spearman’s correlation does not restrict the variable values to be on an interval scale, rather the data values could be on ordinal scale as well. According to Agirre et al. [1], Pearson’s correlation is less informative and suffers much when the scores of two variables are non-linearly correlated so a transformation function is usually used in such cases to map the system’s output to new values that correlate well with human judgments, whereas Spearman’s correlation is independent of such data-dependent transformations and does not require any data normalizations. In comparison with Pearson’s correlation, Spear-
man’s correlation is much less sensitive to outliers [80]. Additionally, by considering the ranks of the two variables in comparison, Spearman’s correlation disregards any assumptions about their data distributions. However, Spearman’s correlation coefficient is also not without limitations. In the case of many tied ranks, it tends to give higher correlation values than Pearson’s correlation. For applications that rely on thresholding relatedness scores, a measure that produces high Spearman’s correlation but with very small differences in the actual relatedness scores would be of little use [228]. However, this problem could be addressed by scaling up the relatedness scores. Under similar conditions, both Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlations may produce very different results, hence cannot be directly compared. Care must be taken in comparing and interpreting the results. For comparative analysis of the methods presented in this thesis, both correlation metrics are used to compare the results with those approaches who have reported their results using either or both correlation variables.
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2.4.2 Task-Oriented Evaluation

The small size of manually annotated datasets limits the reliability of the direct evaluation of a semantic computation approach. To support the performance claims, such approaches can be evaluated indirectly by investigating their usefulness in various applications. Existing approaches to compute semantic relatedness can be broadly categorized into two classes: approaches relying on the well structured knowledge sources; and approaches relying on the unstructured text corpora. Table 2.3 shows a list of applications based on natural language semantics and the examples of various approaches categorized according to their underlying knowledge sources used in these applications.

Table 2.3: Examples of approaches using knowledge-sources and text corpora in various applications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Using Knowledge Sources</th>
<th>Using Text Corpora</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keyphrase Extraction</td>
<td>Zhang et al. [232]</td>
<td>Brussee and Wartena [21], Zohar et al. [235]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word Sense Disambiguation</td>
<td>Sidharth et al. [158], Navigli [147]</td>
<td>Bolshakov and Gelbukh [17], Androutsopoulos and Prodromos [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coreference Resolution</td>
<td>Ng [150], Lee et al. [107]</td>
<td>Islam and Inkpen [92], Hirst and Budanitsky [83]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Named Entity Recognition</td>
<td>Richman and Schone [174]</td>
<td>Marton et al. [122], Koehn [103]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document Clustering</td>
<td>Huang et al. [89], Hu et al. [88]</td>
<td>Zhai [231]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Query Expansion</td>
<td>Collins et al. [38], Carpineto and Romano [27]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical Chaining</td>
<td>Barzilay and Elhadad [11], Erekhinskaya and Modovan [48]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Semantic measures play a major role in the good performance of many applications. Most of these applications do not require determining the
nature or exact type of the semantic relation between two concepts but only the strength of their semantic association. While some of the semantic measures between words can be directly extended to measure the relatedness of larger units of text such as phrases, sentences and even documents, other measures may need minor or major adaptations to be used in a specific scenario. Generally, every semantic measure has its own advantages and disadvantages, hence carefully choosing an appropriate semantic measure for a particular application leads to remarkable improvements in its performance.

A recent trend in the area of semantic association computation is to combine the features of both types of resources—knowledge sources and text corpora. Such approaches follow a hybrid approach and are shown to perform better than the approaches using single knowledge sources [1, 71].

2.5 Background Knowledge Sources

Semantic associations are based on the background information that implicitly or explicitly supports the relationship of the concepts. Computing a measure of semantic association requires extracting information from some source of background knowledge, also referred to as semantic proxy [73]. Various kinds of knowledge sources are grouped into two broad classes: informal knowledge source, which have implicit semantic connections; and formal knowledge sources, which encode the semantic connections explicitly. The informal semantic proxies or knowledge sources include the semantic connections in the form of distributional context and co-occurrence patterns in the unstructured text, whereas the formal background knowledge sources are used to draw the semantic connections that are often encoded in the form of semantic graphs or taxonomies in the structured and semi-structures knowledge sources. The remainder of this section discusses the attributes of both categories of knowledge sources frequently used in the task of semantic association computation.
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2.5.1 Informal Knowledge Sources

Knowledge sources that support the knowledge-lean approaches of semantic association computation are often referred to as the unstructured or informal knowledge sources (Informal-KS). The type of knowledge sources belonging to this category do not organize words or concepts in a structured way, hence the lexical and semantic connections among words are not explicitly defined. Unlike structured knowledge sources, the unstructured knowledge sources do not provide sense tagging of words. The approaches using unstructured knowledge sources are generally based on distribution of words in a huge collection of documents [54, 74]. Consequently, the background information is collected at the word level rather than at the concepts level.

One class of Informal knowledge sources consists of text corpora. A text corpus is constructed by compiling a large number of electronically processed and stored text documents. Each text corpus is a document collection on topics belonging to a single domain or combined from multiple domains. Text Corpora are generally big in size; some corpora have millions of documents. These corpora are used for statistical analysis, validating linguistic rules and building distributional models of word associations [36]. This also involves modeling the word usage patterns.

In order to effectively analyze the content of a text corpus, various kinds of preprocessing and annotations are performed before using it. Examples of annotations include part-of-speech tagging (POS-tagging), where the information about POS class (verb, noun, adjective etc) of each word is added to the corpus content in the form of POS tags, and lemmatization or stemming\(^5\), where the lemma or base form of each word is included. Advanced levels of structured analysis involve parsing the content of a text corpus. Such parsed corpora are often called Treebanks [121]. However, these corpora are usually smaller in size. Other forms of cor-

\(^5\)Please see glossary for detail
por a analysis include annotations for syntactic and dependency parsing and pragmatic and morphological analysis. Corpora are used as the main source of knowledge in certain fields such as computational linguistics, machine translation, corpus linguistics, cognitive psychology and natural language processing [10].

Another type of informal knowledge sources is the web [101]. The web is an excellent knowledge source in terms of coverage. It is a huge collection of documents that are used in an informal way to compute distributional models or usage patterns. Typically, there are two ways in which the web is used as an informal text corpora: first, the snapshot of the web is used as a collection of documents; and second, using the text snippets (a small summary of retrieved web page) retrieved as a result of generating a query. Consequently, some approaches use the web snapshot as an unstructured collection of documents, while others use search results to compute word associations [92, 180]. The approaches using the web as a text corpora take benefit from its shear size due to its continuously growing huge coverage of knowledge whereas the approaches based on text snippets are computationally inexpensive as they do not require preprocessing of the web.

The approaches using informal knowledge sources do not rely on explicit definitions and identifications. Hence, being knowledge-source independent, these approaches are easier to adapt to different applications and are easily scalable. Table 2.4 lists the commonly used informal knowledge sources.

2.5.2 Formal Knowledge Sources

Formal Knowledge sources (Formal-KS), also called structured knowledge sources, explicitly organize the information in structural elements. The

---

Table 2.4: Some well-known text corpora used by corpus-based approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Source</th>
<th>Word Size*</th>
<th>Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brown Corpus</td>
<td>3M</td>
<td>American English Prose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British National Corpus</td>
<td>100M</td>
<td>British Spoken &amp; Written English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Gutenberg</td>
<td>4.2M</td>
<td>English E-books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn Tree Bank</td>
<td>4.5M</td>
<td>American English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wall Street Journal</td>
<td>30M</td>
<td>English News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web 5-grams</td>
<td>1T</td>
<td>English word N-grams**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American National Corpus</td>
<td>20M</td>
<td>American Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weblog Personal Stories</td>
<td>10M</td>
<td>Weblog stories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English Gigaword</td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>Collection of Multiple Corpora</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* M - Million, B - Billion, T - Trillion
** N-grams are the text phrases up to a certain size

Most commonly used formal knowledge sources are dictionaries, thesauri, lexical databases, encyclopedias and ontologies. The fundamental differences between all these formal knowledge sources lie in the type and amount of knowledge that they contain and the way this knowledge is organized in a specific structure. Earlier approaches of semantic association computation used the first two types of knowledge sources—dictionaries and thesauri. However, with the overwhelming growth of web content and the endeavors to understand the semantic needs of web users and to provide them faster access to desired content, different kinds of knowledge have been organized in the form of online dictionaries, thesauri, encyclopedias and ontologies. Most of these knowledge sources are general purpose and some are multilingual (such as WordNet, Wikipedia and Wiktionary). However, to meet the needs of users concerned with specific domains, domain-specific ontologies have been constructed. This section highlights the structural attributes of various well known formal knowledge sources.
**Dictionaries** are one of the earliest sources of knowledge that were used in computational linguistics. A dictionary is an alphabetical list of words, where each word is accompanied by a definition, POS classes, derivations and sometime examples of word usage. It can be mono-lingual (with content in one language) or multi-lingual (to support translation between multiple languages). When a dictionary is organized in a hierarchy (sub type-super type), it is called a **Taxonomy**. An example of a dictionary is Wiktionary, which is a collaboratively constructed, freely available, online dictionary. It is multilingual (available in 172 languages) and consists of approximately 3.5 million entries [230]. In comparison with a standard dictionary such as Oxford English Dictionary\(^7\), the Wiktionary offers a wide range of semantic and lexical relations, hence is often called as the **knowledge base** or the **thesaurus** [230]. Wiktionary has many features in common with WordNet. It has an article page for every word which lists various word classes. Each word class corresponds to a concept. Each concept in turn is accompanied by a short definition (like a WordNet gloss) followed by usage examples. Following WordNet, Wiktionary also defines lexical semantic relations such as part-of-speech, pronunciation, synonyms, collocations, examples, sample quotations, usage and translation into other languages [230]. It also includes words from all parts of speech but lacks the factual and encyclopedic knowledge as contained by Wikipedia. Unlike Wikipedia, where the links are not explicitly annotated, Wiktionary explicitly encodes the lexical semantic relations in the structure. However, like Wikipedia, Wiktionary also has a massive linking of various types: intra-linked entries refer to other entries that exist within the same language version of Wiktionary; inter-linked entries correspond to entries in other languages of Wiktionary; and external links connect the Wiktionary entries to external resources such as Wikipedia, WordNet and other web-based resources.

\(^7\)http://www.oed.com/
by the idea which they express [176]. It is a catalog of semantically similar words organized into verbs, nouns, adjectives, interjections and adverbs. It is used as a source or repository of knowledge. Unlike a dictionary, which is an alphabetic list of words, a thesaurus is structured around concepts. While dictionaries are used to find meaning or definitions of words, thesauri are used to find the best word in a particular context [96]. These words are synonyms or nearly similar in meaning to a given word. The first English language thesaurus was created in 1905 and is known as Roget’s Thesaurus [176]. It organizes the ideas expressed by a language into six classes: abstract relations, material world, space, intellect, sentiments, volitions and moral powers [96]. These classes are further divided into sections which include almost 1000 headings. This can be viewed as a huge tree having many branches. This organization of concepts remained amazingly unaffected by the changes over time as it easily accommodated new concepts that emerged with the passage of time, without much changes in the overall structure.

Lexical databases are lexical resources that provide computerized access to their content. In these databases, lexical information is represented by synonyms of a target word, its relation with other words and its lexical categorization. This information is usually organized in the form of a taxonomy. The most popular example of online lexical databases is WordNet8, which is inspired by psycholinguistic theories of human lexical memory. It is an electronic dictionary as well as lexical database. The fundamental idea was to provide support for searching dictionaries conceptually rather than just alphabetically [134]. It organizes verbs, nouns and adjectives into sets of synonyms called Synsets. Each synset represents the underlying lexical concepts. Additionally, a synset comprises of a gloss (a brief definition of a term) and various usage of the synset members in one or more short sentences [8]. Word forms having several contexts are represented by several distinct synsets. Thus, WordNet has unique form-

---
8Freely available at http://wordnet.princeton.edu/wordnet/.
meaning pairs for each word [213]. In WordNet, synsets are interlinked to other synsets through lexical relations and conceptual-semantics, resulting into a network of concepts which can be navigated with a browser [134]. WordNet is not just an online thesaurus or an ordinary dictionary. It offers far more lexical semantics than both of those.

**Ontologies** organize the knowledge in explicit taxonomic structures that represent various relations among the concepts. Since they are manually or semi-automatically generated, their content is semantically rich and is of high quality. Ontologies store the knowledge in complex structures known as *knowledge-bases*. This knowledge is then retrieved by some inference mechanism that is capable of reasoning about facts. This inference engine uses a set of rules and other forms of logic to deduce new facts. Among different kinds of lexical knowledge, the most general and widely applicable type is the knowledge about everyday world that is possessed by all people. This knowledge is called *common sense knowledge* [117]. For instance, “green apples are sour” and “you feel happy when you get a gift” are common sense issues. To encode and utilize this type of knowledge, Cyc [110] was developed as a large common sense knowledge base.\(^9\) The primary goal behind the construction of Cyc was to build a knowledge base that was suitable for variety of reasoning and problem solving tasks in different domains [124]. Cyc is a mature knowledge base but is still growing. To describe 250,000 terms, it contains more then 2.2 million manually crafted assertions in the form of rules and facts stated in the \(n^{th}\)-order predicate calculus [170]. In general, Cyc knowledge base is divided into three layers: *Upper*, *Middle* and *Lower* ontologies. Each ontology represents a different level of generality of information contained within it. There are three main components of Cyc system: knowledge base, inference engine and the natural language system [125]. The knowledge base includes assertions describing various concepts interrelated by predicates. The information in the knowledge base is arranged in a hierarchical graph of

\(^9\)http://www.cyc.com/
micro-theories, also called *reasoning contexts*. The Cyc inference engine is responsible for extracting the information from the knowledge base to determine the truth of a sentence. The natural language component includes lexicons (for mapping words to Cyc concepts), parsers (for translating English text into the language of Cyc (CycL)) and generation subsystems.

An *encyclopedia* compiles a summary of information from all fields or from a particular branch of knowledge. It is considered as a compendium of human knowledge. An encyclopedia is like a dictionary in that it contains entries for terms organized alphabetically and gives definition for each term but it has two main differences: first, it contains more details on the topics as compared to the dictionaries, which mainly include the definitions and part-of-speech details; and second, the focus of an encyclopedia is on factual information, whereas the focus of a dictionary is on linguistic information. Although encyclopedias offer lexical details as in dictionary but unlike dictionaries, they seldom label the relationships explicitly. Encyclopedias are classified as general-purpose (such as Encyclopedia Britannica\(^\text{10}\) and Wikipedia\(^\text{11}\)) and domain-specific (such as Medline Plus\(^\text{12}\) and MeSH\(^\text{13}\) on medical information).

**Wikipedia**

An example of such an encyclopedia is Wikipedia, which is a collaboratively constructed, multilingual and freely available online encyclopedia [230]. Wikipedia compiles detailed information on each topic in the form of *articles*. Although the first paragraph of a Wikipedia article implicitly introduces the definition of the topic, it does not explicitly include any gloss or definition section for that. Wikipedia groups similar information in three types of collections: *categories*, *lists* and *info boxes*. Each article

\(^{10}\)http://www.britannica.com/
\(^{11}\)http://en.wikipedia.org/
\(^{12}\)http://www.nlm.nih.gov/medlineplus/
\(^{13}\)http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
belong to one or more categories and each category in turn contains multiple articles. Wikipedia articles are connected to other semantically related articles through hyperlinks which are not type-annotated. This makes Wikipedia a huge graph of semantically connected articles. Wikipedia includes redirect pages to an article representing a collection of its aliases or tightly coupled-synonyms. Another source of synonymy is Wikipedia labels or anchor texts, which are loosely-coupled synonyms, as they include other lexical relations such as hypernymy and hyponymy as well. Wikipedia tends to manually resolve the issue of polysemy by providing the users with a disambiguation page corresponding to a query. A disambiguation page lists the links to the articles of all possible senses of the query word, thus helps the user to select the intended sense article. Wikipedia also includes a template of factual information for similar kinds of articles in the form of info boxes.

Wikipedia offers many advantages over other knowledge sources such as WordNet and Wiktionary. Most important of all is its excellent coverage of concepts specially of proper nouns. It provides vast amount of domain specific knowledge which makes it an attractive resource. Milne et al. [137] conducted research to investigate the coverage of Wikipedia in the domain of food and agriculture. They showed that Wikipedia provides good coverage of agricultural topics and their relations, approaching the coverage of a professional thesaurus. In contrast, the coverage of WordNet is limited with little or no coverage of domain specific vocabularies and limited coverage of proper nouns. For instance, given the word Jaguar, WordNet contains only the dictionary-oriented sense, Jaguar Panther and does not contains any information on jaguar cars, whereas given the same word, Wikipedia retrieves almost 40 senses of jaguar including Jaguar cars, Jaguar (band), Jaguar (novel) and Jaguar (Computer). In order to investigate the topical coverage of Wikipedia, Halavais and Lackaff [70] compared the coverage of Wikipedia against printed books. They found that the topical knowledge contained by Wikipedia is generally
good. They also concluded that the article length and the denser connections among Wikipedia article and categories are two indicators of rich semantic information. Recently, Wikipedia has been used as a knowledge source in many applications. For instance text wikification [139], topic identification [185], ontology learning [197], text categorization [57], text clustering [9] and information extraction [221].

2.6 Existing Approaches to Computing Semantic Associations

Prior work on semantic association computation can be divided into three main research streams according to their usage of background knowledge source: Knowledge-lean approaches, using informal knowledge sources as the underlying corpora; knowledge-rich approaches, based on formal knowledge sources; and hybrid approaches, which combine multiple features of one or more knowledge sources (including both formal-KS and informal-KS). Over the years, a number of approaches have been proposed in these three research streams. The models underlying these approaches originated from a range of fields including information retrieval, geometry, statistics, probability theories and information theory. Section 1.2 of the thesis introduced three fundamental models of semantic associations: the geometric model, also known as spatial model, relying on the Vector Space models (VSM); the feature-based Model, also called combinatorial Model, relying on commonalities and differences between the feature sets; and the structural model, often referred to as network model or graph based model, relying on the formal structures of concepts. Figure 2.2 gives an overview of the background knowledge sources, their semantic elements and the underlying design models of various classes of approaches relying on these knowledge sources.
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Figure 2.2: The landscape of semantic association computation approaches

2.6.1 Knowledge-Lean Approaches

Informal knowledge source based approaches are sometimes referred to as distributional approaches as these are inspired by a well known maxim coined by Firth [54] which says, “You shall know a word by the company it keeps”.

Weed [217] defined two words to be distributionally similar if: the two words occur in each other’s contexts; they occur in similar contexts; or the plausibility does not change if one word is substituted by the other word. In general the context of a word is the set of words around a given word. However, different researchers used different definitions of “around”: some used a fixed size window of neighboring words; others used the containing sentence, paragraph, document or syntactically related neighboring
Informal knowledge source based approaches to computing semantic associations are based on three main assumptions: *topicality* assumption, *proximity* assumption and *parallelism* assumption [81].

According to the *topicality* assumption, also known as the distributional hypothesis [54, 74], words found in similar context tend to be semantically similar and two words that are similar are likely to be used in similar contexts. For instance, the words *bird* and *Pigeon* have an overlapping set of context words \{fly, eggs, nest, wings, warm-blooded, two-legged, ...\}. Approaches based on *topicality* assumption use statistics of the relative frequency with which a word appears near other words. Although the implementation specifics may vary between the approaches based on the *topicality* assumption, such as the proximity of words counted as near may vary from 3 words in Random Indexing [181] to 300 words in Latent Semantic Indexing (LSA) [104], such approaches are included in this category based on the overall assumption of *topicality*. Examples of topicality-based approaches include LSA [104], Random Indexing [181] and second order co-occurrence vector-based approaches such as [91, 116].

The *Proximity* assumption, like the *topicality* assumption, relies on the word co-occurrences within a proximity window but the way it measures the co-occurrences is different from the *topicality* assumption. It states that two words that are semantically associated tend to co-occur near each other rather than having similar context words. For instance, the words *fish* and *water* are semantically associated as they frequently occur near each other. The proximity assumption underlies the syntagmatic word associations (words that co-occur more frequently than expected by chance). Examples of approaches based on *proximity* assumption include PMI (Pointwise Mutual information) [34], PMI-IR (PMI-Information Retrieval) [206] and LC-IR (Local Context-Information Retrieval) [81]. Proximity assumption applies to the semantic relatedness as well as semantic similarity.

The final assumption is based on grammatical *parallelism*, in which
similar words tend to have similar grammatical frames. This assumption considers the frequency with which words are linked to other words by grammatical relations. Such approaches are based on the grammatical functions such as (subject-verb) and (verb-object) as well as selectional properties of verbs. It also involves considering paradigmatic relations of words (a relation in which words can substitute each other without affecting the meaning). Approaches based on this assumption include [115, 1, 16].

There are two main streams of research on knowledge-lean semantic association computation: corpus-based approaches and web-based approaches. Both of these research streams build on top of the three distributional assumptions.

**Corpus-based Approaches**

Early research work on computing semantic associations used unstructured text corpora as the underlying knowledge source. Such approaches applied simple syntactic techniques on text corpora to identify word associations [1, 187, 119]. Generally, two types of design models of association are used by corpus-based approaches. The first type of design model—the spatial model—involves generating vectors of word co-occurrences and using measures such as cosine similarity\(^{14}\) to compute the distance between the two vectors in high dimensional space. The second type of design model—the combinatorial model—computes word associations by considering the overlaps and differences of the word occurrences.

Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [105] is a well known high-dimensional vector space model based approach for computing word similarity based on frequency of word occurrences. LSA was proposed as a high dimensional linear association model, where latent concepts are represented by most prominent dimensions in the data using *Singular Value Decomposition*

\(^{14}\)Please see glossary for details
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(SVD). It begins by constructing the co-occurrence matrix in which rows indicate the terms and columns represent the documents. The cell entries in this term-by-document Matrix represent the frequency of occurrences of the terms in each document. It expects similar words to have similar vectors based on the topicality assumption. To cope with the data sparseness issue, SVD is used as a dimensionality reduction technique. This results in reducing the dimension of the term-by-document matrix to approximately 300 highly related dimensions. Inspired by LSA, Hoffman proposed Probabilistic LSA [87] that constructs a low dimensional concept space based on statistical latent class model known as aspect model.

There are other approaches which used a similar design model for computing similarity [187, 119], however with certain differences. These approaches used sliding window approach over the corpus rather than computing co-occurrences at document level. Consequently, these approaches constructed a term-by-term matrix rather than a term-by-document matrix. In this term-by-term matrix, the entries were the co-occurrences of the terms within a window of reference rather than the term occurrences in the documents. The remaining method is the same as of LSA. Cosine similarity is computed between the vectors representing the words.

Weed and Weir [217] analyzed the plausibility of substituting two words in noun-verb syntactic relations in BNC corpus [109]. A prerequisite of their approach was the requirement of POS-tagged corpora, which prevented the application of their approach on unprocessed corpora.

Lin et al. [115] used a distributional similarity measure based on the distributional patterns of words. In order to bootstrap the semantics from a corpus, they parsed a 64 million words corpus (consisting of Wall Street Journal, APN Newswire and San Jose Mercury). From the parsed corpus they extracted 56.5 million triples and computed word similarity using the distributional patterns based on the parallelism assumption. Using this distributional similarity measure, they constructed a thesaurus that was similar to WordNet.
Another statistical technique used for relatedness computation is *Latent Dirichlet Allocation* (LDA) [14]. LDA represents a document as a mixture of words where each word is attributable to one of the document topics. Sun et al. [198] used LDA-based Fisher Kernel for text segmentation.

Agirre et al. [1] examined both *topicality* and *parallelism* assumptions on the 1.6 Tera-word Web corpus. They produced context vectors based on extracted syntactic patterns (containing a word \(w\) centered at the window) using a context window based approach (to test the *parallelism* assumption) and produced the context vectors based on neighboring words in a window of reference (to test *topicality* assumption). Finally they computed the cosine similarity between the vectors representing the given words.

Islam and Inkpen [91] used the BNC corpus [109] to get the frequencies of co-occurrence of a given pair of terms in the window of size \(2\alpha + 1\) (where \(\alpha\) is the number of words around a target word on either side) and used these frequencies to compute the PMI scores of all co-occurring terms. Based on these scores they sorted the list and selected the top \(n\) words. Then they computed the PMI summation function of each term by adding up the PMI scores of all the terms in the vectors that have non-zero PMI scores with the other given term. In other words, they considered only those terms that occurred in the context of both input terms. Then they added the normalized PMI summation scores of both given words to get the final similarity score.

Liu et al. [116] also constructed the second order co-occurrence vectors of biomedical corpora to compute the similarity of biomedical words. They computed the bigram term-by-term co-occurrence matrix (with term collocation frequencies as the matrix entries). Then they constructed the definitions of given words based on UMLS corpus and WordNet. The relatedness between two words is computed as the cosine of angle between the centroid of their definition vectors.
Web-based Approaches

The web is a heterogeneous collection of documents. Its dynamic nature, domain independence, universality and huge knowledge coverage make it an ideal resource for extracting background knowledge [68]. Various methods have analyzed the use of the web as a corpus [101, 206, 35, 180]. Web-based approaches cope well with the problem of data sparseness, in particular for the words that rarely occur. Keller et al. [100] conducted a study in which they found that web frequencies correlate with word frequencies in the carefully annotated BNC corpus [109]. They also found that web frequencies can be used to reliably predict the human plausibility. The web is used as a corpus in many NLP applications such as automatic thesaurus construction [31], word sense disambiguation [133], extraction of lexical relations [49], synonymy identification [206] and word clustering [123].

In general the web-based approaches utilize various features extracted from web for computing semantic associations. Some well known features include page counts, co-occurrence vectors and syntactic patterns derived from text snippets and web pages. Consequently, web-based measures can be grouped into co-occurrence based measures relying on proximity assumption, vector space based approaches using topicality assumption and lexical pattern based approaches using parallelism assumption.

Peter Turney [206] proposed an unsupervised approach to identify the synonyms from the web. He queried a web search engine Alta Vista to get the hits for given words and use these statistics to compute the similarity score based on the distributional measure PMI-IR. Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) [34] is a measure of information overlap between two variables, commonly used in information theory and statistics, and is given as below:

\[
PMI(x, y) = \log \frac{f(x, y)}{(f(x)f(y))}
\]

where \( f(x)f(y) \) is the probability of co-occurrence when two variables \( x \)
and \( y \) are independent, and \( f(x, y) \) exceeds \( f(x)f(y) \) when they are dependent. Hence, PMI is the degree of statistical dependence between two variables. It is a measure of how much one word tells about the other word. This information gain could be positive as well as negative. The log of this ratio indicates the amount of information about the presence of one variable when the other variable is observed. A major problem with PMI-based approaches is that the PMI score is high for rare words, which does not necessarily mean that there is a noteworthy dependence between the words.

Cilibrasi and Vitanyi [35] proposed Normalized Google Distance (NGD), as a distance measure between words using the number of hits returned by Google search engine for a given pair of words. They used the tendency of two words to co-occur in the web pages as a measure of semantic distance of word and phrases. NGD used the World Wide Web as the corpus and Google page counts to get the frequency of word occurrences. NGD is well-founded on information distance and the Kolmogrov complexity theories [35]. The formula for NGD is as follows:

\[
NGD = \frac{\max(\log f(x), \log f(y)) - \log f(x, y)}{\log M - \min(\log f(x), \log f(y))}
\]

where \( f(x) \) denoted the number of web pages containing word \( x \) and \( f(x, y) \) represents the number of web pages containing both words \( x \) and \( y \).

Ruiz-Casado et al. [179] retrieved the search text snippets containing first the word from web results, extracted the context around the word, replaced it with the second word and checked for the existence of this new pattern. Similarity of two words is then computed as the percentage of the sentences in which a word can be replaced by another word.

Sahami et al. [180], computed the similarity of short text snippets using web search results. A text snippet consists of a title, a short description and a link to that web page. For each of the given words, corresponding text snippets were converted into weighted vectors and the similarity between two words is computed as the inner product between their centroids. This
approach can be used to compute similarity of two text snippets, even when the snippets have no overlapping words. They assumed that the text snippets could be single words, multi-word phrases or entire text snippet. Their approach was based on the *topicality* assumption.

Matsuo *et al.* [123] used the statistics collected from search engines to compute the distributional similarity. Their method queried the given words individually as well as when put together to get the number of page hits. They used these statistics to compute Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) measure.

Chen *et al.* [30] analyzed the web as a live corpus by presenting various association measures based on the web. They used a model of web search with double checking to get statistics from web snippets and used them to compute various adapted co-occurrence measures. For two given words \( P \) and \( Q \), they collected text snippets retrieved by a search engine. In the snippets of \( Q \), they computed the occurrences of word \( P \) and vice versa. These values were combined in a non-linear way to compute the similarity between \( P \) and \( Q \) using the *Co-occurrence Double-Checking* measure as follows:

\[
CODC(P, Q) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } f(P@Q) = 0 \text{ or } f(Q@P) = 0 \\
\exp \left( \log \left( \frac{f(P@Q)}{f(Q@P)} \right)^\alpha \right) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( f(P@Q) \) denotes the number of occurrences of \( Q \) in the top-ranked text snippets of query \( P \) in Google search engine and \( \alpha \) is a controlling parameter. This method critically relies on the ranking of search engines to retrieve the top-ranked relevant snippets. A search engine considers many other factors in result ranking. Hence, it is difficult to find the occurrences of the word \( P \) in the top ranked text snippets of query \( Q \) if the snippets are not relevant. This is evident from their results, where most of the word pairs get a zero similarity score. Also, their assumption disregards asymmetric association of words. Due to asymmetry, it is possible that the word \( P \) occurs in the top snippets of the word \( Q \) but not vice versa.
In such cases, the CODC measure assumes that the given two words are unrelated, hence assigns them zero similarity score.

Gracia and Eduardo [68] computed semantic similarity by generalizing the Normalized Google Distance (NGD) measure to exploit the web as a source of knowledge. They transformed NGD into a generalized word relatedness measure that could be used with any web search engine. They transformed the NGD formula so that the distance scores it computes are bounded in a new range of [0-1] rather than the original range [0-∞]. Hence they proposed the following transformation to NGD (which they called Normalized Web Distance (NWD) rather than NGD).

\[
\text{relWeb}(x, y) = e^{-2NWD(x, y)}
\]

Glason et al. [62] used a web-based similarity measure that used the search engine counts to compute similarity of word pairs as well as groups of words. They used the web search count by measuring the decline in the number of hits as more words are appended in the query using AND operator.

Bollegala et al. [16] presented a measure based on learning an optimal combination of the page counts of the web (as the global context) and pattern extraction from web snippets (as the local context) returned by a search engine for a given word pair. They implemented four co-occurrence-based measures, namely the Jaccard measure [94], the Dice measure [43], the Overlap measure [188] and the PMI measure [34]. They extracted the syntactic patterns containing given two words in the proximity window of seven words, sorted them according to their frequency of occurrence, clustered them according to the semantically similar relations and computed the Cosine similarity between cluster centroids and the sorted vector of patterns. Finally, they trained a two-class SVM on these features to classify a word pair as synonym or non-synonym. Their approach is based on a combination of proximity and parallelism assumptions.
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2.6.2 Knowledge-Rich Approaches

According to the nature of various aspects of underlying knowledge source, the approaches based on formal knowledge sources are broadly categorized into two main streams: structure-based approaches and content-based approaches. Each research direction has its own advantages and disadvantages (discussed in the Section 2.7 of the thesis).

Structure-based Approaches

Structure-based approaches rely on the organization of the human intellect into semantically rich and well-defined semantic networks or graphs. Literature review indicates that there are two directions of research in structure-based approaches.

The first research direction includes the semantic association computation approaches based on predefined structures or taxonomies of existing knowledge sources such as the IS-A hierarchy of WordNet or hyperlink structure of Wikipedia. Since these structures are predefined, their strengths lie in the huge coverage of knowledge and explicit semantic encoding in a structured way. On the other hand, their downside is the structural inflexibility of the predefined knowledge sources in explicitly controlling the semantics. In the structure-based exploration of semantic similarity, Rada et al. [166] computed the number of edges between two terms in the hierarchy of MeSH which is a controlled vocabulary thesaurus providing conceptual hierarchy of medical terms that permits searching at various levels of specificity. Agirre and Rigau [2] proposed a dictionary-based measure by using the conceptual density and depth of dictionary to identify the shortest path distances between the concepts in the set structure. Hirst and Onege [84] considered the types of relations encoded by the edges of a path between two concepts. They theorized that if a path between two concepts consists of many edges that belong of different lexical relations then the two concepts are semantically dis-
tart concepts. They used the path length and number of direction changes in the taxonomy to compute relatedness between two concepts. A similar approach was adopted by Leacock and Chodor [106], who proposed an edge-based measure for computing semantic similarity using WordNet. They introduced the shortest path measure for WordNet. Milne and Witten [138] used Wikipedia hyperlink structure to compute semantic relatedness based on various features derived from Wikipedia hyperlinks. One class of such approaches are known as path-based approaches. Other examples of such approaches include the work of [29, 185, 138].

The second research direction consists of approaches that automatically generate huge semantic networks or graphs from various existing knowledge sources. These approaches have an advantage of controlling flexibility of the way the semantics are encoded in their structure but are computationally expensive to generate and suffer from scalability issues. Some worth mentioning approaches in this research direction are [113, 148, 225, 224, 169, 90]. Sonya and Markovitch [113] proposed Compact Hierarchical Explicit Representation in which they converted the Wikipedia category network into a multiple inheritance hierarchy. They assumed that two concepts are considered related if their hierarchical representations with respect to structure are similar. Navigli and Ponzetto [148] proposed a graph-based multilingual approach to compute semantic relatedness. They constructed and used BabelNet, a multilingual lexical knowledge source, to construct subgraphs for a word pair in different languages and computed semantic relatedness based on the subgraph intersection. Yeh et al. [225] constructed Wikipedia-based semantic graph and applied Random Walk with Personalized Page Ranks to compute semantic relatedness for words and texts. Ramagae et al. [169] constructed a semantic graph from WordNet and used the Random Walk algorithm to get the distribution of two textual units. Finally, they computed the similarity of two distributions using various semantic association measures. Yazdani and

\[^{15}\text{An edge is a link between two nodes on a path}\]
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Popescu-Belis [224] constructed a semantic network of concepts extracted from Wikipedia hyperlink structure and article content and used the Random Walk algorithm to compute the textual distance. Iosif and Potamianos [90] followed an unsupervised approach to construct a semantic network using co-occurrence or context similarity features extracted from the web-corpus.

Content-based Approaches

Content-based approaches make an effective use of the textual content at the concepts, documents or knowledge source level. There are various types of content-based approaches: vector based approaches, which are some variants of the Vector Space Model (VSM); and the gloss based approaches, which rely on the word overlap between the glosses of the concepts.

Vector Space Model (VSM), a well known algebraic model, represents input words as weighted vectors and computes the deviation of the angles between the vectors to compute the similarity [182]. In vector-based approaches, Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto [7] used bag of words model and compared the text fragments in the vector space. Their approach was quite simple to implement but performs sub-optimally when the text fragment to be compared shares very few words or when concepts are expressed by their synonyms rather than their actual words. Gabrilovich and Markovich [58] proposed Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) to incorporate human knowledge into relatedness computation by constructing concept vectors and comparing them using Cosine similarity. Hassan and Mihalceae [76] introduced Salient Semantic Analysis (SSA) by modeling frequently co-occurring words in the contextualized profile for each word. They only used words with high saliency or relevance to the document. Their approach works for relatedness computation of both word pairs and text pairs. Temporal Semantic Analysis (TSA) [167] was proposed to incorporate temporal dynamics to enhance text relatedness models. TSA repre-
presented each input word as a concept vector and extended static representation with temporal dynamics. Halawi et al. [71] proposed constrained learning of relatedness in which they learned a suitable word representation in a latent factor space. Content-based approaches specially those relying on the Vector Space Models (VSM) are known to perform better than structure-based approaches but are still biased towards more frequently occurring words.

The idea of gloss vectors was introduced by Lesk [111] for solving word sense disambiguation task. The Lesk algorithm compared the gloss of every context word around a target ambiguous word with the gloss of every sense of the target word. A sense sharing maximum word overlap with the glosses of the context words was selected as the intended sense. The idea was intuitive but suffered from the length of the gloss which is fairly short in dictionaries, hence does not provide sufficient vocabulary [8]. Banerjee and Pederson [8] extended the idea of gloss overlap by including glosses of other concepts related to a given concept. They observed that the synset of two related words are also related and have common words in their glosses. Hence, they extended the view of a relatedness between two words by considering various explicit semantic relations defined in WordNet such as hyponyms, hypernyms, meronyms, holonyms and troponyms. Other approaches which used the idea of gloss overlaps include [210, 129, 230, 69].

2.6.3 Hybrid Approaches

In hybrid approaches, multiple aspects of one or more knowledge source(s) are combined to compute word associations. Hybrid approaches usually combine the strengths of different features extracted from one or more knowledge sources which could be formal or informal. Hybrid approaches using multiple features generally lead to better performance than the approaches using single features as indicated by Agirre [1]. However, this
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performance improvement is usually achieved at the expense of higher computational costs. It is also possible that the hybrid method also inherit the limitations of the individual features or the underlying knowledge source(s) as indicated by [233]. Again, there are two research streams in the category of hybrid approaches.

First research stream consists of hybrid approaches that combine multiple aspects of the same knowledge source. Bollegala et al. [16] proposed a semantic association computation approach that extracted two features from web as a knowledge source: page counts based co-occurrences and clustered lexical patterns. They used support vector machine-based supervised algorithm to compute semantic similarity based on combining these two features. Similarly, Ponzetto and Strube [164] adapted path-based, information-content-based and taxonomy-based measures of WordNet to Wikipedia category network and combined them using SVM for computing word similarity. Mohammad et al. [199] proposed a semantic relatedness measure using various Wikipedia features such as articles, category graph and redirects. They combined these features in a system and used various similarity measures such as Dice, Simpson, Jaccard and Cosine similarity to compute the similarity between words. Other example of similar approaches that combined various aspects of a single knowledge source include [199, 224].

In the second research stream, hybrid approaches combine various aspects of multiple knowledge sources. Resnik [171] combined corpus statistics with a lexical taxonomy. The fundamental idea was to identify a concept in the lexical taxonomy that includes any information shared by the two concepts for similarity. He proposed the concept of Information Content (IC) based on the shared sub-sumer. Information content refers to the specificity of a concept [159]. Higher values of information content refer to more specific concept. For instance, the IC value of a general term idea will be lower than that of a more specific term coin. For a concept $c$ in the WordNet hierarchy, the information content is defined as the negative log
of probability of observing \( c \) (in terms of frequency of occurrences) and is given by,

\[
IC(c) = -\log P(c)
\]

where \( P(c) \) is the probability of occurrence of the concept \( c \). The smaller the value of information content of two concepts the more similar they are. Resnik [171] used IC to refer to the amount of information shared between two concepts and computed it using the Least Common Subsumer (LCS) or the lowest super-ordinate concept in the WordNet hierarchy. The more specific the LCS concept, the less distant the concepts. The formula for computing semantic distance of two concepts is given by,

\[
Resnik(c_1, c_2) = IC(LCS(c_1, c_2))
\]

Resnik measure is simple but suffers when different concept pairs have same LCS. Lin [115] attempted to refine the Resnik measure by using the IC of individual concepts and computed the similarity of two concepts as,

\[
lin(c_1, c_2) = \frac{2 \times Resnik(c_1, c_2))}{IC(c_1) + IC(c_2)}
\]

Jiang and Conrath [97] extended the same concept of combining the corpus statistics with lexical taxonomy. Their approach combined the information content measure with the edge count of noun terms in the IS-A hierarchy. They augmented the Resnik measure by using the IC of individual concepts given by,

\[
JCN(c_1, c_2) = \frac{1}{IC(c_1) + IC(c_2) - 2 \times Resnik(c_1, c_2))}
\]

However, the IC-based methods can only be computed for nouns and verbs in WordNet as these are organized in hierarchies in WordNet. However, these hierarchies are separate, thus the IC-based methods can only be applied to the same POS class word pairs (noun-noun or verb-verb pairs) [159]. Similarly, Agirre et al. [1] proposed a supervised approach
to compute semantic similarity and relatedness using various features including personalized Page Ranks based on WordNet graph and proximity window based approaches using text corpus of 1.6 Terawords. Zesch et al. [230] used multiple knowledge sources namely, Wikipedia, Wiktionary and WordNet and computed path length-based and concept vector-based measures of similarity on them. Other examples of hybrid approaches include [131, 226].

2.7 Limitations of Existing Approaches

The survey of various approaches of semantic association computation presented in this chapter provides an insight into the behavior of the approaches in each research direction. There are certain unique features of informal knowledge source based approaches that make them an attractive option for computing semantic associations: first, these measures are applicable in resource poor languages; and second, these measures are able to mimic both semantic similarity as well as relatedness depending on the design model that they use. Similarly, the semantic measures that belong to the class of formal knowledge sources are able to capture semantics at the concept level rather than just at the word level. Such approaches make a good use of the rich semantics implicitly and explicitly encoded in the semantic knowledge resources. However, it is important to identify limitations of various approaches in each research stream. Understanding the shortcomings of using various design models and knowledge sources will be helpful in selecting suitable semantic measures in various application settings.

2.7.1 Limitations of Knowledge-Lean Approaches

Corpus-based approaches enjoy the advantage of flexible adaptation to other informal knowledge sources. This flexibility in the choice of back-
ground knowledge source makes these approaches more applicable in various domains than the other approaches which are limited by the coverage, completeness and structure of the formal knowledge sources. Corpus-based approaches rely on distributional hypothesis, which is criticized for certain weaknesses. Distributional approaches assume that words which co-occur or appear in the same context are highly related which is not always true. For instance, consider the term pair bread, butter. These words frequently co-occur in a corpus and are assigned relatedness score higher than synonyms due to existence of a common phrase bread and butter. In general, corpora follow Zipf’s law [234] for word coverage which is usually skewed \(^{16}\). In other words, regardless of the size of the corpus, rarely used words have very low frequency of occurrence, which leads to unreliable Vector Space Models based on distributional hypothesis. Hence, distributional approaches perform poor on rarely used words. Also, distributional approaches do not explicitly distinguish between semantic similarity and semantic relatedness. Coupled with the fact that there are obvious differences in the semantic similarity and relatedness, distributional approaches are not suitable for applications which make a distinction in these two semantic types. Moreover, distributional approaches suffer from huge computational costs of pre-processing the entire corpus to discover the co-occurrences and lexical patterns of words in the corpus. Also, distributional approaches compute semantic associations at word level rather than at concept level, hence suffer from word sense conflation.

There are certain limitations of web-based approaches that use search engine results for computing semantic associations [101]. The data returned by a search engine is always truncated. The number of result hits returned by a search engine are often rounded up estimations, hence are approximate. The page count having occurrence of a word varies corresponding to the search engine load and other factors. Hence, the statistics returned by a search engine are not reliable. Also, the search engines

\(^{16}\)Please see the glossary for the detail
are frequently updated, so the results are not reproducible. Another limitation of web-based approaches is that the systems using result snippets returned by a search engine are limited by the maximum number of documents returned per query (typically around a thousand) [1]. The text snippets do not present enough context for computing word associations. For instance, each text snippet returned by the Google search engine contains around 10 words on average, which might not be sufficient to represent a document and extract the context. Moreover, the approaches based on document snippets are limited by the query syntax. The information retrieval systems and search engines critically depend on the query to be sufficiently well-structured to retrieve the required information. Poorly formatted queries can lead to irrelevant documents which adversely affect the performance of statistical and distributional methods of word associations. Text snippets based approaches also suffer from context quality. The search engines do not retrieve results from linguistics perspective (for instance word class). The documents having search terms in their title and headings are often ranked high, hence occupy the top ranks of the result set. This disregards the semantics of a query by only looking at the shallow syntactic features.

2.7.2 Limitations of Knowledge-Rich Approaches

Structure-based approaches are theoretically simple and their implementation and adaptation to other structures is quite straightforward. However, these approaches rely heavily on the underlying knowledge source, thus are sensitive to the taxonomic structure. Such approaches critically rely on the knowledge coverage, degree of completeness, density and depth of the underlying structure [12]. For instance, Pederson et al. [160] reported the difference in the performance of the same approach on different depths and specificities of the underlying taxonomies. Similarly, al-Mubaid et al. [4] showed that the performance of their system on MeSH
taxonomy degraded when the same approach was applied to a different taxonomic structure, SNOMED-CT. Similar observations were reported by Strube and Ponzetto [129] and Zasch and Gurevych [228] when adapting WordNet-based measures on Wikipedia and Wiktionary. Wang et al. [215] highlighted another issue with structure-based approaches that the path-based approaches usually consider a single path using a single type of lexical relation (such as Is-A hierarchy). This limits their capability by overlooking other types of semantic relations. Also, the background information used by structure-based approaches in not sufficient to represent complex semantic relations.

IC-based measures suffer from similar limitations as the structure-based approaches due to their critical reliance on the underlying taxonomy. IC-based methods also ignore many semantic relations due to the limitation of underlying hierarchy. In general, both structure-based and IC-based methods are more suitable for estimating semantic similarity rather than semantic relatedness, because of their focus on the taxonomic relations [233].

Gloss-based approaches are computationally inexpensive as compared to the other semantic approaches. However, they gather the background information from the glosses, which does not always provide sufficient semantic evidence. From this perspective, such approaches also suffer from the knowledge acquisition bottlenecks of the underlying knowledge source. This problem is partially handled by augmenting the glosses from multiple knowledge sources to construct pseudo-glosses that cover more semantic evidences [69, 230, 228].

Vector-based approaches mostly differ in the way the concept/word vectors are computed. The remaining algorithmic details are the same in most of the approaches. Depending on the underlying method of constructing the vectors, these approaches can be adapted to different knowledge sources easily. Zesch te al [228] showed this by adapting various vector-based approaches across different knowledge sources. However,
these approaches are also not without limitations. Vector-based approaches are usually computationally expensive. Many of them require the preprocessing of huge knowledge sources before generating the vectors [42, 58, 71]. Moreover, these approaches often suffer from the issue of data sparseness and require using the dimensionality reduction techniques such as SVD.

2.8 Performance Indicators

This section highlights certain important factors that affect the performance of a semantic measure. These factors are listed as follows:

1. **Choice of Knowledge Source**: The literature review reveals that the choice of knowledge source is the most important factor that controls and guides other factors. The existing approaches surveyed in the chapter were also categorized according to this factor in an attempt to identify the orientation of semantic approaches belonging to each category of knowledge sources. The approaches based on a corpus have a natural tendency to find distributional associations of words. Such approaches are ideal for certain kinds of applications such as automatic thesaurus generation, lexical chaining and semantic relation identification. Similarly, formal knowledge source based approaches rely on explicitly defined semantics, hence would be a good choice for applications such as query expansion, topic modeling and opinion mining.

2. **Choice of Design Model**: The second most important factor is the choice of underlying design model. It is clear from the previous discussion that using the same knowledge sources with different design models results in different performance and semantic bias. For instance, a semantic association computation approach based on text corpus and a combinatorial model would be a good approach for es-
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timating collocations but might not be a good choice for synonymy detection. On the other hand, if a semantic association computation approach is based on the geometric model of association then the focus of such approach will be on finding words having a similar context, thus leading to better estimates of synonymy. Similarly, a semantic association measure using a formal knowledge source and the structural model of association might be good at predicting semantic similarity due to its reliance on the taxonomic structure. In contrast, approaches based on formal knowledge sources and the geometric model would be good at judging the semantic relatedness of words because these do not rely on the overlap of directly related features.

3. Types of Semantic Relations: The selection of a background knowledge source also affects the orientation of a semantic measure towards classical or non-classical relations. Generally, the approaches relying on taxonomy or structural semantics are not good at predicting non-classical relations which are not explicitly encoded in the taxonomic structures. Such approaches are also not good at finding the cross-POS relations. Their strength lies in excellent estimates of the lexical-semantic relations between words. The choice of knowledge source and the underlying design model contribute to the performance of a semantic measure on estimating various types of semantic associations such as semantic similarity, semantic relatedness and distributional similarity (which could further be categorized into co-occurrences, collocations, synonymy, and asymmetric associations).

4. Nature of Datasets: Finally, the performance of a semantic measure is affected by the choice of dataset. Existing datasets on word associations focus on one or more semantic classes such as POS-classes or various types of semantic associations. The approaches having a bias towards a specific semantic class will perform better on that kind of
dataset but might produce worst result on other datasets. Hence, evaluation of a semantic association computation approach on such datasets could lead to unreliable conclusions about the performance of that approach. The nature of a dataset should be investigated from different perspectives of term relations such as POS classes, cross-POS relations and types of semantic relations. It is observed that there is not a single dataset that is suitable for evaluating the performance of all kinds of approaches on all types of semantic relations. Each of the existing datasets provides quite a restrictive view of the capabilities of semantic approaches. Hence, it is important for future approaches to build a unified framework for supporting a comparative evaluation testing different perspectives of semantic associations.

2.9 Chapter Summary

This chapter introduced the fundamentals of semantic association computation and discussed various approaches for computing semantic associations from the usage of underlying knowledge source point of view. There are two parts of this chapter. The first part introduced the concepts of semantic associations in general and various types of semantic associations. This follows the discussion on pervasiveness of semantic measures in various natural language processing applications. Then, it detailed the experiments reported on estimating the human judgments on semantic associations and showed that the inter-rater agreement of semantically similar word pairs was found higher than that of semantic relatedness, which indicated the inherent complexity in correctly identifying and estimating the semantic relatedness. The second part of this chapter identified two main categories of background knowledge sources and detailed the attributes of various knowledge sources in each category. It also classified the existing approaches according to their underlying knowledge sources and dis-
cussed the strengths and limitations of each approach. Finally, based on
the survey, this chapter identified the limitations of existing approaches
and important factors that directly or indirectly affect the performance of
semantic associations measures.
Chapter 3

Mining Wikipedia for Computing Semantic Relatedness

The work described in this chapter presents an exploitation of the semantic richness of a collaboratively built structured knowledge source, Wikipedia, in computing semantic associations of words. Wikipedia is a knowledge source that offers rich semantics defined by collective human intelligence (as opposed to lexical or statistical estimations) in a collaborative environment, resulting in a huge resource with a continuously growing coverage of knowledge. The chapter develops new semantic association measures based on Wikipedia and investigates their semantic capabilities on the task of computing semantic associations. Section 3.1 details semantically rich structural elements of Wikipedia; Section 3.2 presents two new semantic association measures based on structural semantics mined from Wikipedia. Section 3.3 details a new semantic measure based on semantic mining from the informative-content of Wikipedia articles; Sections 3.4 details the evaluation of Wikipedia-based semantic association measures on domain-independent datasets. This follows Section 3.5 presenting the domain-specific evaluation of the semantic measures on biomed-

\[1\text{Informative-content is different from the term information content coined by Resnik [171]. It refers to the actual textual content of Wikipedia articles.}\]
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ical datasets. Finally, Section 3.6 concludes the chapter with a brief summary of the key contributions.

3.1 Wikipedia as a Semantic Knowledge Source

Wikipedia is a free encyclopedia available in more than 250 languages\(^2\). The English version is the largest of all with more than 4 million articles. Wikipedia is a multifaceted knowledge source utilized diversely in a number of researches. It has multiple perspectives of consideration including an encyclopedia, a corpus, a database, a thesaurus, an ontology, and a network structure [126]. This section details the semantic role of various structural elements of Wikipedia that can be exploited for computing semantic associations. An overview of these structural elements is as follows.

**Articles:** An article is the main entity of information in Wikipedia\(^3\). An article is a piece of free text written about a single topic\(^4\). Wikipedia articles are a result of continuous and collaborative effort of thousands of free contributors who followed a set of rules, called *Wikipedia Manual of Style*, to write an article. This manual ensures a consistent format of every Wikipedia article, giving it a steady and readable look as well as connecting it to other articles having the same context [132]. Every Wikipedia article has a fairly predictable layout including certain required elements [126]. The beauty of Wikipedia as an encyclopedia is the fact that each Wikipedia article is focused on one particular topic which not only includes the dictionary like definition of the topic but also discusses the topic with respect to its super-concepts (hypernyms), sub-concepts (hyponyms) and related-concepts, hence offers much richer semantics than the mare

---

\(^2\)Available at: http://en.wikipedia.org
\(^3\)Articles and concepts are used interchangeably in the thesis and are used to refer to a Wikipedia article or one of its possible senses
\(^4\)Wikipedia articles also include videos, pictures, graphs and audios but the subject matter is mainly text
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structure.

**Article Titles:** Each article has a title in the form of a single word or a well formed phrase, sufficiently depicting the informative-content of that article. It often includes additional information about the scope of the article. For instance, the concept *Rooster (Zodiac)* indicates that the article is about the zodiac sign rooster rather than rooster bird. Wikipedia article titles are unique identifiers and can be used as descriptors in thesauri and URI’s in ontologies [126].

**Redirects:** A redirect is a page having no text but a directive in the form of a redirect link to the target article [126]. Redirects represent the name variations of articles. They are a good source of mapping synonyms, plurals, closely related words, abbreviations, alternative spellings and other variations in the surface form to the titles of the target articles. For instance, redirects of the Wikipedia article *heart* include *Heart (anatomy)*, *Heart (organ)*, *heart (biology)*, *cardiac physiology*, *cardiac*, *Human heart* and *four chambered heart*. All of these redirects refer to the same concept *heart*. Wikipedia Redirects are a good source of resolving synonymy issues without the need of an external thesaurus.

**Hyperlink Structure:** Wikipedia is a huge network of densely connected articles in which every article refers to other related articles through hyperlinks. A hyperlink is a reference to a Wikipedia article and can be followed by clicking on it. The article having a link is referred to as the *anchor article*; and the article pointed by the link is called *target article*. Like the web, Wikipedia hyperlinks provide a reader with immediate access to semantically relevant information on other pages and embody essential information about relatedness. However, a Wikipedia hyperlink is different from an ordinary web link, where a hyperlink connects any two web pages regardless of the context [99]. Wikipedia hyperlink from article A to article B shows that article B is semantically related to the content of article A.

---

5 please see the glossary for description
**Anchor Texts:** Each Wikipedia article has a number of anchortexts, also referred to as **labels.** An anchortext is a single word or phrase used for labeling a link in an *anchor article.* Wikipedia labels are a very good source of encoding synonyms and other variations of the title of a *target article.* These variations range from tightly coupled synonyms such as *rooster* and *cock* to various lexical relations such as hyponymy (*skin* to *animal skin*), meronymy (*skin* to *skin cell*) and related concepts (*skin* to *skin care*). They are an extremely useful component of Wikipedia because Wikipedia contributors modify them according to their own culture and customs in addition to the context of the article in which they are used. For instance, a label for *United States* is *Yankee-land,* which is a British slang for referring to *United States of America.* They not only encode the synonyms and surface forms but also the polysemy and the likeliness of each sense [139]. For instance, a link labeled with *Tree* has 92.82% likeliness of linking to the target article *Tree*(plant) and only 2.57% likeliness of linking to the target article *Tree*(Dataset Structure).

**Categories:** Wikipedia articles are organized into generic categories. Wikipedia category network is a taxonomic structure that emerged from collaborative tagging [230]. A Wikipedia article may belong to multiple categories. For example, the article *Happiness* belongs to categories like *Positive mental attitude,* Concepts in ethics, Philosophy of love, *Positive psychology,* Emotions and Pleasure. Similarly a category may include anywhere from a single to hundreds of articles. For instance the category *Positive mental attitude* includes 37 articles in total. The Wikipedia category network is a directed acyclic graph starting from a single category called the *root category,* which is further divided into 12 main branches. All Wikipedia articles belong to one or more of these categories. This way the top categories represent the the most general generalizations of a topic while the deeper level of categories represent more specific topic generalizations. These categories can be mined to extract various kinds of relations ranging from generic rela-
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Disambiguation Page: A disambiguation page is created and maintained to represent a polysemous word (a word with multiple senses). Whenever a Wikipedia user searches for a term with multiple senses or contexts, a disambiguation page is presented to the user. For example, the word Mars leads a user to the disambiguation page having multiple senses like Mars(astrology), Mars(chocolate bar), Mars(Band) and Mars(mythology). The context of the word Mars is so diverse that this word can not be used correctly without considering its appropriate sense. Due to this reason, every disambiguation page in Wikipedia contains a list of possible senses for a given word. These senses are further grouped according to some generic categories such as music, politics, law, geography, persons and places.

Infoboxes: An infobox is a special type of reusable templates to display an article’s relevant useful information summary in a structured form [126]. For example, for each Wikipedia article about a specific university, there is an infobox displayed on the top right side of the article having a list of factual data about that university such as the establishment date, location, size and website.

3.2 Mining Structural Semantics from Wikipedia

The semantic relatedness literature points to the exploitation of two main Wikipedia structures for computing semantic associations: the hyperlink structure and the category structure. The thesis uses the hyperlink network for computing semantic associations. Although Wikipedia category graph is also used in literature for computing semantic associations, it suffers from lack of good structural connectivity, uneven density and less semantic information due to the presence of many administrative categories as compared to the hyperlink structure. Also, the number of Wikipedia
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categories per article are much less than the number of hyperlinks. Hence, the focus of the structure-based measures is on using the Wikipedia hyperlink structure for computing semantic associations.

A Wikipedia hyperlink is a connection between two Wikipedia articles sharing some context. Articles having links referring to a specific article $a_i$ are called its in-link articles. Similarly, articles which are referred to by the article $a_i$ are called its out-link articles, as indicated by Figure 3.1.

![Hyperlink Structure Diagram](image)

Figure 3.1: Wikipedia hyperlink structure

The structural semantic mining is done by exploiting the hyperlink structure that intrinsically encodes a variety of semantic and lexical relations among Wikipedia articles.

In this section, two new association measures based on Wikipedia’s hyperlink structure are presented: The first measure is called WikiSim and the second measures is called Overlapping Strength-based Relatedness (OSR). Both of these measures make effective use of different features based on Wikipedia hyperlinks for computing semantic associations. The first measure uses the hyperlink overlap, whereas the second measure considers the averaged relative strength of relatedness of all elements in the set of shared links.
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3.2.1 WikiSim

The first presented measure WikiSim, is a Simpson coefficient [16] inspired measure of the relatedness of two terms. WikiSim takes into account the proportion of links shared by corresponding articles of the two given terms. The approach starts with matching input terms \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) to their corresponding Wikipedia articles \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) respectively. For \( a_1 \), a link set \( (LS_1) \), consisting of its all distinct in-link and out-link articles, is constructed and compared with the link set \( (LS_2) \) of \( a_2 \), to find out the link overlap set. This link overlap set is then used to compute the relatedness as follows.

\[
\text{WikiSim}(t_1, t_2) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{|LS_1 \cap LS_2|}{\min(|LS_1|, |LS_2|)} & \text{if } |LS_1 \cap LS_2| \neq 0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.1)

In the above formula, \( |LS_1 \cap LS_2| \) is the set of all links shared by both articles. This overlapping is normalized by the length of the smaller link set to avoid any bias in the results due to larger size of either link set. This is particularly useful in case of term relatedness, where the size of a link set is unknown in advance and the link sets have unequal size. WikiSim generates the final scores on a scale of \([0-1]\), where 0 means unrelated and 1 means highly related (e.g synonym).

3.2.2 Overlapping Strength based Relatedness (OSR)

WikiSim considers all shared links equally useful. However, some links might be equally important to both input terms, whereas some others might be semantically oriented more towards either input term but not both as shown in Figure 3.2. Certain Wikipedia concepts are closer to either of the given concepts Car or Gasoline, whereas some concepts like Economics of automobile usage have symmetric semantic orientation towards both concepts.

The fact that all shared links between two concepts are not equally useful, highlights the need of identifying the semantic orientation and useful-
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Figure 3.2: Semantic orientation of the shared associates of two concepts car and Gasoline.

ness of their shared associates in order to compute the final relatedness of two concepts.

Overlapping Strength-based Relatedness (OSR) is the second proposed measure that uses the idea of semantic orientation of shared links for computing semantic association of a given term pair. OSR takes into account the combined association strength of shared links of both input terms and uses it to compute the final association score of a given term pair.

Following WikiSim, the approach matches each a pair of terms $t_1$ and $t_2$ to the corresponding Wikipedia articles $article_1$ and $article_2$ and extracts the link sets of both articles. The link sets are then compared to get an overlap set consisting of all the link articles that are common to both sets. Each article in the overlap set is referred to as a shared associate. The association strength of each shared associate $a_s$ is then computed as the product of its relatedness strength (SR) with $article_1$ and $article_2$ as follows:

$$\text{AssocStrength}(a) = SR(a, article_1) \times SR(a, article_2) \quad (3.2)$$

where SR is computed using Article Comparer of Wikipedia Miner Toolkit.
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[140]. Article Comparer is a machine learning based algorithm for computing the relatedness strength of any two Wikipedia articles. It extracts multiple features of the given Wikipedia articles and learns the optimal relatedness scores based on these features. The features used by Article Comparer are shown in Figure 3.3.

![Figure 3.3: A set of Wikipedia features used by Article Comparer [140]](image)

Two simple features are the intersection size and union size of the individual link sets of both Wikipedia articles. The third feature, Normalized Link Distance (NLD), is modeled after Normalized Google Distance (NGD) [35] and is based on the in-link set of both Wikipedia articles, given as:

\[
NLD(a, b) = \frac{\log(\max(|A|, |B|)) - \log(|A \cap B|)}{\log(|W|)} - \frac{\log(\min(|A|, |B|))}{\log(|W|)}
\]  

(3.3)

where \(a\) and \(b\) are the articles and \(A\) and \(B\) are sets of all articles that link to \(a\) and \(b\) respectively. The last feature Link Vector Similarity (LVS) is modeled after Vector Space Model (VSM) [182] and is based on the out-link set of both articles. It computes a link occurrence-based vector called \(lf-iaf\) rather than \(tf-idf\) vectors\(^6\). The link frequency (lf) signifies the importance of a link in an article and is computed as:

\(^6\)Please see glossary for detail
\[ l_{ij} = \frac{n_{i,j}}{\sum_k n_{k,j}} \] (3.4)

where \( n_{i,j} \) is the number of times \( a_j \) links to \( l_i \) and \( k \) refers to the total number of outlinks of \( a_j \). The inverse article frequency (iaf) measures the general significance of a link and is given as:

\[ iaf = \log \left( \frac{|W|}{|\{a : l_i \epsilon a\}|} \right) \] (3.5)

where \( W \) is the total number of Wikipedia articles and the denominator refers to the total in-link articles of \( l_i \). The link weights are computed using the product \( lf \times iaf \) for each link in the corresponding vectors of input term pair. Finally, the Cosine similarity of both vectors is computed to get the final relatedness score of an article pair. The strength of relatedness of two terms depends on the overlapping strength of the shared associates of their corresponding Wikipedia concepts. The association strength of any
two terms $t_1$ and $t_2$ is computed as follows:

$$OSR(t_1, t_2) = \frac{\sum_{a_s \in C_s} \text{AssocStrength}(a_s)}{|L|}$$

(3.6)

where $|L|$ represents the total number of links of both concepts and $C_s$ is set of shared associates. Equation 3.6 rewards all those links which are important to both input articles. So, the less useful a link is for either input articles, the lower the association strength of that link. The association strength of a link is zero if the link is not related to either of the input articles even if it is very closely related to the other input article. The framework to compute OSR-based association scores is shown in Figure 3.4.

### 3.3 Mining Informative-Content based Semantics from Wikipedia

A traditional way of computing word associations is to represent the context of individual words in a multidimensional space and compute the distance between their corresponding vectors. This section introduces a new measure of word associations called Context Profile-based Relatedness (CPRel) using the informative-content of Wikipedia articles. CPRel improves the vector representation of words by constructing a context profile of each concept corresponding to the input word based on certain features derived from the informative-content of the Wikipedia articles.

#### 3.3.1 Context Profile-based Relatedness (CPRel)

Context Profile based Relatedness (CPRel) exploits the semantic richness of Wikipedia articles by using their informative-content which encode implicit information about the lexical relations (such as synonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms) that are typically present in the Wikipedia articles.

CPRel extracts the informative-content of a Wikipedia article corresponding to an input term. The informative-content includes many words
that are contextually related to each input word. It goes through a number of filtering passes to get rid of noisy words and to extract a set of candidate contextual concepts of a given word. The set of candidate concepts is filtered further to get rid of all noisy labels that do not constructively contribute to the context of a given word. The resultant set is referred to as Context-Filtered Profile (CFP) of an input word. The weight of each label in a CFP is computed using three weighting schemes based on features extracted from Wikipedia. The filtered context profiles are then compared using Cosine similarity to compute semantic association score of a word pair. The process of computing the semantic associations of words using CPRel is shown in Figure 3.5.

The Informative-content of both articles are preprocessed to convert them from MediaWiki format to plain text. After article matching and the preprocessing phase, the informative-content of each article goes through a number of filtering steps to eliminate unnecessary words. The rest of this section details the context filtering and weighting schemes used for
computing semantic associations of words.

**Context Filtering**

The aim of context filtering is to weed out all common English words that are not helpful in context identification and matching. For this purpose, a list of common English words\(^7\) is used. All words with length less than 3 are also discarded (a heuristic used by [76] as an approximation of stop word removal).

N-grams phrases (up to 5-grams) are extracted from the informative-content of an article. Clearly, many n-grams would be of no help in supporting the context of a given word. Useful n-grams are the ones that represent a semantically meaningful concept. A good source of the phrases that represent meaningful concepts is the set of Wikipedia labels (anchor-text in links), which provide a wide range of different ways of referring to a concept in Wikipedia. These labels not only include Wikipedia article titles but also synonymy, hyponymy and hypernymy. Matching an n-gram with Wikipedia labels could be helpful in judging whether it is useful or not. Therefore the set of n-grams is pruned by removing each n-gram that does not match with a Wikipedia label.

The pruning of n-grams alone is not sufficient because Wikipedia contains such a large collection of articles that some labels are not very useful e.g. *is*, *of* and *for*. In order to find out the usefulness of Wikipedia labels, *Link Probability* (LP) [132] is used. LP is a proven measure to signify “keyphraseness” of a word. It is defined as an estimate of the probability of a keyword being used as a link in Wikipedia. It is computed as the ratio of the number of Wikipedia articles having a keyword as a link to the number of Wikipedia articles in which that keyword occurs in any form (as a link or a word) and is given by,

\(^7\)available at http://www.db-net.aueb.gr/gbt/resources/stopwords.txt
\[ P(\text{keyword}|w) = \frac{\text{count}(D\text{key})}{\text{count}(Dw)} \] (3.7)

where \( \text{count}(D\text{key}) \) represents the number of articles having a word \( w \) as a label and \( \text{count}(Dw) \) is the number of articles in which the word appears. In general, the more generic the Wikipedia label, the lower the link probability. So a label \text{car} gets a lower LP value (0.01) than a label \text{sports car}, which in turn gets a low LP value (0.17) than \text{Ferrari} (0.27). Moreover, the most generic labels get extremely low LP value, such as the label \text{the} gets an LP value of \( 8.7 \times 10^{-6} \).

CPRel uses Wikipedia labels and the link probability for context filtering, which is performed in two phases: in the first filtering pass all words which are not valid Wikipedia labels are discarded, leaving only those keywords that match with Wikipedia labels; in the second pass, all labels having LP values below a certain cutoff threshold \( \alpha \) are discarded. So, \( k \in CFP_w \) if \( k \in \text{Candidates}(w) \) and \( LP(k) > \alpha \) where, \( k \) is a candidate label and \( CFP_w \) is the set of filtered labels representing the context of a word \( w \). All labels with LP values above the threshold \( \alpha \) are used to generate the \( CFP \) of each input word. A \( CFP \) represents the context of an input word in the high dimensional space of Wikipedia labels.

**Weighting Schemes**

Each label in the \( CFP \) of each input word is stemmed and assigned a hybrid weight based on three weighting schemes. After stemming, the root/stem word \( r \) of each label is assigned a weight \( w \) based on combined weights of its derivational/inflectional word set \( \{w_1, w_2, ..., w_n\} \).

- **Term Frequency-based weighting**: Term Frequency (TF) is a common heuristic used to find out the importance of a term in a document. In general, frequently occurring words in an article contribute more towards the context of the article and are considered important.
Based on this assumption, Normalized Term Frequency (NTF) is computed as the ratio of sum of frequencies of all the inflectional forms of a root word to the sum of frequencies of all the root words in an article and is given as

\[
NTF(r) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} TF(d_i)}{\sum_{j=1}^{m} TF(r_j)}
\]  

(3.8)

where \(k\) represents the total number of derivational words \(d\) of a root word \(r\) and \(m\) represents the total number of root words.

- **Link Estimation based weighting**: In general, NTF is good at finding frequently occurring contextual concepts in an article but it’s not always helpful. Some of the labels may still exist in an article with high frequency count but of not much specificity and relevance. To counter such keywords, Link Estimation (LE) of a root word \(r\) is used to signify the importance of a word as a label in the Wikipedia. If a word frequently occurs as a label in Wikipedia then it is considered a significant keyword. Based on this assumption, Link Estimation (LE) is defined as the ratio of sum of link article count (number of articles where the word occur as a link, \(count(Dkey_{w_i})\)) of each inflectional form to the sum of total article count (number of articles where a word occurs at all, \(count(Dw_{w_i})\)) of them. LE is computed as below:

\[
LE(r) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{k} count(Dkey_{w_i})}{\sum_{i=1}^{k} count(Dw_{w_i})}
\]  

(3.9)

where \(k\) represents the number of inflectional forms of a root word. This measure penalizes all unwanted common words which succeed in passing through the stop word filter and the label filter and have high NTF.

- **Hybrid weighting**: Previous two weighting schemes are combined to compute the weight of all labels in each CFP.
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\[ w(r) = \frac{2 \times LE(r) \times NTF(r)}{LE(r) + NTF(r)} \]  

(3.10)

This hybrid measure creates a balance between local significance of a term within a Wikipedia article and its global importance as a label in Wikipedia encyclopedia. Any label having high normalized term frequency but low link estimation will be penalized and vice versa.

Finally, the context of each input word is represented in a high dimensional space of Wikipedia labels. The deviation of angle between the two CFPs is computed as the Cosine similarity represents the extent of association between the words \( w_1 \) and \( w_2 \) and is computed as follows.

\[
CPRel(w_1, w_2) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} CFP1_i \times CFP2_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (CFP1_i)^2} \times \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (CFP2_i)^2}}
\]  

(3.11)

where \( CFP1 \) is the context profile of the word \( w_1 \) and \( CFP2 \) is the context profile of the word \( w_2 \). The Cosine of \( 0^\circ \) is 1, which means the two words are the same. Other values of Cosine similarity below 1 refer to various degrees of association between the given words.

3.4 Domain-Independent Evaluation

For performance evaluation of the semantic association measures detailed in the previous section of the chapter, the direct evaluation method is adopted using both Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlation metrics. Three datasets are used in the experiments: M&C, R&G and WS-353 datasets (detailed in Section 2.3 of the thesis). Some word pairs in the datasets did not have corresponding Wikipedia articles and are referred to as missing word pairs in the experiment. Other word pairs that match with corresponding Wikipedia articles are called non-missing word pairs. Missing word pairs are problematic for the new measures since the measures depend on Wikipedia articles corresponding to each word. To cope with
such word pairs, two versions of each dataset were created: datasets with all term pairs; and datasets with only non-missing term pairs (removing missing term pairs from each dataset resulted in 24 word pairs in M&C, 58 word pairs in R&G and 314 pairs in WS-353 datasets). Since the semantic measures assign zero scores to missing word pairs, the experiments used Wikipedia Link-based Measure (WLM) [138] for computing the scores of missing term pairs. Therefore, the performance of the semantic association measures were investigated in three experiments. The first experiment applied the semantic measures to all term pairs (assigning zero weights to missing term pairs); the second experiment applied the approaches to non-missing term pairs only (to analyze the actual performance of the semantic measures); and the third experiment applied the measures combined with WLM (used for scoring the missing term pairs) on all term pairs.

Many terms in each dataset are ambiguous and have multiple meanings. Ambiguity is certainly a non-trivial issue and can greatly affect the performance of a semantic association measure. A wrong disambiguation can lead to misleading correlations with manual judgments on a term pair. To address this issue and analyze the performance of the semantic measures from the perspective of association computation, term pairs in each dataset were manually matched to the corresponding Wikipedia articles. However, to analyze the impact of disambiguation on the overall performance of a semantic measure, later experiments have also compared the performance of the presented semantic measures on both manually-disambiguated and automatically-disambiguated versions of each dataset.

For association computation using a semantic measure, the version of Wikipedia released in July 2011 is used. It contains 33GB of uncompressed XML markups, which corresponds to more than four million articles. To easily draw upon the content of Wikipedia, the latest version of Wikipedia-Miner Toolkit is used [140].

\[http://www.nzdl.org/wiki/\]
3.4.1 Statistical Significance Test

For computing the correlation and testing the statistical significance, the IBM SPSS Statistics 20 toolkit is used. For finding out whether the association of the automatically computed scores with the manual judgments is statistically significant, SPSS default hypothesis test is used. The hypothesis can be explained in two different ways depending on whether the significance test is two-tailed or one-tailed.

- The hypothesis for the two-tailed significance test is as follows:
  - Null Hypothesis $H_0 : \rho = 0$ the population correlation coefficient is 0 (no association)
  - Alternate Hypothesis $H_1 : \rho \neq 0$ the population correlation coefficient is not 0 (the association is statistically significant)

- The hypothesis for the one-tailed significance test is as follows:
  - Null Hypothesis $H_0 : \rho = 0$ the population correlation coefficient is 0 (no association)
  - Alternate Hypothesis $H_1 : \rho > 0$ the population correlation coefficient is greater than 0 (the association is positive) or
  - Alternate Hypothesis $H_1 : \rho < 0$ the population correlation coefficient is not 0 (the association is negative)

where $\rho$ is the population correlation coefficient. If a specific directional association\(^9\) between the variables (in comparison) is not hypothesized then the two-tailed significance test is used. By default SPSS computes statistical significance at alpha=0.01 and alpha=0.05. The two-tailed statistical significance hypothesis is used in the experiments of Chapters 3 to 6.

\(^9\)please see Section 2.4.1 for details on directionality
3.4.4 Results and Discussion

This section details the empirical analysis of Wikipedia-based semantic measures and compares the performance of the association computation measures based on Wikipedia structure and informative-content–CPRel, WikiSim and OSR. The bold values in each following table indicate the best correlation-based performance on a specific dataset.

The first experiment analyzed the performance of CPRel using three weighting schemes for computing semantic associations to select the best performing weighting scheme: CPRel-NTF, CPRel-LE and CPRel-Hybrid. Both Spearman’s correlation ($\rho$) and Pearson’s correlation ($r$) are used to compare automatically computed results with human judgments on all datasets.

Figure 3.6 compares the performance of the three variants of CPRel on non-missing versions of all datasets. It is clear from the figure that CPRel-Hybrid surpassed the other two methods on both M&C and R&G datasets and performed best equal with CPRel-NTF on the WS-353 dataset (on Spearman’s correlation ($\rho$)). These results show that a combination of normalized term frequency and link estimation is a good indicator of semantic associations. Hence, we decided to use CPRel-Hybrid as the informative-content based measure in later experiments.

In the next experiment, three measures based on Wikipedia hyperlink structure and informative-content are compared. Table 3.1 shows the correlation-based performance of the presented measures on all-terms versions of three datasets.

Clearly, WikiSim outperformed the other two measures on all datasets using Spearman’s correlation and on the M&C dataset using Pearson’s correlation. On the other hand, CPRel-Hybrid outperformed the other two measures on R&G and WS-353 datasets using Pearson’s correlation. However, the correlation-based performance of the presented semantic measures on all datasets is not high in general. The reason for these low correlation values is that all the semantic measures assigned zero score to a term
Figure 3.6: Performance comparison of three variants of CPRel on non-missing versions of three datasets: M&C, R&G and WS-353 datasets.
Table 3.1: Performance comparison of the semantic measures on all-terms (All) versions of M&C, R&G and WS-353 datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Correl.</th>
<th>Datasets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M&amp;C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(All)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>WikiSim</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSR</td>
<td>WikiSim</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>CPRel-Hybrid</td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and $p$-value < .001. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.

pair if either of the terms did not match with its corresponding Wikipedia article. However, this does not reflect the actual performance of the semantic measures. In order to analyze their actual performance, the semantic measures were compared on non-missing versions of all datasets, as shown in Table 3.2.

When the performance of the three Wikipedia-based semantic measures on the non-missing version of each dataset was investigated, a noteworthy rise in the corresponding correlation values was observed on all datasets as shown in Table 3.2. Again, WikiSim outperformed the other two approaches on all datasets using Spearman’s correlation while CPRel performed the best on all three datasets using Pearson’s correlation. This shows that the presented measures are actually good at estimating the semantic association strength as long as the input words match with corresponding Wikipedia articles.

In order to report the performance of the semantic measures on all-terms versions of all datasets, a hybrid approach was followed for computing the automatic scores, which computed the semantic association
scores of missing term pairs using WLM measure [138] and combined them with scores of each semantic measure on the all-terms version of each dataset. The results of this experiment are reported in Table 3.3. Clearly,
on *all-terms* versions of all datasets, a consistent behavior of presented measures was observed. The Spearman’s correlation of WikiSim+WLM was again highest when compared with other two measures on all three datasets. Similarly, on Pearson’s correlation CPRel+WLM was found to top the other two approaches on all three datasets.

### 3.4.3 Impact of Disambiguation

In order to investigate the impact of term disambiguation on the overall performance of a semantic measure, another experiment compared the performance of the semantic association measures on two versions of all datasets: one version with manually disambiguated terms; and another version with automatically disambiguated terms. For automatic disambiguation, the *Label disambiguator* of Wikipedia-Miner toolkit [140] was used. *Label disambiguator* is a machine learning algorithm that takes a two words as input and generates their best-related sense pair as output. Depending on the disambiguation confidence, the output of the disambiguator can be one or more sense pairs. The experiment used only the top-ranked sense pair for each input term pair. For a fair comparison, all term pairs that could not be matched with corresponding Wikipedia articles were excluded from both versions of each dataset. The result of this comparison is shown in Table 3.4.

A cursory look at the table shows that the performance of the semantic measures on the task of semantic relatedness computation was adversely affected when the automatic disambiguation was used. Analysis of the results revealed that the automatic disambiguator assigned many sense pairs which were very different from the original term pair. For instance, for the term pair *(Crane, Implement)*, a sense pair *(Crane (machine), List of agricultural machinery)* was returned as the output sense pair by *Label disambiguator*, which resulted in a different semantic association score. Consequently, the automatic disambiguation produced low
Table 3.4: Performance comparison of the semantic measures on M&C, R&G and WS-353 datasets using manual and automatic disambiguations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Correl.</th>
<th>Automatic Disambiguation</th>
<th>Manual Disambiguation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M&amp;C</td>
<td>R&amp;G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>WikiSim</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSR</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>CPRel-Hybrid</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and p-value < .001. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.

correlation values on each dataset when compared with that of the manual disambiguation. This also indicates that the automatic disambiguation of term pairs still needs improvement. This is yet an open research topic to explore. There is a big performance difference between the automatic and manual disambiguations. Hence, the performance comparison of the Wikipedia-based semantic association measures was based on the manual disambiguations. Please note that these measures can also be used with automatic disambiguation.

3.4.4 Further Analysis

The correlation of the Wikipedia-based semantic measures on WS-353 was not as high as on the other two datasets. There are three main reasons for the performance drop on the WS-353 dataset. First, on analyzing the dataset, it was found that most of word pairs in this dataset share a context only when put together but are not semantically related otherwise. For instance, in the word pair \((\text{secret}, \text{weapon})\), both words have different contexts, which might not be strongly related but when put together as
secret weapon, both words are strongly related in a new context. A further analysis revealed that there were 90 word pairs in this dataset which fall into this category. For such word pairs, the presented measures did not produce realistic association scores. Second, the words having collocational relations such as (Disaster, Area) get a high score only if they co-occur within a proximity window i.e. if they are placed lexically close in the text. However, all the presented Wikipedia-based semantic measures focused on the semantic closeness which does not require the words to co-occur in close proximity, thus yielded low correlations. Third, the focus of WS-353 dataset is on both semantic similarity as well as on semantic relatedness [228]. Semantic similarity is easier to predict than relatedness which is considered broader as well as more complex than semantic similarity [23]. In this particular dataset, even humans have low agreement on many word pairs and assigned different scores to the same word pair. There are cases where the inter-rater agreement on this dataset falls below 0.65 as compared to the M&C and R&G datasets where the inter-rater agreement remained between 0.88 and 0.95 [204].

The presented Wikipedia-based semantic measures are computationally inexpensive as none of them require extensive pre-processing of the whole knowledge source. However, an obvious limitation is the mapping of each input term to the corresponding Wikipedia article, which might not always be available. Existing knowledge sources suffer from coverage limitation to varying extents. However, due to the continuously growing nature of Wikipedia, knowledge acquisition from Wikipedia will hopefully not be a major issue in future. By extending the context of given terms to the corpus level, this mapping can be avoided and this is addressed in Chapter 6 of the thesis.

The presented research capitalizes on word-to-word semantic association computation; however, with small modifications, the presented measures could be adapted to the task of association computation of large textual units such as sentences and documents.
### 3.4.5 Similarity Vs. Relatedness

The annotation guidelines for the WS-353 dataset did not distinguish between similarity and relatedness as mentioned in [1]. Evaluating semantic measures on WS-353 dataset, which is a combination of both kinds of associations, is problematic because different semantic association measures are appropriate for measuring similarity or measuring relatedness. Hence, to address this issue, Agirre et al. [1] reused the existing human judgments on the WS-353 dataset and created two new gold standard datasets: WS353-Similarity, consisting of 203 term pairs (unrelated term pairs and similarity term pairs); and WS353-Relatedness with 252 term pairs (unrelated term pairs and related but not similar term pairs). To analyze the impact of similarity and relatedness on the performance of the semantic measures, we experimented with both subsets of the WS-353 dataset and reported the results in Table 3.5 and 3.6. In the reported results, WS353-Similarity is represented as WS353-(S) and WS353-Relatedness is represented as WS353-(R).

Table 3.5 shows the performance comparison of the semantic measures on all-terms versions of both subsets. On the all-terms version of WS353-(S), OSR outperformed the other two measures on Spearman’s correlation, whereas CPRel performed the best on WS353-(S) using Pearson’s correlation. In general, all three approaches produced higher correlations on the similarity-based dataset than on the relatedness-based dataset, which indicates the intrinsically complex nature of semantic relatedness.

Table 3.6 indicates the performance comparison of the semantic measures on the non-missing versions of both subsets of the WS-353 dataset. Since the non-missing version of every dataset represents the actual performance of each approach, we have reported the results in a separate table. Clearly, on the non-missing version of the WS-353-(S) dataset, OSR outperformed the other two approaches using the Spearman’s correlation and CPRel-Hybrid showed best performance using the Pearson’s correlation. On the WS353-(R) dataset with non-missing term pairs, WikiSim outper-
Table 3.5: Performance comparison of the semantic measures on all-terms versions of similarity (WS-353-(S)) and relatedness (WS-353-(R)) based subsets of the WS-353 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Correl.</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WS-353-(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WS-353-(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(All)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(All)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>WikiSim</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSR</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>CPRel-Hybrid</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and p-value $< .001$. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.

formed the other two approaches using both Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlations.

### 3.5 Domain-Specific Evaluation: Biomedical Data

Section 3.4 of the chapter presented a domain-independent evaluation of the Wikipedia-based semantic measures as all datasets used in the previous experiments were general-English based word pairs. However, the number of datasets used for direct evaluation of semantic relatedness computation approaches is limited. In order to extensively investigate the performance of the Wikipedia-based measures, the following experiment used domain-specific datasets. The purpose of this experiment is two fold: first, to analyze the effectiveness of the semantic association measures on domain-specific data; and second, to investigate semantic capabilities of Wikipedia on the task of domain-specific term relatedness.
Table 3.6: Performance comparison of the semantic measures on Non-Missing (NM) versions of similarity (WS-353-(S)) and relatedness (WS-353-(R)) based subsets of the WS-353 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Correl.</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>WS-353-(R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(NM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure</td>
<td>WikiSim</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSR</td>
<td></td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contents</td>
<td>CPRel-Hybrid</td>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$r$</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and p-value < .001. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.

3.5.1 Datasets

The following biomedical datasets are used in the domain-specific evaluation of the semantic measures.

- **MiniMayo dataset**: A biomedical dataset consisting of 30 medical term pairs annotated by 3 physicians and 9 medical index experts [160] on a four point scale: practically synonyms, related, marginally related and unrelated. The difference of judgments between medical experts and physicians stems from the professional training and activities of the two groups. Medical experts are trained to use the hierarchical classifications of medical concepts while physicians are trained to diagnose and treat patients. The reported inter-rater agreement of physicians’ scores was 0.68, whereas that of experts was 0.78. The agreement across both groups was found to be 0.85.
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- **MeSH Dataset:** A biomedical dataset [85] consisting of 36 term pairs derived from MeSH ontology, which is a taxonomic hierarchy of medical concepts. Scores of 8 human experts on 36 MeSH term pairs were averaged to provide similarity scores on a scale of [0 - 1].

- **MayoMeSH Dataset:** Both previously mentioned domain-specific datasets are combined to generate a dataset of 65 medical term pairs. Humans scores on both datasets were normalized on a scale of [0 - 4] where 0 means unrelated and 4 means exactly the same. This dataset is created for performance analysis of the semantic measure on a larger set of biomedical term pairs.

All term pairs in MeSH and MiniMayo datasets matched with their corresponding Wikipedia articles, hence the non-missing and WLM versions of these datasets were not needed in the experiments.

### 3.5.2 Results and Discussion

Following domain-independent evaluation, we used the Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient ($\rho$) and the Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($r$) to compare our results with human judgments on these datasets.

Table 3.7 shows the performance of the Wikipedia-based semantic measures on biomedical datasets. Overall, WikiSim performed consistently well on all datasets using both Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlations. On the MeSH dataset, CPRel outperformed the other two measures using both correlation metrics. However, on other four datasets, WikiSim outperformed the other two measures using Spearman’s correlation. On both versions of MiniMayo and MayoMeSH datasets, an opposite trend was seen in the correlation of the structure-based and the informative-content based approaches. The results of this experiment show that the structure-based approaches correlated well with physicians’ judgments whereas the content-based approach produced higher correlation with medical experts.
We expected structure-based measures to correlate better with the experts’ judgments than with the physicians because the experts’ judgments are essentially based on their knowledge of hierarchical structure. Despite having a well-organized structure, Wikipedia hyperlinks are not based on tightly-bounded lexical relations as arranged in classical taxonomies. It is based on linking those Wikipedia articles that share some related context, hence offers far more rich semantics than the classical structures such as WordNet taxonomy. We hypothesize this to be the reason for better correlation of the structure-based association measures with the physicians’ judgments. However, further experimentation is required to support this argument. Despite the larger size, the overall best performance is achieved on the MeSH dataset using both Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlations because this dataset includes term pairs having classical lexical and semantic relations between the terms such as Migraine is a hyponym of Headache. The results of experiments have also shown that Wikipedia is a valuable knowledge source not only for computing general-English based terms but also for computing relatedness of biomedical terms.
3.5.3 Further Analysis

In order to understand the performance difference of the presented measures on both correlation metrics i.e. Spearman’s correlation coefficient and Pearson’s correlation coefficient, the scatter plots of the performance of all three measures on the MeSH dataset were drawn and compared as shown in Figure 3.7. It can be seen in the Figure 3.7 that there was approximately linear association between their automatically produced scores and the manual scores which resulted in very strong Pearson’s correlation values. However, the presence of an outlier in the score produced by the OSR measure pulled down the value of Pearson’s correlation to 0.59 which is much lower than the Pearson’s correlation values of the other two measures. These results resonate with the discussion on the effect of outlier on the performance of Pearson’s correlation coefficient (Please see Section 2.4.1 for details). This analysis also reveals that the reason of low performance of any measure on Pearson’s correlation in general and the OSR measure in specific is the linearity assumption of the Pearson’s correlation.

Figure 3.7: Effect of linearity on the performance of three measures on MeSH dataset.
3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter addressed the problem of semantic association computation based on semantic mining of Wikipedia. The structural and informative-content based features of Wikipedia were used in formulating new measures for semantic association computation of words. This chapter highlights two main contributions of this work. First, an exploitation of semantic capabilities of Wikipedia, based on developing three association measures: WikiSim, a Wikipedia hyperlink structure based combinatorial measure, which uses the overlap of shared associates as an indicator of semantic associations; OSR, a word association measure that uses the semantic orientation of shared associates between two Wikipedia articles for computing the semantic association strength, and is based on the combinatorial model of associations; and CPRel, a vectorial association measure based on features extracted from encyclopedic informative-content of Wikipedia articles. The second main contribution is the exploitation of the coverage and semantic richness of Wikipedia as a knowledge source on both domain-independent as well as domain-specific word association computation task. The experimental analysis reveals that each semantic measure has its own strengths and weaknesses. For instance, WikiSim is an association measure based on the combinatorial model of associations. Similarly, the OSR measure mines the semantics of shared concepts by computing the semantic orientation of shared features. This measure is intriguing because it does not considers all features equally useful and rewards only those features that are related to both input words. This feature can be used for context filtering by those approaches which are based on feature overlap sets. Finally, the informative-content-based approach exploits the detailed encyclopedic-information as the context of a specific word from its corresponding Wikipedia article. This is a vectorial measure that implicitly covers the in-links along with the extra semantics mined from the informative-content of an article. CPRel-hybrid performed consistently

well on all datasets using Pearson’s correlation, which gives an insight into the performance behavior of this measure. The research in this chapter has empirically shown that Wikipedia is an invaluable knowledge source for the semantic association computation task and can be effectively used as for the association computation of biomedical terms.
Chapter 4

Directional Context Helps!

The work described in this chapter explores how the process of semantic association computation can be guided by the idea of asymmetric associations from the free word association task\textsuperscript{1}. The chapter presents an investigation and evaluation of the assertion that asymmetric associations can be useful for computing semantic relatedness of words. Section 4.1 introduces the concept of word associations and their applications in a multitude of domains. Section 4.2 details the motivation for adapting semantics from the free word association task. Section 4.3 presents a new semantic association measure based on directional context mining. Section 4.4 discusses the evaluation setup and Section 4.5 reports experimental results on the performance evaluation of the new measure and presents a detailed analysis of the results. This also includes the experiment on analyzing the performance of the semantic measure on asymmetric association computation and comparing the automated asymmetric associations with humans asymmetric associations to investigate the focus of both. Finally, Section 4.6 concludes the chapter with a brief summary.

\textsuperscript{1}The idea of free word associations discussed in this chapter is different from the generic term semantic word association. The notion of word association (explicitly differentiated from similarity and relatedness based on the idea of asymmetry) is used in this chapter as a fine grain concept (defined in Section 4.1 of the chapter).
4.1 Word Associations

The human brain is a natural classifier of concepts into their respective conceptual sub-spaces. It associates ideas and concepts based on past experiences and produces relationships between the objects and phenomena of the real world using these associations. There are various types of human associations (each linked with a specific sensory organ) such as visual, gustatory, olfactory, tactile and auditory associations [56]. All these types are inter-connected, hence stimulation of any of these senses results in associations and vice versa. For instance, if a person sees an object, he immediately associates the name of that object with its observed characteristics. Similarly when he reads or hears the name of the object, he quickly recalls the characteristics of that object. As an example, when a person looks at a lemon, he associates the word lemon with some physical attributes such as yellow color and round shape. When he tastes the lemon, he associates the word lemon with sour taste. Later, when he reads or hears the word lemon somewhere, he might feel the tangy taste of lemon in his mouth or visualize the yellow color and round shape immediately.

Word association—a type of human associations—is the stimulation of an associative pattern by a word\(^2\). It is one of the basic mechanisms of memory and has been widely researched to investigate the underlying lexical-semantic models of human memory [202]. Word association research emerged as a psychological science with Francis Galton [59], who believed that there might be a link between a person’s Intelligence Quotient (IQ) and his word associations. Since then, it has been studied in a range of disciplines.

Nelson et al. [149] defined free word associations—a special case of word associations—as a task that requires participants to produce the first word, that comes to their mind that is related in a meaningful way to a presented

\(^2\)http://dictionary.reference.com/
word. This procedure is also called discrete associations task, as the participants are required to produce a single response word for each given word. In free word association tests, the given word is referred to as the stimulus or cue word and the resulting word is called response word. The response could be a single word or a list of many words associated with a single cue or stimulus word.

4.1.1 Applications of Word Associations

The idea of word associations is used in different disciplines including cognitive psychology, computational linguistics and artificial intelligence. This section gives an overview of various applications of word associations.

The earliest work in Psychology using word associations was on how to model the behavior of subconscious mind by Francis Galton [59], who investigated the mental imaginary to find out a relation between a person’s intelligence and his word associations. Word associations are extensively used in psychology for personality prediction and assessment [50, 128, 46, 141]. The associative responses of the human subjects were interpreted by the principle of learning by contiguity. According to this principle, objects once experienced together tend to be linked to each other in the human imagination, so that if one of the objects is thought of then the other object is likely to be thought of also [218]. Bleuler [15] identified the association trouble in schizophrenia as a fundamental symptom leading to a number of secondary disorders. In a follow-up study, the semantic association trouble in schizophrenia was explored through a computational semantic network as a conceptual tool to compute inter-word links and to make queries about different semantic levels of the responses of schizophrenic patients.

In cognitive psychology, Teversky and Hemenway [207] used word associations to generate the environmental scenes, which refer to the settings
in which human actions occur. They developed a taxonomy of various kinds of *environmental scenes* and identified the basic level as well as the most useful levels of the taxonomy for other domains of knowledge concerned with the environment. A similar research used word association tests to generate an ontology of geographic categories [190]. They founded their experiments on the Prototype theory [177], which states that for most people, some objects are better representative of a category than others and there is high inter-rater agreement of human subjects on what constitute a good or bad example. For instance, *chair* is a better representative of the category *furniture* than *stool*. They assessed the human cognitive categories, which constitute of a radial structure with central members surrounded by a periphery of less typical members.

The free word association test is also used as a tool for constructing lexical repositories such as ontologies, taxonomies and thesauri [151, 192]. The focus of such approaches was on eliciting the most frequently associated words to a given stimulus word for the purpose of generating term hierarchies, which reflect the behavior of end-users in organizing vocabulary around a central concept. WordNet, an online lexical reference system, was inspired by psycholinguistic theories of human cognition and was designed to aid in searching dictionaries conceptually rather than just alphabetically [135]. For constructing WordNet, English speaking participants were asked to tell the first word they thought of, in response to highly familiar words drawn from different syntactic categories such as verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs. Their responses were then used to represent various lexical relations of the concepts under each category.

The word association methodology has been found useful in identifying the use of the language of a specific user group. Nielsen [153] used the word association method to improve user interaction and access to information retrieval system. He aimed at making information retrieval more intuitive and user-friendly by adapting to the user’s search behavior. He used the word association methods to catch colloquial vocabulary of end-
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users and integrated this colloquial vocabulary and the word relations according to the specific language of the user. The word association test was also incorporated into the design of the hierarchical displays in information retrieval systems [192]. This theoretical framework was based on analyzing the cue-response inter-relations and incorporating them within the thesaurus display. In another research, Nielson [152] evaluated the user associations in the construction of a corporate thesaurus, which is a special kind of thesaurus developed according to the specific needs of a work context. He argued that word association test is a valuable method to identify a set of terms related to the mental model of the employees within the work domain and can be used to construct the corporate thesaurus.

Based on the assumption that the ability to associate concepts leads to creativity, word association has also been used in the task of computational creativity. Toivonen et al. [203] focused on the task of automatic poem generation based on linguistics corpora. They used a background corpus for generating word association network to control semantic coherence and topics. Klebanov and Flor [102] generated word association profiles to assess the quality of writing and used these profiles to improve a system for automatically scoring essays. They identified classes of word pairs in the content vocabulary based on their associative strengths. Ferret [52] used word associations to perform topic analysis for identifying topics in a text, delimiting topic boundaries and identifying the relations between various segments. He combined the word repetition with lexical cohesion of a collocation network for topic segmentation and link detection.

Another domain effectively utilizing the concept of word associations is association rule mining [82]. Association rule mining aims at discovering strong associations of item-sets in a database using different measures of interestingness [3]. An association rule is an expression that involves two item sets X and Y such that $X \rightarrow Y$. This rule expresses that whenever a transaction T, in a database D, contains X than T probably contains Y also. Agarwal et al. [3] proposed a method for mining association rules
Figure 4.1: A comparison of top five Response words of given Cue words Book and Library.

from a large database of customer transactions. Tamir and Singer [200] proposed a new interestingness measure inspired by human word associations and used it for association rule discovery and scoring.

4.2 Semantics of Free word Associations

The semantics of free word associations could be useful for computing the strength of semantic association of words. Consider two stimulus words book and library\(^3\). Figure 4.1 presents the top five response words produced by human participants and ordered by the strength of their associations with the stimulus words. It is interesting to note that the word Library occupies rank 4 in the response word list of the stimulus book, whereas in the response word list of the stimulus library, the top two

\(^3\)These statistics are collected from a huge database of free word associations on http://wordassociation.org/
ranks are occupied by the words book and books. This example demonstrates certain properties of word associations, which we have identified from the discrete association task to build a new model of association computation.

- **Impact of Context:** The same word pair assumes different association strengths in different contexts. For instance, in the context of study, the association strength of a word pair book and library is higher than the word pair book and bookshop, whereas in the context of publishing and marketing, the association strength of a word pair book and bookshop is higher than the word pair book and library. In this example, two different contexts lead to two different association strengths. However, this multiplicity of contexts is not limited to only two contexts and could lead to multiple and potentially different association strengths for the same word pair.

- **Directional Context and Asymmetry:** In the absence of an explicit context, a cue word is used to determine the context in which the association of a cue-response pair is determined. For a given word pair \((X, Y)\), when the cue word is \(X\) and response word is \(Y\), the association of \(X\) and \(Y\) is computed in the semantic space of the word \(X\). On the other hand, when the cue word is \(Y\), the association of \(X\) and \(Y\) is computed in the semantic space of the word \(Y\). Hence, it is the cue word that provides a directional context, in which the association of a word pair is computed. This means that the association strength is asymmetric if words are presented in order such that the first word determines the context.

### 4.2.1 Guiding Semantic Association Computation

In conventional approaches to semantic relatedness computation, the relatedness of two words is assumed to be symmetric, such that \(\text{rel}(a, b) = \text{rel}(b, a)\). However, in practical applications, the asymmetry of association strengths is a critical aspect. The model we present addresses this by incorporating contextual and directional factors, allowing for a more nuanced understanding of how words are related in different contexts.
$rel(b, a)$, where $a$ and $b$ are two given words. This assumption essentially disregards the contexts in which these words could be associated, hence considers their relation in a context-independent way. In real scenarios, such as in web document retrieval and microblog clustering, where the context is quite diverse and changes rapidly, computing realistic scores of a word pair according to the topical context in which it appears, is critical. Hence, context consideration is important for computing semantic relatedness.

There are three types of contexts: local context, topical context and directional context. A set of words that occur in the proximity of a given word is called its local context. This local context is taken into account on document level. There is a stream of research on semantic relatedness which used this local context to compute semantic word associations [104, 181, 91, 116]. The second type of context, topical context, refers to an explicit and wider context in which the strength of association of two given words is computed. For instance, when relating two words cloud and rain in the context of weather forecasting, the word pair assumes a different association than when relating them in the context of Sunbathe or picnic. The third type of context, directional context, assumes that the topical context is determined by the first word of a given word pair in the absence of an explicit topical context. The task of measuring word relatedness involves presenting a word pair without any explicit context to the relatedness computation approach. Thus, following free word associations task, we use the individual words of a given word pair as stimuli for determining the directional contexts in the absence of a given topical context. The focus of this research is on using the idea of directional context for computing the semantic relatedness of a given word pair. Since the context is derived for each input word in a given word pair, the association of a word pair is based on only two directional contexts.

Inspired by the asymmetry in humans associations, this chapter presents a novel approach to computing semantic relatedness guided by the idea of
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directional contexts. The approach is unique because it adapts the idea of asymmetric associations and uses it for semantic association computation, which (to the best of our knowledge) has not been explicitly done before\(^4\).

The directional context identification is important for finding association of two terms. To extract the directional context of each input word, Wikipedia is used as a knowledge source. Context mining is based on Wikipedia hyperlink network, which encodes not only many lexical relations but also many sophisticated semantic relations such as cause-effect and functional associations. The chapter presents a new approach to computing the semantic association strength of a given word pair in the directional context of each input word and combines these asymmetric association strengths into a symmetric relatedness score. It is worth mentioning that we compute the asymmetric associations of terms differently from the free word association task. The difference lies in the use of well structured and semantically rich context rather than just considering the usage-based collocation statistics for word association computation.

4.3 Methodology

Figure 4.3 presents the framework for computing word relatedness using Wikipedia-based asymmetric associations. It is clear from the figure that the approach for computing word relatedness is divided into three phases: The first phase, Directional Context Mining, extracts the directional context of each term in a given term pair. This phase makes use of Wikipedia as a knowledge source to identify the relevant context of each term. The second phase, Inverted Index Generation, constructs an inverted index of the mined context. The third phase, Semantic Relatedness Computation, com-

\(^4\)It is worth mentioning that the idea of semantic measures based on asymmetric associations itself is not new. There are a few measures such as Kullback Leibler divergence, \(\alpha\) Skew divergence and Co-occurrence Retrieval Models (CRM’s) which capitalize on asymmetric associations of words [143].
computes the bi-directional strength of a term pair and combines its forward and backward association strengths to get the final relatedness score. Although the relatedness computation is based on asymmetric associations, the final relatedness score is symmetric and is normalized on a scale of $[0 \ - 1]$.

Figure 4.2: The framework for computing semantic relatedness based on directional contexts.

### 4.3.1 Directional Context Mining

Asymmetric relatedness computation is highly dependent on semantic richness of the extracted context. The more semantically relevant the context is, the better the performance of the semantic relatedness measure. We opt to use Wikipedia for directional context extraction because it is a semantically rich knowledge source. Since each Wikipedia article represents a single concept and is linked to many other semantically related articles, the directional context of a term consists of the Wikipedia articles that are
semantically related to the corresponding article of a given term. This research makes effective use of Wikipedia hyperlink structure for directional context mining.

Each term in an input term pair \((t_i, t_j)\) is mapped to its corresponding Wikipedia article \(a_1\) and \(a_2\) respectively. For each matched Wikipedia article, its inlinks and outlinks are extracted to construct a context vector \(C_i\). This context vector represents the respective directional context of an input term. The focus of this research is on computing the semantic relatedness based on the directional context of each given term.

### 4.3.2 Inverted Index Generation

To have a faster access to various lexical and statistical features of the articles in each context vector, the second phase constructs an inverted index of the context vector of each term. An inverted index is a data structure that is keyword-centric (keyword→articles) rather than data-centric (article→keywords). It allows faster search responses because instead of searching the informative-content of Wikipedia articles directly, only the index is searched. This is equivalent to retrieving the pages related to a keyword by searching the index at the end of the book rather than searching the content of each page for the keywords directly. To obtain informative content for indexing, the Wikipedia article of each context vector are preprocessed. This involves a series of steps which convert the MediaWiki format\(^5\) of each Wikipedia article in the context vector to plain text; all redirects are mapped to their target articles; overly specific articles having less than 100 non-stop-words or less than 5 inlinks and outlinks are also discarded; stemming and stop word removal are not performed at this point. Finally, an inverted index of each context vector is constructed\(^6\).

\(^5\)The Wikipedia Miner Toolkit [138] is used for this.
\(^6\)Using Apache Lucene open source Java library for indexing and searching.
4.3.3 Semantic Relatedness Computation

Given a term pair \((t_1, t_2)\), the third phase computes the final symmetric relatedness score based on the asymmetric directional association strength of each term to the other term. The directional association strength of a term to another term is the association strength of the term pair in the context of the first term. When the association strength of input term pair \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) is computed in the context of term \(t_1\), we assume the association strength is in the forward direction. Whereas, when the association strength of the same term pair is computed in the context of term \(t_2\), it is considered as the association strength in the backward direction. Hence, the directional association strength of the same term pair assumes different association scores depending on the context of input term in consideration.

From the inverted index, a set of all articles \(C\) having both input terms \(t_i\) and \(t_j\) occurring within a proximity window of size \(2\epsilon + 1\) are extracted, where \(\epsilon\) is set to 20 after preliminary experiments. For each article \(a \in C\), its relatedness to the articles \(a_i\) and \(a_j\) corresponding to input terms \(t_i\) and \(t_j\) are computed. Then, the association strength of input term pair \((t_i, t_j)\) is computed by the following formula:

\[
Association\_Strength(t_i \rightarrow t_j) = \frac{\sum_{a \in C} rel(a, a_i) \times rel(a, a_j)}{|C|} \quad (4.1)
\]

where \(C_i\) is the context vector of each term and \(rel(a, a_i)\) and \(rel(a, a_j)\) are computed using Article Comparer of Wikipedia Miner Toolkit [138]. The Article Comparer is a machine learning based algorithm for computing semantic relatedness of Wikipedia articles. It extracts multiple features of given Wikipedia articles and learns the optimal relatedness scores based on the features.

The asymmetric association strength indicates the directional association of an input term pair. Thus, the directional association strengths of both input terms are linearly combined to get the final Directional Association based Relatedness Measure (DCRM) score for the input term pair as follows:
4.4. **EVALUATION SETUPS**

\[
DCRM(t_1, t_2) = \lambda \times \text{Association Strength}(t_1 \rightarrow t_2) + (1 - \lambda) \times \text{Association Strength}(t_2 \rightarrow t_1) \tag{4.2}
\]

where \(\lambda\) is a coefficient of association such that \(0 \leq \lambda \leq 1\) and its value is chosen to be 0.5, to give equal importance to both directional association strengths.

### 4.4 Evaluation Setups

For performance evaluation of the DCRM measure, a direct evaluation method is used with Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlation as the evaluation metrics. Three datasets are used in the performance evaluation of the DCRM measure: M&C, R&G and WS-353 datasets. Apache Lucene\(^7\) is used for inverted index construction and various Lucene API’s are used for computing the statistics from the inverted index. We evaluated the performance of three variants: DCRM on all term pairs; DCRM+WLM on all term pairs; and DCRM on non-missing term pairs. The first variant applies the DCRM measure on all term pairs (with missing term pairs assigned zero scores). The second variant, DCRM+WLM uses the WLM measure \[138\] for computing the scores of only missing term pairs and combining it with the DCRM measure. The third variant, DCRM (NM) applies the DCRM measure on term pairs excluding the missing pairs. The reminder of the experimental setup is the same as used in the previous chapter.

### 4.5 Results and Discussions

The performance comparison of DCRM with the previously best performing measure, WikiSim (Chapter 3), on the M&C, R&G and WS-353 datasets is shown in Table 4.1. The bold values in each following table indicate the best correlation-based performance on a specific dataset. A cursory look

\(^7\)http://lucene.apache.org
Table 4.1: Performance comparison of the DCRM measure with the previously best measure WikiSim on domain independent datasets. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>M&amp;C</th>
<th>R&amp;G</th>
<th>WS-353</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ρ</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>ρ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCRM (All)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiSim (All)</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCRM (Non-Missing)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiSim (Non-Missing)</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCRM+WLM (All)</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WikiSim+WLM (All)</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and p-value < .001. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.

at Table 4.1 shows that like the WikiSim measure, DCRM also produced low correlations on datasets with all term pairs due to many zero scoring term pairs, but computing the correlation on a subset of each dataset excluding missing term pairs resulted in a significant increase in the correlation values of both evaluation metrics on all datasets. This demonstrates the true performance of the DCRM measure and indicates its effectiveness on the task of semantic relatedness computation as long as given terms match with corresponding Wikipedia concepts. In comparison with previously best performing measure, WikiSim, all three versions of DCRM consistently produced higher Pearson’s correlation than WikiSim on all datasets. Combining DCRM with WLM (for computing scores of missing term pairs) resulted in a slight gain of Spearman’s correlation over WikiSim measure on the M&C dataset (from 0.83 to 0.84) and a significant gain on the WS-353 dataset (from 0.66 to 0.69). These results show that on
the task of computing semantic relatedness, which covers various types of classical and non-classical relations, DCRM performed better than the WikiSim measure. The results also indicate the semantic orientation of both semantic measures. While, the WikiSim measure showed good performance on estimating semantic similarity by producing high correlation on the M&C and R&G datasets, the DCRM measure showed good performance on the task of semantic relatedness computation by producing high correlation on WS-353 datasets. Overall, DCRM produced higher Pearson’s correlation than WikiSim on all datasets.

4.5.1 Asymmetric Relatedness Evaluation

To examine the asymmetric nature of the DCRM measure, another set of experiments was conducted on a subset of Free Association Norms (FAN) dataset [149]. FAN is a database of free word associations. To construct FAN, human raters were presented with a stimulus word and were required to write the first response word that came to their mind and was meaningfully related or strongly associated with the stimulus word. More than 6000 participants generated nearly three quarters of a million responses to 5019 stimulus words. FAN dataset includes a number of statistics corresponding to each term pair. We were interested in the 6th field (FSG) representing forward strength of each term pair and 7th field (BSG) representing backward strength of each term pair in the database. Both FSG and BSG for FAN dataset are defined as the number of participants that wrote a particular response word to a stimulus word divided by the total number of participants in that group. For asymmetric relatedness evaluation, we used a noun subset of FAN dataset consisting of 43 noun term pairs. This subset consists of five stimulus words followed by a number of responses for each stimulus word ranging from 6-12.

In order to compare humans asymmetric associations with automatically generated asymmetric associations, directional associations of each
stimulus-response pair were computed using Equation 4.2. Overall, Spearman’s correlation on forward strength of FAN subset was 0.51 and Pearson’s correlation was 0.26 whereas, the Spearman’s correlation was 0.62 and Pearson’s correlation was 0.39 on backward strength.

To gain further insight into the nature of stimulus-response relations and the difference between human and automatic associations, another experiment was conducted on the noun subset of FAN, in which the DCRM-based forward and backward association strengths were compared with human generated forward and backward association strengths for each stimulus word separately and the results are reported using both Spearman’s correlation and Pearson’s correlation, as shown in Figure 4.3.

There is a clear variation on both correlation values particularly on the stimulus word Dentist, where the Pearson’s correlation ranges from -.007 (slightly visible to the left side of the y-axis in the graph) on backward association to 0.96 on forward association. Also, the correlation on backward association strength of the stimulus word Defrost is 0 (not visible in the graph).

The results of this experiment highlight the definitive difference between humans asymmetric associations and automatic asymmetric association. Humans asymmetric associations are generally directional and are based on collocations and co-occurrences, whereas automatic asymmetric association not only covers lexical and distributional properties of words but also considers fine grained semantics which are generally not covered by the conventional association-based measures. Humans usually give high scores to those terms which frequently co-occur or are lexically used together. The overall correlation of automatically computed directional associations is not high as the DCRM measure is not entirely based on distributional or lexical statistics. When individual term pairs were analyzed, it was found that human have scored the term pair (dentist, pain) higher than (dentist, orthodontics), whereas the DCRM measure assigned a higher score to the latter pair.
4.5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 4.3: A comparison of Spearman’s correlation and Pearson’s Correlation on stimulus words of FAN subset.

Clearly, human judgments are based on their everyday experience of having pain during a dental treatment, whereas automatic asymmetric associations are backed up by the encyclopedic knowledge of Wikipedia, which finds dentist semantically more closer to orthodontics than to pain. We argue that a word pair could be related from different perspectives. Hence, it is possible that the fundamental criteria of relating two words is well motivated but is derived differently by humans and the
automated approaches to arrive at diverging judgments. Based on this experiment, we make another observation that semantic relatedness measures relying on the encyclopedic knowledge for automatically computing asymmetric associations do not correlate well with human judgments on association-based tasks. The reason is the difference of perspectives from which such judgments are made.

4.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter guided the task of semantic relatedness computation by asymmetric word associations. The chapter presented a new semantic measure, DCRM, based on a hybrid model that combines the structural features based combinatorial model with the proximity-based distributional model. This hybrid model relies on the strength of Wikipedia structure and its informative-content for computing asymmetric associations. Empirical results have shown that the DCRM measure based on directional word associations is a good indicator of relatedness. Another experiment analyzed the asymmetric behavior of the DCRM measure by comparing with the patterns of asymmetric associations of humans. The results of this experiment conclude that the perspective of DCRM-based semantic associations is clearly distinct from that of humans asymmetric word associations. DCRM, being a knowledge source-based measure, identifies word associations using the encyclopedic or factual background knowledge, whereas manual word associations produced by humans focus more on their personal experiences than on the factual data. This aspect of human symmetry is interesting and could be explored further based on the asymmetric associations. We believe that in comparison with the approaches based on semantic or lexical relations extracted from knowledge sources, statistical approaches based on word co-occurrences could be more effective on association-based tasks.
Chapter 5

Hybrid Model for Semantic Association Computation

The semantic association measures presented in the previous two chapters focused on individual aspects of Wikipedia: WikiSim and OSR (Chapter 3) are based on Wikipedia’s hyperlink structure to get shared associates; CPRel (Chapter 3) focused on the informative-content of Wikipedia articles for constructing the contextual profiles; and DCRM (Chapter 4) focused on computing distributional asymmetric associations based on both structure and the informative-content of Wikipedia. Different aspects of a knowledge source cover different kinds of semantic and lexical relations. Based on this assumption, this chapter presents a new hybrid model for learning semantic associations of words by combining the features extracted from various aspects of Wikipedia. The focus of the chapter is on finding the optimal feature combination(s) that enhances the performance of semantic association computation.

Section 5.1 presents an investigation and comparison of the focus of features based on different elements of Wikipedia and establishes an argument in the favor of hybrid features over single features. Section 5.2 details a new hybrid model for learning semantic association computation. Section 5.3 details the evaluation setup for the hybrid model. Section
5.4 reports the results of the hybrid model and presents a comparative analysis of two different versions of hybrid models with previously best performing measures. Finally, Section 5.5 presents a brief summary of the chapter.

5.1 Hybrid Features Vs. Single Features

Existing approaches to computing semantic associations focus on specific aspects of a corpus or a formal knowledge source such as distributional features, structural features and content-based features. Such approaches lead to better predictions of some semantic or lexical relations but perform poorly on others because of their semantic bias and limitations. For instance, taxonomy or structure based approaches are generally good at computing the similarity between two concepts that exist in the same hierarchy and are connected through a path. Consequently, such measures are good at finding semantically similar concepts but are limited by the coverage and organization of concepts in the structure of the underlying taxonomy.

On the other hand, approaches based on distributional profiles of two concepts focus more on co-occurrence based association of concepts. Such approaches are good at judging associations of the concepts that co-exist frequently but might not be strongly related. For example, distributional approaches assign an association score higher than synonyms to a term pair (bread, butter) due to a common phrase bread and butter, as indicated by Yih et al. [226]. Distributional approaches suffer from the limitation of their underlying text corpora having skewed coverage of words according to Zipf’s law \(^1\) [234], thus are biased towards more frequent words. Consequently, regardless of the corpus size, such approaches produce unreliable results for rarely used words.

Content-based approaches focus on concepts rather than just words.

---

\(^1\) Please see the glossary for the detail
5.2. HYBRID FEATURES BASED MODEL

Such approaches make use of the informative-content or glosses of concepts and use the Vector Space Models (VSM) to compute association scores. Such approaches are also biased towards the size of the informative-content and suffer from limited knowledge coverage of their underlying knowledge source(s).

A recent trend in semantic association computation research is to base the semantic association measure on multiple aspects of a single knowledge source or multiple knowledge sources. Such approaches combined various aspects of a knowledge source(s) and shown that association measures utilizing multiple aspects of a knowledge source(s) perform better than those which rely on individual aspects [23, 184, 216, 1, 162, 199]. This makes sense because the strength of one feature complements weaknesses of other features. Combining multiple aspects leads to improved correlation with human judgments due to the complementary coverage of a multitude of semantic and lexical relations by various features. This chapter presents a new model based on multiple aspects of the Wikipedia knowledge source and demonstrates that a model of semantic association computation using features based on multiple aspects shows significant improvement over the models using features based on individual aspects.

5.2 Hybrid Features based Model

The chapter presents a new hybrid model that uses a regression function for combining three new Wikipedia-based features to predict final association scores. There are two main components of the hybrid model: feature generation and validation and learning semantic associations. The first component generates the three new features using multiple aspects of the Wikipedia knowledge source: first feature relies on the Wikipedia hyperlink structure; second feature is based on the informative-content of Wikipedia articles; and third feature combines the former two aspects of Wikipedia. The second component takes as input the three features and
uses a classifier to learn the regression model that maximizes the correlation of predicted scores with human judgments.

![Hybrid features based model](image)

Figure 5.1: Hybrid features based model for computing semantic associations.

### 5.2.1 Feature Generation

When asked to relate two terms, human intrinsically relate their corresponding concepts in a wider context rather than just relating two lexical forms of those concepts. Hence, the features presented in this chapter are based on representing the words by their corresponding Wikipedia articles. In Wikipedia, each article is dedicated to one particular concept\(^2\) and is connected to many other concepts through hyperlinks. Structural semantic mining is done by exploiting the Wikipedia hyperlink structure which intrinsically encodes a variety of semantic and lexical relations.

\(^2\)The terms *article* and *concept* are used interchangeably.
5.2. HYBRID FEATURES BASED MODEL

The hybrid model uses the following three features (each of which refers to the semantic association measure presented in the previous chapters of the thesis):

- **Feature 1:** The first feature combines the structure-based measures of associations (presented in the sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 of the thesis): WikiSim, which is based on the proportion of Wikipedia hyperlinks shared by two concepts; and OSR, which is based on the normalized semantic orientation of the link overlap set. These two measures are linearly combined to get a new feature, SRel (Structure-based Relatedness), as follows.

  \[
  SRel(t_1, t_2) = \frac{1}{2} \times [\text{WikiSim}(t_1, t_2) + \text{OSR}(t_1, t_2)]
  \]

  The focus of this new feature is on semantic similarity as well as on semantic relatedness as it accounts for both structure as well as semantic orientation.

- **Feature 2:** The second feature, CPRel, is a vectorial\(^3\) approach to computing associations using the informative-content of Wikipedia articles. This approach is focused on semantic relatedness. For details of this feature, please refer to the Section 3.2.3 of the thesis.

- **Feature 3:** The third feature, DCRM, is based on a combination of both hyperlink structure and the informative-content of Wikipedia. This feature uses the structural overlap of given words as a conceptual space and computes the co-occurrence based distributional associations of given word pairs in this conceptual space for computing semantic associations. The focus of this feature is on co-occurrence-based relatedness. Detailed description of this feature is included in Section 4.3 of the thesis.

\(^3\)Inspired by *Vector Space Model*
5.2.2 Validation and Learning of Semantic Associations

The model automatically computes the semantic association score of each test bed term pair using a regression model that optimally combines the three features. To generate optimal supervised regression model, four different classifiers are used: Gaussian Process (GP), with the Pearson VII function-based universal kernel (PUK), which implements Gaussian processes for regression without hyper-parameter-tuning; SMOreg (SMO), with the Pearson VII function-based universal kernel (PUK), which implements the Support Vector Machine for non-linear regression; Linear Regression (LR), which finds a regression line that best fits all data points; and Multi-Layer Perceptrons (MLP), which uses back propagation to classify instances. All classifiers are used with default parameter settings of Weka [72]. Each classifier learns how to most effectively combine various features to maximize the correlation of predicted scores with human judgments.

To test the performance of features combinations, three single features were used to generate various feature combinations and the effect of each feature combination on the performance of semantic association computation was analyzed. In the following experiments, the individual features SRel, DCRM and CPRel are referred to as $f_1$, $f_2$ and $f_3$. Based on these three single features, three 2-feature combinations, $(f_{12})$, $(f_{13})$ and $(f_{23})$ and one 3-feature combination $(f_{123})$ were generated, resulting in seven features in total.

Since the datasets are small in size, cross validation is used to avoid over fitting. The learning process is validated using two different classifier evaluation algorithms: 10-fold cross validation and leave-one-out cross validation. Leave-one-out cross validation is the same as a K-fold cross-validation with K representing the number of observations in the original dataset.
5.3 Evaluation

The experiments in the chapter also followed the standard procedure for direct evaluation as used in the previous chapters. Hence, three benchmark datasets of association computation were used: M&C, R&G and WS-353 datasets. The performance of the hybrid model is reported using both evaluation metrics: Spearman’s correlation coefficient ($\rho$) and Pearson’s correlation coefficient ($\gamma$). The bold values in each following table indicate the best correlation-based performance on a specific dataset.

5.4 Results and Discussion

Table 5.1 reports the correlation-based performance comparison of the four classifiers using the hybrid model with 3-feature combination ($f_{123}$). Bold values indicate the highest correlation on a particular dataset using either correlation measure.

Table 5.1: Performance comparison of four classifiers using the hybrid model based on the 3-feature combination ($f_{123}$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Correl. L-1-O CV</th>
<th>10-fold CV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M&amp;C R&amp;G WS-353</td>
<td>M&amp;C R&amp;G WS-353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMOReg</td>
<td>$\rho$ 0.76[0.55-0.8] 0.89[0.82-0.93] 0.67[0.60-0.72]</td>
<td>0.73[0.50-0.86] 0.83[0.73-0.89] 0.66[0.59-0.71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$ 0.88[0.70-0.92] 0.89[0.82-0.93] 0.68[0.61-0.73]</td>
<td>0.83[0.67-0.91] 0.85[0.76-0.90] 0.66[0.59-0.71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>$\rho$ 0.77[0.56-0.88] 0.89[0.82-0.93] 0.71[0.65-0.75]</td>
<td>0.74[0.51-0.86] 0.84[0.74-0.90] 0.70[0.64-0.74]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$ 0.87[0.70-0.92] 0.89[0.84-0.93] 0.70[0.64-0.74]</td>
<td>0.82[0.65-0.91] 0.87[0.79-0.92] 0.68[0.61-0.73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LR</td>
<td>$\rho$ 0.72[0.48-0.85] 0.82[0.72-0.88] 0.64[0.57-0.69]</td>
<td>0.72[0.48-0.85] 0.8[0.69-0.87] 0.63[0.56-0.68]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$ 0.78[0.58-0.89] 0.84[0.74-0.89] 0.53[0.45-0.60]</td>
<td>0.74[0.51-0.86] 0.81[0.70-0.88] 0.51[0.42-0.58]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>$\rho$ 0.72[0.48-0.85] 0.82[0.72-0.88] 0.64[0.57-0.69]</td>
<td>0.65[0.37-0.81] 0.83[0.73-0.89] 0.65[0.58-0.70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$ 0.85[0.70-0.92] 0.87[0.79-0.91] 0.64[0.57-0.69]</td>
<td>0.67[0.40-0.82] 0.87[0.79-0.91] 0.64[0.57-0.69]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and p-value <.001. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any classifier on a specific dataset.

The reported results were statistically significant at 95% confidence level (with $\alpha = 0.05$). The correlation values are accompanied by their
corresponding confidence intervals. Confidence intervals signify that the true mean of the population is expected to lie within this interval. The smaller datasets usually have wider confidence intervals. Also, the higher the correlation value, the narrower the confidence interval. Overall, the performance of the GP classifier was consistently good across all datasets. Hence, this classifier is used for performance analysis of the hybrid model in comparison with the previously best performing approaches. Also, the Spearman’s correlation based performance of the hybrid model using leave-one-out cross validation was higher than the same model using 10-fold cross validation because of more training instances.

5.4.1 Performance Comparison of Features

Figure 5.2 shows performance comparison of all feature combinations using leave-one-out and 10-fold cross validations on all three datasets. The figure depicts the performance of the GP-based hybrid model with different feature combinations using Pearson’s and Spearman’s correlations. Clearly, the 3-feature combination \((f_{123})\) outperformed other features in most of the cases. This demonstrates that a combination of structure and content-based features is a good indicator of semantic associations. Also, the feature \(f_{13}\) performed comparable to the best performing feature \((f_{123})\). Among single features, the structure-based feature \(f_1\) outperformed other two single features on all datasets. It is clear from the figure that in most of the cases, the hybrid model based on leave-one-out cross validation outperformed the one based on 10-fold cross validation. However, the performance difference of both models was obvious on smaller dataset but became negligible on largest dataset WS-353, due to increased number of training instances for 10-fold cross validation.

To further analyze the overall performance of the features and their combinations, averaged ranks of the features are computed for selecting the overall best performing feature(s). Algorithm 1 describes the pseudo
Figure 5.2: Performance comparison of hybrid models based on individual features and their combinations on three benchmark datasets using 10-fold and Leave-one-out cross validations.
code for optimal feature(s) selection based on averaged feature ranking. 
\( F_{D_i} \) represents the set of features with their correlation values on the \( i^{th} \) dataset. The function \( Sort(F) \) sorts a set of all features \( F \) and the function \( rank(f) \) returns the rank of a feature \( f \) in the sorted set of features.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1 Feature Selection based on Averaged Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: ( Best_Features \leftarrow \phi )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: for all ( i \in (F_{D_i}) ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: ( F_{D_i} \leftarrow Sort(F_{D_i}) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: ( avg_rank \leftarrow \frac{\sum_{f \in F_{D}}(rank(f))}{</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: ( F \leftarrow avg_rank )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: ( F \leftarrow Sort(F) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: ( min \leftarrow rank(f_1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: for all ( f \in F ) do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: if ( rank(f) = min ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: ( Best_Features \leftarrow f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: end if</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: return ( Best_Features )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To select the optimal feature(s), the following steps are performed:

- All features are sorted and ranked according to their correlation values on each dataset. Low ranks correspond to high correlation values and vice versa.

- Ranks of each feature on all datasets are averaged to get its averaged_rank score.

- The features are sorted and ranked again according to their average rank scores.
• The feature(s) with lowest rank are selected as the best performing feature(s).

Table 5.2: A comparison of averaged feature ranking on all datasets. The highest rank corresponds to the lowest correlation-based performance of a feature and vice versa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Rank Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>L-1-O L-1-O 10-fold 10-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(ρ) (γ) (ρ) (γ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_1$</td>
<td>3 2 1 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_2$</td>
<td>5 5 5 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_3$</td>
<td>6 6 6 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{12}$</td>
<td>3 3 3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{13}$</td>
<td>2 1 1 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{23}$</td>
<td>4 4 4 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{123}$</td>
<td>1 1 2 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison of averaged feature ranking is presented in Table 5.2. The aim of this experiment is to analyze the overall rank based performance of each feature. The best feature on leave-one-out cross validation was $f_{123}$ and on 10-fold cross validation was $f_{13}$. It is intuitive to note that the first single feature $f_1$, which is a combination of two structure-based measures, outperformed the other two single features, while the third single feature $f_3$, which is the informative-content based association measure produced the lowest correlation of all. However, when the structure-based measure is combined with the informative-content based measure using a regression function, this new feature $f_{13}$ surpassed all other feature combinations. These results demonstrate that distinct features complement each other in various association scenarios, resulting in significant performance improvement. That is why the feature combination $f_{13}$ outperformed the individual features $f_1$ and $f_3$. 
5.4.2 Hybrid Model with Maximum Function

To gain further insight into the behavior of the hybrid model, the regression function is replaced by the maximum function and association scores are computed again for all datasets. In this experiment, given three features for a term pair, the hybrid model picks the maximum of the three as the final association score. Table 5.3 compares the performance of the maximum function based and GP-based hybrid models with the best performing measures of the previous chapters.

Table 5.3: Performance comparison of both hybrid models with previously best performing approaches on three benchmark datasets: M&C, R&G and WS-353.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>M&amp;C (ρ)</th>
<th>R&amp;G (ρ)</th>
<th>WS-353 (ρ)</th>
<th>M&amp;C (γ)</th>
<th>R&amp;G (γ)</th>
<th>WS-353 (γ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WikiSim+WLM</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCRM+WLM</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Model (GP)</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Model (max)</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at α = 0.01 level (two-tailed) and p-value < .001. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.

In all but one case, both hybrid models outperformed the previously best Wikipedia-based approaches. On both M&C and R&G datasets, the GP-based hybrid model yielded the highest Pearson’s correlation. The hybrid model using maximum function also performed comparable to the GP-based model on these datasets using the Pearson’s correlation. However, on WS-353 dataset, the hybrid model based on maximum function outperformed all other measures on both correlation metrics. It also surpassed all other approaches on the R&G dataset using the Spearman’s correlation.
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It is surprising to discover that the results of hybrid model with maximum function were superior to more sophisticated supervised regression learning using the Spearman’s correlation (in all cases) and on the largest dataset, WS-353, using the Pearson’s correlation. Section 5.2 of the chapter indicated that the three features are based on different aspects of Wikipedia. Consequently, these features are good at detecting different kinds of term relations. For instance, if the structure-based feature is unable to find out a strong relation of two terms in the Wikipedia structure, it does not mean that the relation between the terms does not exist at all. It could be the inability of that feature to detect the relation of the given term pair due to its underlying aspect—Wikipedia hyperlink structure. Hence, if the informative-content based feature finds out a stronger association of the same term pair then the low associations predicted by other features should be overshadowed by this feature’s indication of a stronger relation. The maximum function represents these semantics by selecting the kind of relation that is strongest. Surprisingly, the supervised regression appears to be unable to represent and learn these semantics better than the maximum function based hybrid model. This experiment also shows the poor ability of the classifiers used in the supervised regression learning to cope with such scenarios due to lack of their internal mechanism in handling the maximum likelihood of individual features while converging to the final regression function.

The experiment demonstrates that using the hybrid model based on multiple features improves the performance of semantic association computation by providing complementary coverage of lexical and semantic relations. Thus, leading to high correlation with human judgments.

### 5.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter addressed the problem of semantic association computation using a supervised machine learning based hybrid model. The research
contributions of this chapter are two-fold: first, it presented a new hybrid model based on three features generated from multiple aspects of Wikipedia for learning semantic association computation; second, it used a correlation-based feature ranking to select an optimal feature combination(s). The experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the hybrid model on computing semantic associations of words. The chapter investigated the impact of individual features and their combinations on learning semantic association computation and empirically showed that the best performing feature combinations are the ones that are based on multiple semantic elements of Wikipedia. This supports the basic assumption of the research that combining multiple aspects based semantics leads to better estimates of semantic associations. Empirical results have also shown that the maximum function based hybrid model performed well, exceeding the GP-based hybrid model on all datasets using the Spearman’s correlation. The reason was the preferential selection of a feature with maximum association score over those features that yielded poor estimates of semantic associations. It was also found that the regression model using leave-one-out cross validation marginally outperformed the ones using 10-fold cross validation on smaller datasets but this margin decreased with increasing dataset size due to sufficient training instances for learning an optimal regression model.
Chapter 6

Probabilistic Associations as a Proxy for Semantic Relatedness

The idea of asymmetric association based similarity measure (presented in Chapter 4) is intriguing due to directionality of context as well as effective when evaluated on multiple similarity and relatedness datasets. However, this approach requires the mapping of input terms to their corresponding Wikipedia articles which, if they do not exist, could lead to performance degradation. Other semantic association measures presented in the previous chapters of the thesis also suffered from the same limitation. Hence, this chapter focuses on coping with this limitation without compromising the effectiveness of association computation. For this purpose, an approach for computing a new measure of semantic associations is developed that takes into account the text corpus aspect of Wikipedia. This approach is based on computing asymmetric association based probabilities and combining them to get symmetric word association scores. The focus of the semantic association computation approach is on computing associations of words rather than concepts.

Section 6.1 introduces the probabilistic associations. Section 6.2 presents an approach for computing a new probabilistic association based semantic relatedness measure. Section 6.3 details the evaluation setup, datasets
and evaluation metrics used in the experiments. Section 6.4 presents a detailed empirical analysis of the new semantic association measure. Finally, section 6.5 concludes the chapter by discussing the strengths and future prospects of the new semantic measure.

6.1 Probabilistic Associations

The idea of guiding semantic relatedness computation based on directional word associations was introduced in the previous chapter. The focus of this chapter is on considering the context of each word at a corpus level, thus avoiding the requirement to map the input words to the corresponding Wikipedia articles. Asymmetry-based probabilistic associations are co-occurrence based probabilities of word associations in the context of a given word. Probabilistic associations for computing semantic relatedness rely on distributional properties of words in an unstructured text corpus. Hence, the semantic relatedness computation approach uses the Wikipedia corpus for extracting co-occurrence based associative probabilities of words.

Probabilistic associations are used to develop two types of relatedness measures: an asymmetric association based relatedness measure, and several standard symmetric relatedness measures. The asymmetric association based relatedness measure relies on asymmetry-based probabilistic word associations. The symmetric relatedness measures include the Dice coefficient, the Simpson coefficient, Adapted Normalized Google Distance (ANGD) and Adapted Pointwise Mutual Information (APMI). The performance of the asymmetric association based relatedness measure is compared with the symmetric relatedness measures (used as baseline measures).

A limitation of co-occurrence based measures is the poor ability to predict strong relatedness scores for synonymous words. Wikipedia, being a semantically rich knowledge source, includes various implicit and explicit
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indicators of semantic connections between different concepts. To handle synonymous words, probabilistic associations are augmented with these indicators of synonymy derived from Wikipedia.

6.2 Asymmetry-based Probabilistic Relatedness Measure

The approach for computing novel asymmetry-based Probabilistic Relatedness Measure (APRM) is divided into two phases: first phase constructs an inverted index using Wikipedia articles; and the second phase extracts the directional context of two terms and computes their relatedness based on asymmetry-based probabilistic associations.

6.2.1 Inverted Index generation

The probabilistic measures of relatedness discussed in the chapter are based on word co-occurrences extracted from a large corpus. To get these word co-occurrence probabilities, Wikipedia is used as an unstructured text corpus. For this purpose, an inverted index of Wikipedia articles is constructed. The informative-content of each Wikipedia article is preprocessed before indexing. This involves a series of steps which convert the MediaWiki format\(^1\) of each Wikipedia article to plain text; all redirects are mapped to their target articles; overly specific articles having less than 100 non-stop-words or less than 5 inlinks and outlinks are also discarded; informative-content of each article is lemmatized for indexing. Finally, an inverted index of Wikipedia articles is constructed\(^2\) as in Chapter 4 of the thesis.

\(^1\)The Wikipedia Miner Toolkit [140] is used for this.

\(^2\)Using Apache Lucene open source Java library for indexing and searching.
6.2.2 Asymmetry-based Relatedness Measure

Asymmetry-based Probabilistic Relatedness Measure (APRM) is the new measure that computes and combines directional association strengths of given two terms to get their relatedness score. When the association strength of a given term pair \((T_i, T_j)\) is determined in the context of the first term \(T_i\), it is referred to as forward association strength and is denoted by \(\text{Association}(T_i \rightarrow T_j)\). Similarly, when association strength of the same term pair is computed in the context of the second term \(T_j\), it is called backward association strength, denoted by \(\text{Association}(T_j \rightarrow T_i)\). The APRM measure linearly combines these asymmetric association strengths to get the final symmetric relatedness score. The framework for computing the APRM measure is shown in Figure 6.1.

Figure 6.1: The framework for computing term relatedness using the APRM measure.
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that term appears. Given a term pair \((T_i, T_j)\), the context of each term is extracted from the inverted index. The directional association strength is then computed in the context of each term as the probability of co-occurrence of both terms within a proximity window of size \(2w + 1\), where \(w\) refers to the number of words on either side of an occurrence of a target word:

\[
\text{Association}(T_i \rightarrow T_j) = \frac{p(T_i \text{ near } T_j)}{p(T_i)}
\]

where \(p(T_i \text{ near } T_j)\) is the fraction of Wikipedia articles having the given two terms within a proximity window and \(p(T_i)\) is the fraction of Wikipedia articles containing the term \(T_i\). The association strength of a term pair in two different contexts is asymmetric in nature and changes with the change of context for the same term pair. The APRM measure linearly combines the asymmetric forward and backward association strengths of the given term pair \((T_i, T_j)\) to compute the final symmetric relatedness score as follows:

\[
\text{APRM}(T_i, T_j) = (1 - \lambda) \times \text{Association}(T_i \rightarrow T_j) + \lambda \times \text{Association}(T_j \rightarrow T_i)
\]

where \(\lambda\) is the coefficient of association and is set to 0.5 to give equal importance to both directional association strengths.

Probabilistic association computation is a proximity assumption based method for capturing and using word associations to estimate the strength of their relatedness. However, there are certain cases where methods based on proximity assumption fail to cope effectively. For instance, if an input term pair consists of synonymous words such as \((\text{construct, build})\) then it is less likely that these synonyms co-occur in close proximity very often in the corpus. In such cases, synonymous word pairs get lower scores than collocational words pairs. APRM, being a co-occurrence based measure also suffers from the same limitation. To cope with this, the second component of the semantic association computation approach exploits the knowledge source aspect of Wikipedia. Two structural features
of Wikipedia are used as explicit indicators of synonymy: *redirects* and *senses*.

For a given term pair, both terms are matched with corresponding Wikipedia articles. For each matched article, its redirects are collected. Redirects are various surface forms of an article title that are used to refer to the same article and signify the synonyms of that article. For instance, the set of redirects of *United States* includes *U.S.*, *America*, *The States*, *United States Of America* and *US*. Generally, there are much fewer redirects of an article than labels and they represent more tightly-coupled synonyms of an article as compared to labels. Wikipedia labels are loosely coupled synonyms, as these synonyms are tailored according to the language and culture of the referring authors. For a given term pair, if a match is found in the redirect sets of both terms then the term pair is considered as a synonymous pair and is assigned maximum score. If either term does not match with a corresponding Wikipedia article then all senses of its Wikipedia label are retrieved and searched for a match, as in the case of redirects. If there is a synonymy relation between given terms, either match results in producing maximum score for a term pair.

### 6.2.3 Symmetry-based Relatedness Measures

In this research, four baseline symmetric relatedness measures, based on co-occurrence probabilities, are implemented and compared with APRM.

The first symmetric measure is **Adapted Normalized Google Distance Measure (ANGD)**. Cilibrasi *et al.* [35] used the tendency of two terms to co-occur in web pages by proposing NGD as a measure of semantic distance of words and phrases. NGD used the World Wide Web as the corpus and Google page counts to get the frequency of word occurrences. NGD is well-founded on the information distance and Kolmogrov complexity
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Theories [35]. The formula for NGD measure is as follows:

\[ NGD = \frac{\max(\log f(x), \log f(y)) - \log f(x, y)}{\log M - \min(\log f(x), \log f(y))} \]

where \( f(x) \) denoted the number of web pages containing word \( x \) and \( f(x, y) \) represents the number of web pages containing both words \( x \) and \( y \). Gracia and Mena [68] noted that NGD is a generalized measure that could be used with any web search engine. They transformed the NGD formula so that the distance scores it computes are bounded in a new range of [0-1] rather than the original range [0-\( \infty \)]. Following their transformation, ANGD is given by:

\[ ANGD(T_i, T_j) = e^{-2NGD(T_i, T_j)} \]

ANGD uses Wikipedia as the underlying corpus rather than the web and counts the number of Wikipedia articles having both terms in a different way from the original formula. It uses the proximity window of reference approach to get the number of documents having both terms in them. Different window sizes were tested to choose an optimal size and results on this parameter are discussed in the Section 6.4.2 of the chapter.

The second symmetric measure is Dice coefficient [43], which is a well known measure used in information retrieval. Given the two terms \( x \) and \( y \), the Dice coefficient is computed as:

\[ Dice(x, y) = \frac{2 \times f(x, y)}{f(x) + f(y)} \]

where \( f(x) \) denotes the number of Wikipedia articles containing word \( x \) and \( f(x, y) \) denotes the number of articles containing both words \( x \) and \( y \) within a proximity window.

The Simpson coefficient [188], often called Overlap coefficient is another symmetric relatedness measure that computes the overlap between

\[ 3^3Please see the glossary]
two sets. The formula for the Simpson coefficient is given below:

\[ \text{Simpson}(x, y) = \frac{\log(f(x, y))}{\min(\log(f(x)), \log(f(y)))} \]

The document overlap set of two words is normalized by the size of the smaller set to avoid any bias introduced by the larger set size.

The last symmetric relatedness measure is **Adapted PMI (APMI)**, which is inspired by the PMI measure \([34]\) and is computed as follows:

\[ \text{APMI}(x, y) = \sqrt{\frac{\log(f(x, y))}{\log(f(x)) \cdot \log(f(y))}} \]

Since the equation is symmetric, the amount of information acquired about the presence of the first term when the second term is observed, is the same as when observing the first term for the presence of second term, which explains the term mutual information.

Both asymmetric and symmetric relatedness measures are implemented using the same experimental settings. The underlying corpus for all measures is Wikipedia and synonymy matching is used by all measures to augment their scores.

### 6.3 Evaluation

The direct evaluation of the relatedness computation approach is based on computing the ranks of automatically computed scores and comparing them with that of human judgments using Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficient. The results are reported on all the datasets discussed in the Section 2.3 of the thesis.

### 6.4 Experimental Results and Discussion

The experiment used three versions of APRM and baseline measures on eight datasets and nine different window sizes (ranging from 1 to 20). Re-
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Results of the experiment were evaluated by measuring the correlation of automatically computed scores with the human judgments using Spearman’s correlation coefficient. Finally, the results of APRM with the optimal version and window size are compared with other state-of-art measures. The bold values in each following table indicate the best correlation-based performance on a specific dataset.

The first part of this section analyses the impact of three different ways of combining the forward and backward association strengths for computing semantic relatedness. The second part analyses the system performance over various window sizes in order to find out a window size that optimizes the performance of the APRM measure. The third part of the section compares the performance of the APRM measure with four baseline measures implemented using the same experimental setup and resources. The final part of the section analyzes the performance of the APRM measure by comparing it with state-of-art similarity and relatedness measures on various datasets followed by a detailed discussion on strengths and weaknesses of the APRM measure.

6.4.1 Combining Directional Association Strengths

To analyze the impact of combining directional association strengths on the overall system performance, three variants of APRM were explored. APRM\textsubscript{max} combines the directional association strengths by selecting the maximum of the two association strengths for each term pair. APRM\textsubscript{avg} linearly combines the two association strengths using a coefficient of association $\lambda$. APRM\textsubscript{min} takes the minimum of the two association strengths into account. Logically, it makes sense to test the maximum and average combinations of the directional association strengths because the aim of similarity measures is to maximize the closeness of the automatically computed similarity score with the manual judgment. However, the similarity and relatedness datasets generally consist of term pairs with related-
Figure 6.2: Performance comparison of three variants of APRM on different window sizes using all datasets.
ness scores ranging from strongly similar/related-to-unrelated term pairs. Hence, to have an insight into the impact of weakly related-to-unrelated term pairs on overall performance, it turns out to be useful to test the minimum score based combination also. A comparison of these three combinations on various datasets is shown in Figure 6.2.

On all datasets, a comparison of three approaches for combining the forward and backward association strengths is reported on various window sizes. Overall, APRM_avg performed better than the other two methods. Hence, we opt to use it in later comparisons with other state-of-art and baselines measures. There was no optimal window size on which each version always performed the best. The highest correlation was achieved by each version of APRM using different window sizes on each dataset which is due to the difference in the nature of term pairs included in each dataset. This factor is investigated in the next section in detail.

On all but one dataset, the lowest performing variant of APRM was APRM_min, as expected. However, on the verb similarity dataset (YP-130 dataset), APRM_min surpassed the other two methods on all window sizes and achieved the highest value on proximity window with \( w = 3 \). On YP-130 dataset, the correlation is found to have an overall decreasing trend with the increasing window size. The wider the window size the lower the correlation value. Consequently, on this dataset, looking for verbs in close proximity produced more realistic similarity scores that correlated better with human judgments than the scores of wider window sizes. The results also revealed that humans assigned low similarity scores to the verb pairs that is why the APRM_min correlated well with human judgments. However, the maximum correlation value achieved on verb similarity dataset is still the lowest correlation achieved on any dataset. This indicates that the Wikipedia-based method is not good at handling verb relations. This is in accordance with Zesch’s finding [228] that classical verb similarity is better modeled in WordNet (which is a linguistic resource) than in Wikipedia (which is a collaboratively-made crowd resource).
6.4.2 Effect of Window Size

Both symmetric and asymmetric approaches discussed in the previous section used a proximity window of size $2w+1$ to compute the co-occurrence based probabilities. This proximity window is based on selecting $w$ number of words on either side of a target word. Changing the size of the proximity window affects the overall performance, so it is critical to analyze the behavior of APRM on different window sizes before actually deciding on an optimal window size. To understand the behavior of the APRM measure on various window sizes, nine different windows sizes were tested as shown in the Figure 6.3. APRM is presented by a solid line in each graph. For each window size, the relatedness scores of term pairs in each dataset are computed and correlated with manual scores. Figure 6.3 shows that the difference in correlation values is very small which demonstrates that APRM is not very sensitive to the window size: the difference of maximum and minimum correlation produced by APRM_avg was not greater than 0.026 on all datasets except YP-130 datasets, where this difference increased to 0.066. Overall, using a proximity window with $w = 10$ produced consistently good results. The Spearman’s correlation of APRM_avg using $w = 10$ on M&C and R&G datasets is 0.85 and 0.87 respectively. However, on verb similarity dataset, it was 0.44 which means that APRM_avg is not a measure of choice for computing verb similarity. On MTURK-287, which is a complicated relatedness-based dataset, APRM_avg performed well with Spearman’s correlation of 0.65. The following section compares APRM using proximity window with $w = 10$ with state-of-art approaches on various datasets.

6.4.3 Symmetry Vs. Asymmetry

Figure 6.3 also compares the performance of APRM_avg with that of four symmetric measures: Adapted Normalized Google distance (ANGD), the Dice coefficient, the Simpson coefficient and Adapted PMI (APMI). It is
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Figure 6.3: Effect of changing window size on the performance of various relatedness measures on all datasets.
clear from the figure that asymmetry-based measure, APRM\textsubscript{avg}, has surpassed all the symmetric measures on all datasets except YP-130 dataset. The other asymmetry-based measure APRM\textsubscript{max} has also performed better than all symmetric measures on three dataset and equal to the best symmetric measure on two datasets. Among symmetric measures, there is no clear winner. The Simpson coefficient outperformed the other symmetric measures on two datasets (M&C and R&G), while achieved second best correlation on other four datasets. Similarly, ANGD surpassed others symmetric measures on WS-353 and MTURK-287 datasets while the Dice coefficient outperformed other symmetric measures on YP-130 and MTURK-771 datasets. Note that on the YP-130 dataset, the Dice coefficient turned out to be the overall best performing measure. This experiment clearly highlights the advantage of using asymmetric measures over symmetric measures for semantic relatedness computation.

6.4.4 Similarity Vs. Relatedness

Table 6.1: Performance comparison of symmetric and asymmetric association based measures on two subsets of WS-353: WS353-Sim and WS353-Rel using proximity window with $w = 10$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>WS353-Sim ($\rho$)</th>
<th>WS353-Rel ($\rho$)</th>
<th>WS353-All ($\rho$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Symmetric Relatedness</td>
<td>ANGD</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.623</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dice</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simpson</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APMI</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetric Associations</td>
<td>APRM\textsubscript{avg}</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and p-value < .001. Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.
Since the WS-353 dataset consists of both semantically similar and related word pairs, it is desirable to compare the performance of all measures on the similarity and relatedness-based subsets of this dataset separately. The results on similarity and relatedness subsets of WS-353 dataset are shown in Table 6.1. On the similarity subset, WS353-Sim, APRM_avg preformed comparable to the Simpson coefficient. However, on the relatedness subset, WS353-Rel, APRM_avg performed better than other measures. This shows that asymmetric association based APRM is a better indicator of relatedness and can be a good choice for detecting semantically related words but still performs as well as the other measures on semantic similarity based datasets. Overall, on WS353-All dataset, consisting of both similarity and relatedness based term pairs, APRM_avg outperformed all other measures by a good margin.

6.4.5 Comparison with State-of-art Approaches

Table 6.2 compares the performance of APRM_avg with the existing state-of-art approaches using a proximity window with \( w = 10 \) on the MTURK-771 dataset. The performance of APRM_avg is compared with five state-of-art approaches. Distributional Similarity (DS), formulated by Dagan et al. [40] and Lee [108], is a proximity assumption based vectorial approach. It generates vectors of weighted word frequencies with which the vector words co-occur with input words (within a proximity window of size 3) in a corpus and computes the cosine similarity of these co-occurrence vectors. Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) [58] incorporates human knowledge into relatedness computation by constructing concept vectors and comparing them using Cosine similarity. Temporal Semantic Analysis (TSA) [167] incorporated temporal dynamics to enhance text relatedness models. TSA represented each input word as a concept vector and extended the static vectorial representation of words with temporal dynamics. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [14] is a generative topic model that finds the latent
topics underlying a document based on word distributions. It assumes each document as a mixture of topics where each topic is attributed by a distribution of words. *Constrained LEArning of Relatedness (CLEAR)* [71] is a machine learning based approach for computing word relatedness constrained by the relatedness of known word pairs. CLEAR learns the word relatedness based on word co-occurrences extracted from three different text corpora. The optimization process is constrained by a set of synonymy-based related word pairs extracted from WordNet. Using the co-occurrence statistics, CLEAR represents each input word as a vectors of latent vectors and computes Cosine similarity between the vectors of the input word pair. The results of these approaches on MTURK-771 dataset were originally reported in [71]. MTURK-771 is the largest and the most recent of all similarity and relatedness datasets, hence not reported much in the literature. Moreover, MTURK-771 is a relatedness-based dataset.

Table 6.2: Performance comparison of APRM_avg measure with existing state-of-art measures on the MTURK-771 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Datasets (ρ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DS</td>
<td>Corpus</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA</td>
<td>Wikipedia</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSA</td>
<td>Wikipedia &amp; Corpus</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDA</td>
<td>Corpus</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAR</td>
<td>WordNet &amp; Corpus</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRM_avg (w = 10)</td>
<td>Wikipedia &amp; Corpus</td>
<td>0.65*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRM_avg (best)</td>
<td>Wikipedia &amp; Corpus</td>
<td>0.66*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* values are statistically significant at $\alpha = 0.01$ level (two-tailed) and p-value $<.001$.

Bold values indicate the best correlation-based performance of any measure on a specific dataset.
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On the MTURK-771 dataset, APRM_avg surpassed all other approaches except CLEAR [71] which produced highest correlation on this dataset. CLEAR combines the distributional statistics from multiple informal text corpora and learns the relatedness of words constrained by the known related word pairs extracted from WordNet synsets. However, two aspects of the MTURK-771 dataset construction are worth mentioning: first, this dataset is based on extracting related word pairs which are linked with graph distances between 1-4 in the WordNet graph; and second, the word pairs used in this dataset are all nouns. Clearly, the first point indicates a bias in CLEAR as it learns its relatedness constrained by the related word pairs extracted from WordNet which is the same knowledge source used to create the MTURK-771 dataset. Although CLEAR achieved the highest performance, it depends on preprocessing of three huge text corpora to generate and use training data for learning and optimization of model parameters, which is the downside of this approach. On the other hand, APRM_avg, without requiring huge computational resources or training data, outperformed most of the state-of-art approaches in predicting relatedness scores. The good performance of APRM_avg on the MTURK-771 dataset conforms that it is quite good at detecting the relatedness of noun-noun term pairs.

6.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a method for computing term relatedness using associative probabilities based on the idea of directional contexts. The evaluation of APRM on all the publicly available benchmark datasets of term similarity and relatedness demonstrated superior performance to most other state-of-art existing approaches. The APRM measure is found to be particularly useful in predicting relatedness of noun term pairs. However, it did not perform well on verb relatedness dataset. The reason of this low performance is partly the nature of the underlying knowledge source,
Wikipedia, which being an encyclopedia does not focus on verbs as much as on nouns and partly because humans estimates of verb similarity are generally lower than that of noun similarity.
Chapter 7

Task-driven Evaluation

An indirect evaluation of a semantic association measure involves exploiting it in an application that critically relies on good estimates of semantic associations. The performance improvement of such an application reflects a direct impact of employing a good semantic association measure. The literature review suggested the usefulness of investigating the performance of a semantic association measure by an indirect evaluation that employs the measure in a benchmark-independent application setup. This kind of evaluation does not suffer from the size limitation of the datasets and is free of any bias as observed in manual judgments. A well-known application of word association measures is to use them in the word choice task [206, 199, 142]. The more word choice questions a semantic association measure solves correctly, the better the performance.

Section 7.1 presents a discussion on the limitations of previously presented Wikipedia-based measures in order to select a suitable measure for solving the word choice task. Section 7.2 introduces the fundamentals of

---

1Such a bias is found in the WordSimilarity-353 dataset, where some word pairs such as (Arafat, terror) were given higher ratings than some other words pairs such as (Arafat, peace) due to geopolitical bias of the human judges of that dataset. Reproducing human judgments on such word pairs in some other part of the globe can give very different human ratings as well as inter-rater agreements.
the word choice task. Section 7.3 includes a survey of previous attempts to solve this task using various techniques. Section 7.4 details the evaluation setup including the datasets and evaluation metrics. Section 7.5 reports the performance of the APRM measure on both relatedness and synonymy-based word choice questions. Section 7.6 concludes the chapter by presenting a brief summary.

7.1 Selection of an Association Measure

The thesis presented different measures of semantic association computation in the previous chapters. The strengths and limitations of each measure were also analyzed. Although the knowledge source based semantic measures performed well on the task of ranking semantic associations, they required mapping of input words to corresponding Wikipedia articles, which may or may not exist, thus leading to knowledge acquisition bottleneck. Moreover, due to the encyclopedic nature of Wikipedia, it largely focuses on noun concepts. This is both the strength as well as the weakness of Wikipedia as a knowledge source. There are many applications that target nouns such as word sense disambiguation, keyphrase extraction and topic modeling. However, the formal knowledge source based semantic measures suffer from coverage limitation when used in certain applications where the target words belong to part-of-speech classes other than nouns. Also, the inherent ambiguity in natural language text also limits the performance of such measures. The performance of such measures drops down when the textual data involves frequent ambiguous concepts, due to the inaccuracy of the automatic disambiguation process. This is evident from the comparison of automatic and manual disambiguations (Section 3.4 of the thesis), where the performance of semantic measures suffered from inaccurate automatic disambiguations.

On the other hand, the corpus based measure APRM does not require matching of input terms with corresponding Wikipedia articles. It over-
comes this limitation by considering the context of words at the corpus level rather than at the article level. Unlike knowledge source based measures, APRM is a knowledge source independent measure and can be easily adapted to any text corpora. Also, it is not semantically biased towards any POS-class and is observed to work well on estimating semantic association of cross-POS word pairs because it computes word co-occurrence-based probabilities from unstructured text of the Wikipedia corpus rather than explicitly considering Wikipedia concepts. Hence, it is not sensitive to cross-POS words. The previous chapter has shown the effectiveness of the APRM measure on computing semantic association. Hence, this chapter presents a task-driven evaluation of the semantic association measure APRM in solving word choice questions on a range of datasets used for this task.

7.2 The Word Choice Task

A word choice question consists of a given problem word and a list of candidate words or phrases. The goal is to select the most closely related candidate word to the given problem word. A word choice question is given as:

**gynecology**

a) female health  
b) habits  
c) athletics  
d) brain

To perform the task automatically, the relatedness between each candidate word and the problem word is computed using an association measure and a candidate word having maximum relatedness with the problem word is selected as the correct option. There is always one correct candidate, which in the case of above example is female health. A tie is considered among candidate words if two or more candidate words are
equally related to the problem word. If one of tied candidate words is the correct answer then the question is considered to be correctly solved. However, the score of the question is penalized by the number of tied candidate words for that question. So, a problem \( q \) which is correctly solved without a tie is assigned a score of 1 but with two or more ties will be scored according to the following formula:

\[
Score_q = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if tied candidates } \geq 2 \\
\frac{1}{\# \text{ of tied candidates}} & \text{if one correct candidate}
\end{cases}
\]  

(7.1)

The overall score of a semantic association measure based system for solving the word choice task on a specific dataset with \( Q \) number of questions is the sum of individual score of all questions.

\[
Score = \sum_{q \in Q} (Score_q)
\]  

(7.2)

A semantic association measure based system might not be able to compute scores for certain questions due to the coverage limitation of its underlying knowledge source, in which case those questions are not considered as attempted.

### 7.3 Related Work

The word choice task is a well known application used for performance evaluation of semantic association measures.

Launder and Dumais [104] used word choice problems for empirical evaluation of their technique, *Latent Semantic Analysis* (LSA), based on vectorial semantics. LSA relies on collecting the relative frequencies with which a word co-occurs with other words and used them to generate word vectors. LSA computed the cosine of the angle between two word vectors as the word similarity score. The performance of LSA was evaluated using a dataset of 80 word choice questions selected from the synonymy
portion of Test Of English as a Foreign Language (TOEFL) provided by Educational Testing Service (ETS). LSA achieved an accuracy of 65% on the TOEFL dataset.

Turney [206] used an unsupervised learning algorithm based on the idea of Pointwise Mutual Information and Information Retrieval (PMI-IR) to mine the web for synonymy. PMI-IR analyzed statistical data collected by a search engine from the web. Statistical approaches to synonymy detection (which is a special case of the word choice task) are based on word co-occurrences [120]. There is a subtle difference between collocation and co-occurrence. Word collocations are grammatically bound, ordered occurrences of words, whereas co-occurrences are more general phenomenon of words that are likely to occur in the same context [206]. Like LSA, PMI-IR is also based on word co-occurrences. Based on the proximity assumption, PMI-IR computed the score of a candidate word as the conditional probability of the problem word given the candidate word. PMI-IR was evaluated on a new dataset for synonymy detection. This dataset consists of 50 word choice questions collected from the tests for students of English as a Secondary Language (ESL). Turney evaluated his approach on both TOEFL and ESL datasets and showed that PMI-IR performed better than LSA on the TOEFL dataset with 73.70% accuracy and achieved 74% accuracy on the ESL dataset.

Jarmasz and Szpakowicz [95] defined the degree of synonymy to be the semantic similarity and computed it using the shortest path distance between the sets of references of given two words in Roget’s thesaurus taxonomy. They used their measure for synonymy detection using two existing datasets on the word choice task and created a new dataset RDWP, of 300 word choice problem collected from Reader’s Digest Word Power (RDWP) game. In the RDWP game, readers are required to pick the candidate that is closest in meaning to the given problem word. Following [104, 206], Jarmasz and Szpakowicz reported their results using the percentage of correctly answered word choice questions. Their approach using Roget’s
The thesaurus achieved 78.75% accuracy on TOEFL, 82% accuracy on ESL and 74.33% accuracy on the RDWP dataset.

Inspired by PMI-IR, Higgins [81] proposed Local Context-Information Retrieval (LC-IR), a statistical method for computing word similarity. Their approach was based on the assumption of absolute adjacency-based parallelism, which takes into account the count of bi-gram patterns of given two words. They reported the results on the TOEFL, ESL and RDWP datasets using accuracy. LC-IR was found to perform better than Roget’s thesaurus-based approach on both TOEFL (with 81.3% accuracy) and ESL (with 78% accuracy) datasets.

Mohammad et al. [142] proposed cross lingual distributional profiles of concepts for computing semantic associations and evaluated their measure in solving word choice questions. They also created a German dataset, consisting of 1008 word choice questions collected from 2001 to 2005 issues of the German language edition of Reader’s Digest. They argued that the evaluation metric Score by itself does not show the true performance picture of a semantic measure due to the number of ties, which could be high for many measures. Therefore, they used precision, recall and F score as the evaluation metrics. Their definitions of precision ($P = \frac{\text{Score}}{\text{Attempted}}$), recall ($R = \frac{\text{Score}}{\text{Total}}$) and F-measure ($F = \frac{2\times P \times R}{P + R}$) were different from the classical precision, recall and F-measure used by information retrieval approaches.

Zesch et al. [230] compared generalized path-based measures and concept vector based measures using three different knowledge sources: WordNet, Wikipedia and Wiktionary. They evaluated the measures using both English and German RDWP datasets. However, they computed recall as $R = \frac{|A|}{n}$, where $|A|$ is the number of attempted word choice questions and $n$ represents the total number of word choice questions. Following Zesch et al. [230], Weale et al. [216] used the PageRank algorithm over the Wiktionary category graph to compute a number of semantic similarity metrics. Those metrics were evaluated on the task of word choice ques-
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They used overall percentage $Raw$ (correct number of guesses over all question) and precision-based-percentage $Prec$ (correct number of guesses by attempted questions) as the evaluation metrics for their approach.

Pilehvar et al. [161] proposed a unified approach to computing semantic similarity using a sense-based probability distribution and evaluated their approach in three semantic tasks. They tested their approach on synonymy detection using the TOEFL dataset and reported the results using accuracy as the evaluation metric. Their method achieved 96.25% accuracy on the TOEFL dataset.

Mohammad et al. [199] proposed a hybrid semantic association measure using various Wikipedia-based features. They used their measure for solving the word choice task using the RDWP dataset. They followed the same evaluation criteria as used by Zesch [228] and reported the results using accuracy, coverage and H measure.

7.4 Evaluation

The APRM$_{avg}$ measure is used to compute the pairwise relatedness of each candidate word and the problem word of each question. A candidate word with maximum APRM score is selected and matched with the correct answer for that question. If the automatic answer matches the manual answer then the question is assumed to be solved and is assigned a score of 1. If more than one candidate word gets the same APRM score with the target word then the score is penalized by the number of ties. In case of an incorrect answer, zero score is assigned to that question. The remainder of this section details the performance metrics and datasets used in the evaluation and comparison of the APRM$_{avg}$ measure (using proximity window with $w = 10$) with the state-of-art approaches on the word choice task.
7.4.1 Performance Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of semantic association measures on the word choice task, different evaluation criteria have been used. The simplest of the performance metrics used for evaluation of semantic measures on the word choice task is accuracy. However, later approaches identified the limitations of existing evaluation metrics and proposed new evaluation metrics.

Jarmasz and Szpakowicz [95] used the overall Score (Equation 7.2) for performance evaluation of an association measure on the word choice task. However, Zesch [228] found this evaluation criteria problematic. He argued that this evaluation parameter favors those approaches that attempt more questions based on just random guessing. Mohammad et al. [142] used precision, recall and F-measure as the evaluation metrics. However, they defined recall as

\[ \text{Recall} = \frac{\text{Score}}{|Q|}, \]

where Score is the total score of a semantic association measure on a dataset consisting of |Q| questions. This recall returns 0 if the Score = 0, regardless of the number of questions attempted. This is different from the recall used for evaluation of information retrieval systems, where if a system retrieves all documents, its recall is one, regardless of the relevance of the retrieved documents. For the word choice task, recall is equal to one if and only if all the questions are answered correctly, hence, it is of very limited value. Thus, following Zesch [228] we decided not to use precision and recall but evaluate our approach using a combination of accuracy and coverage. Accuracy shows how many of the attempted questions are correct. It is defined as:

\[ \text{Acc} = \frac{\text{Score}}{|A|} \]

(7.3)

where Score is the overall score of a semantic measure on a word choice dataset and |A| represents the number of questions attempted by a semantic association measure. Coverage indicates how many of the word choice
questions are attempted. It is defined as:

$$Cov = \frac{|A|}{|Q|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.4)

where $|A|$ is the number of questions attempted and $|Q|$ is the total number of questions in a given dataset. The overall performance evaluation of a semantic measure is based on calculating the harmonic mean of the accuracy and coverage. Thus, the evaluation metric H-measure is defined as:

$$H = \frac{2 \times Acc \times Cov}{Acc + Cov}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.5)

H-measure is analogous to F-measure (which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall) in information retrieval. H-measure balances both evaluation metrics by considering the accuracy with respect to the proportion of word choice questions covered.

### 7.4.2 Datasets

The following datasets were used in the experiments solving the word choice task.

- **rd_100 dataset** consists of 100 word choice questions collected by Jarmasz and Szpakowicz [95]

- **rdCANADA_200 dataset** consists of 200 word choice questions from Reader’s Digest collected by Turney [206].

- **rdNOUN_153 dataset** consists of a combination of noun word choice questions from both rdCANADA_200 and rd_100 datasets.

- **RDWP dataset** consists of 289 word choice questions collected by Jarmasz and Szpakowicz [95] from the Word Power game of the Canadian edition of Reader’s Digest from year 2000-2001 [95].
• **ESL dataset** consists of 50 synonymy-based word choice questions found in the *English as a Second Language* (ESL) tests collected by Turney [206].

• **TOEFL dataset** consists of 80 synonymy-based word choice questions found in the *Test of English as a Foreign Language* (TOEFL) collected by Launder and Dumais [104].

### 7.5 Results and Discussion

This section reports the performance of the APRM measure on two types of word choice questions: relatedness-based word choice questions, and synonymy based word choice questions. The first experiment uses APRM in solving relatedness-based word choice questions. Since APRM focuses on computing semantic relatedness due to its underlying proximity assumption, its performance on solving relatedness-based word choice questions is discussed in detail. However, to investigate the behavior of the APRM measure on synonymy, the second experiment uses APRM in solving synonymy-based word choice questions.

#### 7.5.1 Relatedness-based Word Choice Problems

The performance of APRM is reported on three relatedness-based Reader’s Digest datasets in Table 7.1.

It is clear from the table that on all three datasets APRM performed well. The highest accuracy is achieved using a proximity window with $w = 5$ on the rdCANADA$_{200}$ dataset, which is the largest of the datasets reported in Table 7.1. However, the highest coverage and the best H-measure were achieved on the rdNOUN$_{153}$ dataset, which consist of nouns words. This again conforms the effectiveness of using a Wikipedia-based measure on computing noun-noun associations. On all datasets,
Table 7.1: The Performance of APRM on various word choice datasets. The best performance on each dataset is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Attempted</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th># of Ties</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>Cov</th>
<th>H-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rd_100</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdCANADA_200</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>123.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdNOUN_153</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There was an increasing trend in the number of attempted questions with increasing the proximity window size, which consequently resulted in better coverage of questions. The accuracy on both rdCANADA_200 and rdNOUN_153 datasets decreased with increasing the window size, however on rd_100 dataset an opposite trend was observed between the accuracy and window size. On all three datasets, optimal H-measure values were achieved using a proximity window with \( w = 10 \).

Comparison with Existing Approaches

Table 7.2 compares the performance of APRM with multiple existing state-of-art approaches on the RDWP dataset. The results of all existing approaches (except Zesch [228]) on the word choice task are reported in [199]. All existing approaches other than Gurevych and Zesch are computed using Wikipedia as the underlying knowledge source. Gurevych is based on WordNet and Zesch is based on Wiktionary [228].

For comparison with existing approaches, APRM with three different window sizes is considered: APRM with \( w = 5 \), APRM with \( w = 10 \) and APRM with \( w = 20 \). The results are encouraging. APRM surpassed all
Table 7.2: Performance comparison of APRM with state-of-art approaches on the RDWP dataset. The best performance is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Attempted</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th># of Ties</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>Cov</th>
<th>H-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lesk [111]</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rada [166]</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>79.7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WuP [222]</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>70.2</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC [106]</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>79.9</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resnik [171]</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>42.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JC [97]</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>54.5</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin [115]</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESA [58]</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLM [138]</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>69.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gurevych [69]</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>148.8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zesch [228]</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>128.3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad [199]</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>196.66</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRM (w = 5)</td>
<td>232</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRM (w = 10)</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRM (w = 20)</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>173.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Other methods except that of Mohammad [199], who used a hybrid approach based on Wikipedia features mainly articles, categories, redirects and category graph. However, they reported their results using various thresholds ranging from $\theta = 0.30$ to $\theta = 0.40$, hence could not find an optimal threshold. The reason for the good performance of APRM on the RDWP dataset is mainly due to the nature of semantic associations of words included in the dataset. The RDWP dataset consists of similarity and relatedness based word choice questions. APRM, being a semantic association measure, is good at estimating these types of semantic associations, hence was able to perform well on this dataset.
Further Analysis

The performance of APRM on the RDWP dataset is further analyzed to understand the impact of window size on accuracy, coverage and H-measure.

Figure 7.1: Correlation of the window size with performance evaluation metrics of the word choice task on the Reader’s Digest Word Power (RDWP) dataset.

Figure 7.1(a) presents a comparison of accuracy and coverage of APRM on various window sizes. Again, note that the accuracy of the APRM-based system is inversely proportional to the window size. On the other hand, the coverage of the word choice questions increases with increasing window size. This analysis is useful because it empirically shows that for loosely-coupled synonyms and strongly related words, smaller windows result in higher accuracy by avoiding any possibility of having two terms in close proximity by chance. Hence, it demonstrates that a narrow proximity window leads to better system performance. Figure 7.1(b) analyses the impact of window size on the H-measure. A cursory look at the graph reveals that an optimal H-measure value (in other words an optimal combination of the accuracy and coverage) was achieved by using a proximity
window size with $w = 8$ and $w = 10$. The graph shows that the performance of the system increases with the increase in window size till $w = 8$. Further experimentation revealed that by yielding the same performance (H-measure = 0.779) on $w = 9$, the system achieved an equilibrium from $w = 8$ to $w = 10$ after which it started decreasing again. Hence, it can be deduced from this experiment that a good balance of the coverage and accuracy can be achieved on a size window that is neither too small nor too large ($w = \{8, 9, 10\}$).

In order to gain further insight into the behavior of the presented system for solving the word choice task, various questions were individually analyzed. Consider the following question as an example of the relatedness-based word choice task (correct answer is in bold).

**Therapy (Question # 197 — RDWP dataset)**

a) Repeating Melody  
b) Heat  
c) **Healing**  
d) Side Dish

Here is the list of candidates ranked according to APRM-based association scores. The candidate word selected by APRM-based system as the answer is also shown in bold in the list of ranked-candidates.

a) **Healing**  
b) Heat  
c) Side Dish  
d) Repeating Melody

It is clear from the ranked list of candidate words that the system was actually able to identify the correct answer which is *Healing*. This shows that the APRM measure performed well on the relatedness-based word choice task. However, consider another question as an example of the synonymy-based word choice task from the same dataset.
Compassionate (Question # 265 — RDWP dataset)

a) Intense
b) Sympathetic
c) Indifferent
d) Friendly

The ranking of the candidates produced by the APRM-based system (with selected candidate shown in bold) is as follows.

a) Friendly
b) Sympathetic
c) Intense
d) Indifferent

The correct answer for this question is the candidate word Sympathetic whereas the system placed the word Friendly on the top due to its highest association score with the given word. The reason for this incorrect selection is the higher frequency of co-occurrence of the words Friendly and Compassionate as compared to the words Sympathetic and Compassionate (which being synonymous words do not co-occur in close proximity very often). Hence, due to the underlying proximity assumption of the APRM measure the system was unable to correctly solve the synonymy-based word choice question.

7.5.2 Synonymy-based Word Choice Problems

Another variant of the word choice task is the synonymy-based word choice task, in which the correct candidate word for a given problem word is always a tightly coupled synonymous word. To investigate the behavior of APRM on this synonymy task, two datasets consisting of synonymy-based word choice questions were used. The performance of APRM on both datasets are reported in Table 7.3.

On TOEFL dataset, students with English as their second language
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Table 7.3: The performance of APRM on the synonymy-based word choice task using two datasets: ESL and TOEFL. The best performance is shown in bold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Window</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Attempted</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th># of Ties</th>
<th>Acc</th>
<th>Cov</th>
<th>H-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td><strong>0.76</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOEFL</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td><strong>0.80</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

achieved an accuracy of 67.5%. Many approaches tried to solve this task but recently, Bullinaria and Levy [24] have reported 100% accuracy on this task by solving all the questions correctly. Their approach is also uses word co-occurrences but is based on *topicality assumption* which considers two words to be similar if they share the same context. This approach favors the synonymous words which share maximum context. Table 7.3 shows that APRM performed reasonably well on H-measure though not the best on both synonymy-based datasets. It is worth mentioning that the smaller window size resulted in better predictions of synonyms for given problem words on both datasets. APRM relies mainly on the conditional probability of finding one term given another term, which logically makes it unsuitable for synonym detection as there is less chance of finding synonymous words in close proximity. However, due to huge knowledge coverage of Wikipedia corpus and the feature matching component of APRM, it was still able to find the synonyms reasonably well. For synonymy detection, distributional approaches based on weighted vectors of context terms (such as second order context vector based approaches) could be quite effective as these look for the neighboring context of both given words, which would have the highest overlap for synonymous words.
7.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a task-driven evaluation of the Wikipedia-based APRM measure by investigating its performance in an application that critically relies on good estimates of semantic associations. For this purpose, APRM was used to solve the word choice task. The performance evaluation of the APRM-based system on word choice task demonstrated the effectiveness of the APRM measure. Overall, the APRM-based system surpassed most other systems on the relatedness-based word choice task. It was found that the increasing window size resulted in increasing coverage but decreasing accuracy on the word choice questions of the RDWP dataset. Empirical analysis of results demonstrates that APRM performed extremely well on relatedness-based word choice questions, but only reasonably well on synonymy-based word choice questions because synonymous words rarely occur in close proximity and hence are difficult to handle by approaches based on the proximity assumption.
Chapter 8

Common Sense Causality Detection

The previous chapter presented an application of the APRM measure in solving the word choice task and empirically demonstrated the effectiveness of the APRM measure on the task. This chapter investigates the performance of the APRM measure on the task of commonsense causality detection, which requires an exploitation of causal semantics. This is the first study (to the best of our knowledge) that exploits semantic capabilities of Wikipedia as a text corpus on the Choice Of Plausible Alternatives (COPA) task requiring commonsense causality detection [66]. The goal of COPA evaluation is to investigate an automated system’s ability of finding causal connections between sentences.

Section 8.1 of the chapter introduces the idea of commonsense causal reasoning followed by an overview of the approaches that explored different aspects of commonsense reasoning. Section 8.2 discusses the COPA evaluation benchmarks and details the performance of existing approaches on these benchmarks. Section 8.3 presents a causality detection approach based on using APRM as the causal relatedness measure to solve the task. Section 8.4 presents the results and includes a detailed discussion of the effectiveness of the APRM measure in comparison with other Wikipedia-
based measures on the task of commonsense causality detection. Further discussion identifies the potential factors that could lead to performance improvements and talks about future recommendations. Section 8.5 presents a brief summary of the chapter.

8.1 Common Sense Causal Reasoning

Linguistic discourse consists of a sequence of coherent clauses connected in a logical way by discourse relations such as temporal, causal and contrast [163]. These relations characterize the manner in which various parts of the text are connected. Depending on the usage of discourse connectives, also known as triggers, these relations are classified as either implicit or explicit relations. For instance, the trigger however signals a contradiction of something stated previously.

Commonsense reasoning involves the understanding of concepts and the relations that underlie everything we know and talk about. To make a computer capture and understand this knowledge is a difficult task because most of it is so obvious that it is rarely talked about in the knowledge sources. Exploring this implicit knowledge makes commonsense reasoning a challenging task in computational linguistics and artificial intelligence, hence it has been a research focus since its inception.

Common sense causality detection is the process of identifying the connection of two sentences based on the causal relation. Any causative argument involves two components: the cause and its consequent effect. For instance, consider the following causative argument.

"The young campers felt scared because their camp counselor told them a ghost story."

Here, the cause is represented by the ghost story telling that resulted in the effect of feeling scared. Causative connections are fundamental to human language. English language involves a wide range of
cause-effect relations. Girju [61] identified the following two broad classes of causative arguments in English.

- **Explicit causation** consists of a simple causative argument containing directly relevant words such as *cause*, *consequence*, *effect*. It also involves ambiguous causative arguments signaled by words such as *generate*, *create*, *trigger* and *produce*. Disambiguation of such words can be helpful to identify the causal relations.

- **Implicit causation** consists of more complex causative arguments involving inference based on lexical and semantic analysis of background knowledge.

Theoretical investigations of commonsense causal reasoning range from cognitive psychology to computational intelligence and from artificial intelligence to economics [41, 75, 32, 13, 86].

Fletcher *et al.* [55] analyzed the role of causal reasoning in the comprehension of simple narrative texts. Their research supported the claim that narrative comprehensions aim at finding the causal links that connect the opening of the text to its final outcome. Broek [208] proposed a process model of inference generation in text comprehension. According to him causal dependencies found in the text play a vital role in the construction of text representation in the short term memory. The criteria for causality guides the inferential process. He identified two types of causal inferences: *backward inferences*, which connects the current event to the prior events and *forward inferences*, which produce expectation about the upcoming events in the text.

Singer *et al.* [189] investigated the role of causal bridging in the discourse comprehension. Bridging inferences connect subsequent portions of the text to their antecedent portions. Their focus was on identifying the bridging inferences that connect two ideas by a causal relation. They identified various factors for detecting causal relations and emphasized on the
importance of *change of state* in addition to causal conjunctions and causal verbs for detecting an *effect*.

Hobbs [86] introduced the notion of *causal complex* as a complete set of conditions necessary for a causal action to occur. He discussed the issue of differentiating the causal complex from what is outside its boundaries. He also analyzed the eventualities within the causal complex that can be referred to as the *cause* from those that do not.

Commonsense causal reasoning has a multidisciplinary scope in which various disciplines attempted to refine the notion of causality in agreement with human commonsense. This also involves an extensive discussion of what factors contribute to causal reasoning [86]. One factor that has profound impact on causal reasoning is the context of a causal relation, which is also referred to as *causal field* or *causal complex* [86]. Events that are involved in a causal relation always occur in some explicit or implicit context. This contextual information yields the inferences that bridge the two events into a causal relation.

Various research efforts to analyze and understand commonsense reasoning in general and commonsense causal reasoning in particular have been made. Speer et al. [191] proposed AnalogySpace, a technique that facilitates commonsense reasoning over a very large knowledge base of natural language assertions by forming an analogy closure over it. Their technique was able to make distinction between various analogous classes such as *(good, bad)* or *(easy, hard)*. AnalogySpace used data from Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) project and self organized it along dimensions that were able to distinguish between analogy classes. Girju [61] proposed an inductive learning approach for automatic detection and extraction of causal relations. His approach was able to automatically discover the lexical and semantic relations that are necessary constraints for disambiguating the causal relations used in the question answering task. Jung et al. [98] constructed a large-scale Situation ontology by mining the *how-to* instructions from the web.
Mihaila and Ananiadou [130] proposed a machine learning method for automatic recognition of discourse causality triggers in the biomedical scientific text. They concluded that the shallow approaches such as dictionary matching and lexical parsing performed very poorly due to highly ambiguous causal triggers. They showed that a classifier using a combination of lexical, syntactic and semantic features performed the best.

The ability to understand stories automatically involves filling in many missing pieces of information that is not explicitly stated in the story. The use of commonsense reasoning was investigated to comprehend script-based stories [145]. An information extraction module capable of handling the templates generated by commonsense reasoning module was used in comprehending script-based stories. Rajagopal et al. [168] proposed an approach for multi-word commonsense expression extraction from informal text. In their approach they used AffectNet [25] to derive commonsense knowledge based on syntactic and semantic relatedness. AffectNet is a huge matrix of commonsense in which the rows are concepts and columns are negative and positive assertions about that concept. For example, for the concept penguin, a positive assertion is penguin is a bird and a negative assertion is penguin cannot fly. Gordon and Swanson [67] proposed an automated method for extracting millions of personal stories\footnote{A personal story is defined as a narrative discourse that describes a specific series of causally related events.} from the Internet Weblog entries. Following this work, Gorden et al. [65] used personal stories as a source of information about the causal relations of everyday life to automatically reason about commonsense causality.

In contrast to expert knowledge that is explicit, commonsense knowledge is usually implicit. Hence, the goal of an automated commonsense reasoning system is to make this knowledge explicit. An attempt in similar direction was the development of Cyc [110] to formalize commonsense knowledge into a logical framework. It was developed by knowledge engineers who added $10^6$ handcrafted assertions into the knowledge base.
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Cyc is an expert system with commonsense knowledge spanning everyday life objects and actions such as causality, time, space, substances, planning, emotions, ambitions, uncertainty. Cyc sorts each of its assertions according to one or more explicit contexts. However, the process of using Cyc to reason about a text is quite complex as it requires the mapping of input text from natural language to a specific logical format described by its own language CycL. This involves mapping of inherently ambiguous natural language text to unambiguous logical formulation required by Cyc. This process hindered the full availability and usage of Cyc content for most natural language interpretation tasks.

Inspired by the range of commonsense concepts, knowledge of Cyc and the semantic structure of WordNet, Liu and Singh [117] constructed ConceptNet by combining the best of both worlds. While both Cyc and WordNet are handcrafted knowledge sources, ConceptNet is automatically generated from crowd sourced knowledge of Open Mind Common Sense (OMCS) Corpus [117]. ConceptNet is a huge semantic network of commonsense knowledge that has various kinds of inferential capabilities. It automatically mined 250,000 elements of commonsense knowledge from OMCS [44] using a set of commonsense extraction rules and constructed an ontology of predicate relations and arguments. The semantic structure of ConceptNet is similar to WordNet while being inferentially rich like Cyc. ConceptNet nodes consist of natural language fragments that conform to specific syntactic patterns and edges represent binary relations over the nodes. ConceptNet includes 19 semantic relations classified into 7 categories such as things, events and actions. The focus of ConceptNet is on contextual commonsense reasoning over real world objects and events.

There is a range of applications based on commonsense causal knowledge extraction and representation including information extraction, document categorization, opinion mining, sentiment analysis and social process modeling.
8.2 Choice Of Plausible Alternatives

Human actions in this world are based on exploiting knowledge of causality. Humans find it easy to connect a cause to the subsequent effect but formal reasoning about causality has proved to be a difficult task in automated NLP applications because it requires rich knowledge of all the relevant events and circumstances. Automated approaches to predicting causal connections attempt to partially capture this knowledge using commonsense reasoning based on lexical and semantic constraints. However, their performance is limited by the lack of sufficient breadth of commonsense knowledge to draw causal inferences.

The progress of research in commonsense reasoning has been slow. A major reason was the lack of a unified benchmark to compare the performance of automated commonsense reasoning systems. To address this issue, Roemmele et al. [175] devised a benchmark of binary choice questions for investigating an automated system’s ability to make judgments on commonsense causality. This benchmark is referred to as Choice Of Plausible Alternatives (COPA) evaluation. The format of every question in this benchmark consists of two components: a text statement (the premise) and two choices (alternatives). Both alternatives can have a causal relation with the premise but the correct choice is the alternative that is more plausible given the premise. Depending on the nature of the premise, two types of question format were included in the dataset: forward causal reasoning, which views one of the alternatives as a plausible effect of the premise; and backward causal reasoning, which assumes the correct alternative to be a plausible cause of the premise. Examples of both types of questions are shown in Table 8.1.
Table 8.1: Examples of two types of COPA question format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question # 513 (find the Cause)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premise: The check I wrote bounced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1: My bank account was empty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2: I earned a pay raise.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question # 539 (find the Effect)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Premise: The woman bumped into the sofa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 1: The leg of the sofa came loose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternative 2: She bruised her knee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2.1 COPA Evaluation Setup

Choice of Plausible Alternatives (COPA) evaluation\(^2\) consists of 1000 questions based on commonsense causal reasoning.

The authoring methodology ensured the breadth of the topics, clarity of the language and high inter-rater agreement. To ensure the breadth of the question set, the topics were drawn from two main sources:

- The first source was a corpus of one million personal stories written in the Weblogs in August and September 2008 [67]. The topics in this corpus are more focused on social and mental concepts and less on natural and physical concepts. Hence, the topics selected from this corpus were randomly selected accounts of personal stories.

- The second source was the Library of Congress thesaurus for Graphic Materials [156]. This corpus focused more on various kinds of people, places and things that appear in photographs and other images. Hence, the topics selected from this corpus were randomly selected subject terms from the Library of Congress thesaurus for Graphic Materials.

\(^2\)COPA evaluation was included as task-7 in the 6th international workshop on Semantic Evaluation (SemEval-2012).
A set of terms was randomly selected from both sources as the question topics. From each topic, a causal argument was instantiated. Either the cause or effect in that causal argument was used as the premise depending on whether the question was about the forward or backward causal reasoning. To make this task more difficult for purely associative methods, the incorrect alternative was set closer in form (content) to the premise but with no obvious direct causal relation. The final set consisted of 1000 questions (COPA-all), each question validated by two raters with a high inter-rater agreement (Cohen’s $K = 0.965$).

The COPA evaluation was designed so that a baseline choosing one of the alternatives randomly has exactly 50% accuracy. To develop the evaluation dataset, the set of 1000 questions was randomly split into two equally sized subsets of 500 questions to be used as: the development set (COPA-dev) and the test set (COPA-test). No training data was provided to give the automatic causal reasoning systems the freedom to use any text corpora or knowledge repositories in their construction. The order of correct alternative was also kept random in both subsets.

The evaluation data comes with gold standard answers that are used to evaluate the performance of any automatic system on this task using accuracy as the evaluation metric. The accuracy is defined as the number of correctly identified questions divided by the total number of questions.

8.2.2 COPA Vs. Textual Entailment

The COPA evaluation was originally inspired by the task of Recognizing Textual Entailments (RTE), which asks whether the interpretation of one sentence necessitates the truth of another sentence. RTE consists of two text sentences: a text $T$ and a hypothesis $H$. The goal of the RTE challenge is to determine whether the truth of $H$ is entailed (or can be inferred) from the text $T$. Although the RTE task requires some inferential capabilities, there exist some subtle differences between COPA and RTE tasks. The first
difference lies in the structural construct of each task. Given a pair of text and hypothesis, RTE interprets the meaning of hypothesis by making inferences from the text, whereas the COPA task provides two alternatives, corresponding to a given premise, both of which are plausibly true but one of them is more plausible. Moreover, the RTE judgment on entailment of two text segments is strictly positive or negative, whereas COPA causal implications are judged in degrees of plausibility (deciding on which option is more plausible).

8.2.3 Existing Approaches to COPA Evaluation

This section discusses the performance of existing approaches that have used and reported results on the COPA evaluation.

**PMI Gutenberg:** This was the best performing baseline system on the COPA task proposed by Roemmele et al. [175]. They used averaged Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) between unigram words of both premise and alternatives to pick up the most plausible alternative. The PMI statistics were calculated from the Gutenberg Project\(^3\) using a proximity window of size \(w = 5\). They computed the causality score of a premise-alternative pair by adding up the pairwise PMI-based correlation scores of their unigrams.

**UTDHLT Bigram PMI:** This was the unsupervised system of the only participating team in the SemEval-2012 task-7 that submitted their results successfully [64]. They processed the Gigaword Corpus\(^4\) to collect PMI statistics of bigrams within a proximity window of size \(w=100\) and with a slop of 2 words in between the bigram tokens themselves.

\(^3\)http://www.gutenberg.org
\(^4\)https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/
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**UTDHLT SVM PMI:** This was the supervised system of the participating team of SemEval-2012 task-7 [64]. It computed four features including the UTDHLT Bigram PMI as one of the features. The second feature was based on computing temporal links from the given cause and effect using PMI such that events that temporally occur more frequently were given higher PMI scores. For this purpose, they used the English Gigaword corpus [157] annotated with TimeML [165] annotations. The third feature was based on using twenty four manually crafted causal patterns to pick up the alternative having the maximum number of matched dependency structures with the premise. The fourth and final feature was based on using the Harvard General Inquirer [194] to extract the context-independent word polarities and the difference between the polarity scores of premise and alternatives was used as the feature. Then, an SVM-based classifier, using linear kernel, was trained on these features to select the more plausible alternative.

**PMI Story 1M:** This approach is quite similar to that of Roemmele et al. [175]. It was proposed by Gordeon et al. [65], who calculated PMI statistics using a corpus of one million personal stories written in the Internet Weblogs. However, they used a wider window of size $w = 25$ and suggested that the causal information is the strongest within the scope of adjacent sentences and clauses.

**PMI Story 10M:** This is another system presented by Gordon et al. [65], in which they explored the impact of using a larger corpus on computing PMI statistics for causal reasoning. They used 10 million personal stories and calculated PMI statistics using the same window size $w = 25$. Although this system yielded the best results so far, it produced only a very slight and statistically insignificant gain over their previous system—PMI Story 1M.
Table 8.2 presents the performance of existing approaches on the COPA evaluation using the accuracy metric. All methods shown in the table have used PMI as their semantic measure. However, each method has used a different window size and a different text corpus.

Table 8.2: Accuracy-based performance of existing approaches on the COPA-test benchmark dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Window Size</th>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMI Gutenberg</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Gutenberg</td>
<td>58.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTDHLT Bigram PMI</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>GigaWord</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTDHLT SVM PMI</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>GigaWord</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMI Story 1M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Personal Stories</td>
<td>65.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMI Story 10M</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Personal Stories</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.3 APRM-based Causality Detection System

This chapter presents a method to address the Choice Of Plausible Alternatives (COPA) task based on the assumption that causally related events occur closer in the written text. Consequently, the APRM measure will be able to capture some parts of this causal knowledge by considering the correlation statistics between words using their associative probabilities computed from the Wikipedia corpus.

8.3.1 From Sentence to Commonsense Concepts

The COPA task requires pre-processing of the premise and the two alternatives to convert informal text sentences to meaningful lexical chunks representing commonsense concepts before calculating their causality scores. Once the sentences are broken down to various chunks, their pairwise similarity scores are computed using the APRM measure. The pairwise
scores are used to compute causality scores of each premise-alternative pair. An alternative that has higher causality score with the premise is selected as the correct answer. The preprocessing is performed online at the word/phrase level, after the content filtering of the premise and the two alternatives. Three different filtering models are used to generate the lexical chunks: **unigram model**, **bigram model** and **verbal-pattern model**.

**Unigram Model**

At unigram level, the content of premise and alternatives are preprocessed to get single word tokens. These unigrams are matched with a predefined list of stop words to get rid of common English words such as *it, of, as, on*. Each unigram is labeled with its corresponding part of speech (POS) tag and only unigrams with noun \_NN, verb \_VB and adjective \_JJ tags are retained. Each unigram is matched with a huge repository of Wikipedia labels to pick the ones that exist in Wikipedia as labels. Since not all Wikipedia labels are equally useful, only those unigrams are selected that have a link probability value above a certain threshold ($\alpha > 0.001$). Finally, the words are lemmatized before computing their APRM scores from the Wikipedia corpus.

**Bigram Model**

The bigram pattern extraction model converts a sentence to uni-gram and bi-gram tokens. After a number of filtering steps, all the meaningful unigrams and bigram chunks are added to the list of coherent concepts. The selected n-grams are lemmatized before computing causality scores.

In order to select the bigram chunks representing commonsense concept, various filtering steps are performed. After converting to n-grams, all stop word n-grams are filtered out. The remaining n-grams are marked up with their corresponding part of speech (POS) tags and only n-gram concepts with the following POS patterns are retained.
ADJECTIVE-NOUN: An adjective followed by a noun is a semantically useful pattern such as *bad day*. Hence, such bigram patterns are extracted and retained.

VERB-ADJECTIVE: A verb followed by an adjective is often a meaningful pattern for instance, *sounds good* or *tastes delicious*.

NOUN-NOUN: A noun can be followed by another noun as part of a single concept such as *credit card* or *ice cream*.

NOUN-VERB: A noun can be followed by a verb such as *Sea diving* or *day dreaming*.

VERB-OUN: A verb followed by a noun is often a meaningful pattern such as *quit job* or *recycle papers*.

VERB/NOUN/ADJECTIVE: All unigrams with noun, verb and adjective POS tags are also considered useful, hence selected.

Multi-word expressions are identified and retained while getting rid of the pleonastic (providing redundant information) unigrams. For instance, the bigram *bubble wrap* was retained, while the unigrams *bubble* and *wrap* were filtered out. In order to avoid over-scoring the incorrect alternative due to the overlap of its content with that of the premise, concepts common to both premise and alternative are ignored while computing the pairwise scores between their commonsense concepts. Such concepts unnecessarily increase the overall scores without effectively contributing to the causal information, thus lead to the selection of the wrong alternative. After all these filtering steps, if no chunks are retrieved successfully then the filtering mode is switched to the unigram model with a lower link probability $LP$ threshold (details of $LP$ are included in Chapter 3).
Verbal-Pattern Model

The third model is a verbal-pattern extraction model. Based on the assumption that a verb can be a good indicator of causality, this model focuses on extracting the causal verbal patterns from the sentences and computing their associations. Like the previous two models, this model also converts a given sentence to unigram and bi-gram tokens. In order to pick the potential causal verbs, in the first filtering step, all bigrams that match an element of a predefined list of phrasal verbs are selected. In the second filtering step, all stop words are filtered out of the original list of all unigrams and bigrams. After removing stop words, all n-grams are tagged with part of speech classes and only those that match with the following verbal patterns are retained.

Single VERBS: All Single verbs are good indicators of causality such as the verb hitting causes to bruising, hence all single verbs are retained.

VERB-ADJECTIVE: A pattern consisting of a verb followed by an adjective is selected such as doing great or feeling bad.

VERB-NOUN: Like the verb-object dependency, a verb followed by a noun can be useful such as eating apple or playing football.

NOUN-VERB: Like a subject-verb dependency, a noun can be followed by a verb such as birds followed by flying.

After filtering pleonastic unigrams, all multi-word expressions are retained. At the end of these filtering steps, if the final list of concepts is empty then the pre-processing mode shifts to the Bigram model.

8.3.2 Causality Computation

Given a set of a premise $p$ and two alternatives $a_1$ and $a_2$, the goal is to pick the most plausible alternative $a'$ such that

$$a' = \arg\max_{a \in \{a_1, a_2\}} \text{Causality}(p, a) \tag{8.1}$$

The causality score between the premise $p$ and alternative $a$ is computed by averaging the pairwise APRM scores between commonsense concepts of the premise and each alternative as follows.

$$\text{Causality}(p, a) = \frac{\sum_{c_p \in p} \sum_{c_a \in a} \text{APRM}(c_p, c_a)}{N_p N_a} \tag{8.2}$$

where, $N_p$ and $N_a$ represent the number of commonsense concepts in $p$ and $a$ respectively. The APRM measure is calculated as a linear combination of directional association of $c_p$ and $c_a$, given as follows:

$$\text{APRM}(c_p, c_a) = (1 - \lambda) \times \text{Association}(c_p \rightarrow c_a) + \lambda \times \text{Association}(c_a \rightarrow c_p)$$

where, $c_p$ and $c_q$ are commonsense concepts belonging to the premise and alternative respectively. The directional association of any two commonsense concepts $c'$ and $c''$ of the premise and each alternative is given as

$$\text{Association}(c' \rightarrow c'') = \frac{|c' \text{ near } c''|}{|c'|}$$

where, $c'$ and $c''$ are searched in a proximity window of size $(2w + 1)$ with $w$ representing the number of words on either side of a given word. For all bigram patterns in both these models, the slop between tokens of each bigram is set to 3 words while searching the patterns in the corpus.

8.4 Results and Discussion

Existing measures reported their results using the same PMI measure but different text corpora. The literature review shows that the PMI measure
### Table 8.3: Performance comparison of Wikipedia-based semantic association measures using window Size with $w=10$ on three benchmark datasets of COPA evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>COPA Test</th>
<th>COPA Dev</th>
<th>COPA All</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Unigram Model</strong></td>
<td>APRM$_{avg}$</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td>56.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APRM$_{max}$</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>55.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMI</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>52.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simpson</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>53.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGD</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>52.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dice</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bigram Model</strong></td>
<td>APRM$_{avg}$</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>57.0</td>
<td>57.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APRM$_{max}$</td>
<td>56.8</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>56.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMI</td>
<td>51.6</td>
<td>54.4</td>
<td>53.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simpson</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>53.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGD</td>
<td>56.0</td>
<td>55.6</td>
<td>55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dice</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>52.6</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Verbal-pattern Model</strong></td>
<td>APRM$_{avg}$</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>58.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>APRM$_{max}$</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>59.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PMI</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>51.4</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simpson</td>
<td>55.4</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>54.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NGD</td>
<td>55.8</td>
<td>54.2</td>
<td>55.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dice</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>53.6</td>
<td>53.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
when using the Gutenberg corpus produced low accuracy (58.8) but the same PMI-based approach using the Personal Stories corpus led to improvement in the accuracy (65.4). Hence, we argue that the performance of a semantic association measure on causality detection is directly influenced by the underlying knowledge source. Changing the knowledge source or augmenting it with another complementary knowledge source could lead to improved results. Hence, the goal of this research is to compare different semantic association measures using the same text corpus under the same experimental settings. The experiment analyzed and compared the accuracy of the existing best performing semantic measure PMI with the asymmetric association based measure APRM using Wikipedia as the underlying corpus under the same experimental settings.

In order to investigate the behavior of Wikipedia-based semantic measures on the common sense causality detection task, three other proximity window-based measures were also adapted to the Wikipedia corpus: the Dice measure, the Simpson measure and the NGD measure. Table 8.3 presents the results on accuracy of the Wikipedia-based causality detection systems using three pre-processing models on three benchmark datasets of COPA evaluation: COPA-test, COPA-dev and COPA-all.

It is encouraging to note that on all benchmark datasets, the APRM measures performed much better than the PMI measure on the Wikipedia corpus. This experiment also encourages the use of the APRM measure on other augmented corpora to improve the performance of the causality detection system. It is also evident from the results that in case of verbal-pattern model APRM\_max performed better than APRM\_avg, which indicates the advantage of selecting the maximum score over averaged-score on causality computation.

In order to investigate the impact of the window size $w$ on the performance of the semantic measures, the accuracy of both PMI and the APRM measures was compared on the COPA-test and COPA-dev benchmarks using six different window sizes ranging from 2 to 100. The results are
shown in Figure 8.1.

On both benchmarks, the APRM measures surpassed the PMI measure by a good margin. The performance of both APRM measures was high in the lowest three windows sizes $(w = 2, w = 10, w = 25)$ and degraded with the increase in the window size after $w = 10$. On the other hand, the PMI measure achieved high accuracy values on the highest three window sizes $(w = 25, w = 50, w = 100)$. On the COPA-test benchmark, the accuracy of the PMI measure showed an increasing trend with increasing window size, achieving the highest accuracy on $w = 100$. On the same benchmark, the APRM measures achieved highest accuracy on the window size $w = 2$. On the COPA-test benchmark, however the best accuracy using the APRM measures was achieved on the window size $w = 10$. This resonates with the basic assumption of this research that the causally related events occur closer in the text. On the same dataset, PMI yielded best accuracy on $w = 50$. The PMI measure was able to outperform both the APRM measures only in one case—on the COPA-dev dataset—with a big window size $(w = 100)$, which we believe is too wide to capture realistic causal semantics. In general, for each Wikipedia-based measure on both benchmarks, the difference of accuracy on different window sizes was not large. This experiment highlights the advantage of using asymmetric association based APRM measures over other standard measures. The experiment compares the performance of various semantic measures under the same experimental settings (with the same Wikipedia corpora and same size of proximity window). However, it will be useful to repeat this experiment on other kinds of text corpora.

8.4.1 Statistical Significance

In order to determine the statistical difference of APRM-based causality detection system with systems based on other measures, a statistical significance test based on approximate randomization [154] is used. This
Figure 8.1: Effect of changing window size on the performance of PMI and the APRM measures on COPA evaluation benchmarks using verbal-pattern model.
method uses a stratified shuffling approach to build a distribution of differences in the performance between any two methods. On the COPA-all dataset (which is a combination of COPA-test and COPA-dev), both causality detection systems based on the APRM$_{\text{avg}}$ and APRM$_{\text{max}}$ measures are statistically significantly different from the PMI-based causality detection system (with the p-value of 0.004 and 0.0004 respectively) as well as from the baseline system of COPA evaluation task (with the p-value of 0.001 and 0.0002 respectively). Also, on the COPA-all benchmark, the APRM$_{\text{avg}}$ measure is statistically significantly different (with p-value of 0.04) from the APRM$_{\text{max}}$ measure.

### 8.4.2 Further Analysis

The overall accuracy of the causality detection systems using Wikipedia-based APRM measures is much better than other Wikipedia-based measures and slightly better than the PMI measure using the Gutenberg corpus as the underlying knowledge source. However, its performance is not better than that of PMI on two other knowledge sources—the Gigaword corpus and the Personal Stories corpus. There are two important factors that critically affect the performance of any causality detection system on the COPA task: a sensible choice of the underlying knowledge source; and the nature of the COPA evaluation.

All existing approaches to COPA task focused their efforts on calculating the co-occurrence statistics between words and phrases of premise and alternatives using different knowledge sources. Each knowledge source has a different focus on the domain topics. While, the Personal Stories corpus focus more on everyday narrative discourse, Wikipedia talks primarily about the persons, places and things. Due to different nature of underlying knowledge sources, the same system using two different knowledge sources can lead to performance differences, as is evident from the performance of the PMI Gutenberg and PMI Story 10M systems.
The authors of the COPA evaluation used two sources to select question topics. While the focus of one of the sources (Library of Congress thesaurus for Graphic Materials) was on events, people, places and things, the other source (Personal Stories corpus) focused more on social and mental topics related to everyday life. The low performance of the APRM-based causality detection systems using Wikipedia is not surprising as the underlying knowledge source of APRM is Wikipedia (an independent knowledge source), which focuses on people, places and things more than social and mental behaviors of day-to-day life. We believe that combining Wikipedia with another complementary knowledge source on everyday life issues could lead to improvement of the system performance. This may also explain why even the best performing existing system is still far behind the human performance—the Personal Stories corpus used by the current best approach focused primarily on the knowledge about everyday life. Performance of the existing approaches on the COPA evaluation is quite poor as compared to human judgments of causal connections. The best performing system’s accuracy (65.4%) lies much below the humans accuracy (99%) on the COPA task. It is also worth mentioning that the Personal Stories corpus used by the best performing system is also used as one of the two sources for generating the COPA benchmarks, which may give an unfair bias to the best performing PMI Story system in comparison with other systems which did not used this corpus.

While devising the COPA evaluation datasets, the authors ensured that an incorrect alternative is also a plausible sentence in the same context. In COPA evaluation, most of the incorrect alternatives are found to be lexically closer to the premise than the correct alternative, so that the approaches based on shallow analysis of the causal semantics fail to find out the correct option. The analysis of the results also revealed that the co-occurrence-based approaches in general, fail to cope with the situation in which two clauses (connected through causal relation) consist of weakly

---

6Due to time constraints, this is set as a future goal.
related words. Consider for instance,

**Premise:** The man anticipated the team’s victory.

**Alternative 1:** He met his friends to watch the game.

**Alternative 2:** He made a bet with his friends.

In this example, the frequency of co-occurrence of premise words with that of alternative 1 were much higher than that of alternative 2. The strongest associations were found between the words (game, victory), (team, game), (team, friends) and (man, watch). However, the only strong causal relation between premise and alternative 2 comes from the causal verbs anticipate and make a bet. Because the causality score of a premise-alternative pair is the sum of pairwise scores of all the commonsense concepts extracted from their content, the alternative 1 gets overall higher score than alternative 2. Consider another question.

**Premise:** The girl ran out of energy.

**Alternative 1:** She played checkers.

**Alternative 2:** He jumped rope.

For this question, the APRM-based causality detection system produced strongest associations for the word pairs (girl, play), (run out, play) and (energy, play). However, the APRM measure failed to find out the association of the word run out with the word jump rope which was central to the causal relation. Hence, selected alternative 1 as the answer to the question which was incorrect. Such cases are common in the benchmarks. Hence, any system that ignores causal indicators by focusing only on the general relatedness computation will necessarily perform poorly on many of the COPA questions.

Being a word relatedness approach, the performance of the APRM measures is also dependent on the preprocessing phase that converts the natural language text sentences into commonsense concepts, hence it is desirable to investigate the performance of different text parsers such as de-
dependency parser and constituency parser in generating different classes of commonsense concepts during preprocessing phase. A related factor contributing to the low performance is the strong noun-to-noun associations. The reason for this strong association is the Wikipedia corpus, which being intrinsically an encyclopedia has a strong coverage of noun concepts. This leads to high noun-noun associative probabilities which have a pronounced effect on the causality scores. Consequently, the incorrect alternative having nouns is chosen over the correct answer leading to incorrect causal judgments.

The authoring procedure of COPA ensures that the competing method cannot easily solve this task without a fine-grained understanding of causality. Based on the experimental evaluation it is shown that while human raters performed extremely well on the causality reasoning, achieving near perfect inter-rater agreement, associative methods performed only moderately above the baseline. Certainly, the use of co-occurrence statistics is not sufficient to answer COPA questions. In order to reach the level of human inferential capability, future systems may need to look beyond simple corpus statistics to more advanced causality detection systems augmented with commonsense-based causal inferencing. Such a system should be able to focus on computing causal relatedness rather than general relatedness. Since COPA questions vary in their topics and subject matter with regards to the causal relation between the premise and alternatives, there is a need for a hybrid system capable of satisfying all kinds of causal scenarios. Such a system should facilitate more diverse as well as complementary features that are suitable for different classes of causal connections. However, the problem of combining multiple features best suited to different classes of causal relations is a non trivial task and requires deep explicit lexical and semantic reasoning over the implicit commonsense knowledge.

Even if a future system could perfectly extract the causal relations from a large text corpora, it is still difficult to imagine that it will be able to mir-
ror human performance on commonsense causal reasoning. We believe that there are knowledge sources such as Cyc, OMCS and ConceptNet, which could be quite helpful in surmounting the obstacles faced by the existing approaches on the COPA evaluation. By using the resources that make commonsense knowledge explicit, the performance of the current system could be improved further on the COPA evaluation.

A range of challenges need to be overcome to reach the level of human commonsense on the COPA task. Current research efforts on commonsense causality detection may be of preliminary nature but are fundamental to give an insight into the task from the perspective of word associations. This could help future approaches to build more sophisticated approaches on these fundamentals. The application of commonsense reasoning for interpreting natural language semantics still remains an open challenge with a big margin of improvement. Despite many research efforts, the development of effective automated commonsense reasoning system backed up by powerful inferential capabilities approaching the level of humans remains an open research challenge.

8.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter presented a task-driven evaluation of the APRM measure for commonsense causality detection. The chapter demonstrated a way of exploiting semantic capabilities of Wikipedia in solving the choice of plausible alternatives task followed by a detailed empirical analysis and discussion of the performance indicators. Under the same experimental settings and the same causality detection system, the asymmetric association based semantic measure, APRM, outperformed the best existing measure, PMI. The experiments suggest that there is a significant advantage to recognizing the asymmetric nature of word associations and using that asymmetry in semantic association measures. The experiments only used Wikipedia as the text corpus; it will be important to repeat the same
experiment using other text corpora as well to ensure that this result is not just a property of Wikipedia, and to compare APRM with the current best commonsense causality detection system that used a different text corpus (Personal Stories Corpus). In an application specific evaluation, it is difficult to demarcate the impact of different factors on the overall system performance. However, the choice of underlying corpus, the preprocessing phase and the need of commonsense-based causal inferencing were found to be among the most critical factors. Empirical results also highlighted the importance of carefully balancing and combing these three factors. Future approaches will require more powerful semantic expressions and tools for augmenting automated methods with rich causal semantics based on effective commonsense inferencing techniques.
Chapter 9

Conclusions

This thesis presented a detailed study investigating rich semantics mined from a collaboratively constructed knowledge source, Wikipedia, for solving the problem of semantic association computation. The overall goal was to make the process of semantic association computation more effective by exploiting the semantic capabilities of two different aspects of Wikipedia. In order to achieve this goal, multiple semantically rich elements of Wikipedia were used in various experiments: several semantic association measures were developed based on the hyperlink structure, informative-content and combinations of both elements. These measures can cope with various types of semantic relations. The effectiveness and reuseability of new semantic measures were evaluated by using well known benchmark datasets in both direct evaluation and task-oriented indirect evaluations. This chapter concludes the thesis by listing the main contributions and key findings of each chapter. Finally, it presents the related issues which are potential open research topics for future work.

9.1 Main Contributions

This section presents a summary of the main conclusions, corresponding to the three research objectives, drawn from the six major chapters (Chap-
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i) The thesis conducted an in-depth study on using a collaboratively constructed knowledge source, Wikipedia, for computing semantic associations of words. Two aspects of Wikipedia were investigated and compared in detail on the task of semantic association computation. The first aspect viewed Wikipedia as a well-structured and semantically-rich knowledge source. Using this aspect, various semantic elements of Wikipedia were explored such as hyperlink structure, informative-content, labels, redirects and disambiguation pages. The second aspect viewed Wikipedia as an unstructured text corpus with a huge coverage of knowledge. Based on this aspect, probabilistic word associations were used in semantic association computation. The thesis identified the key strengths and downsides of each aspect and demonstrated their potential applications. This contribution answers the first research question (posed in Section 1.3) of the thesis.

ii) Using Wikipedia as the source of background knowledge, new measures were developed based on various models of semantic associations. Three measures based on the knowledge source aspect of Wikipedia were presented in Chapter 3—WikiSim, OSR and CPRel. Both WikiSim and OSR are combinatorial measures using the feature-set based model of semantic associations. CPRel is a Vector Space Model based measure relying on the geometric model of associations. Chapter 4 presented a new measure of word association, DCRM, which is based on a combination of an asymmetric association based model and a feature set based model of associations. Chapter 5 presented a machine learning based hybrid model using the previously developed measures as features. Chapter 6 presented a semantic association measure APRM based on combining the asymmetric association based model of semantic associations with the feature set based model of synonymy. The experiments using asymmetric associations
9.1. MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS

to develop new semantic measures systematically explored various characteristics of asymmetric word associations: first, the thesis exploited and compared the merits of symmetry and asymmetry in the performance of semantic measures; second, it demonstrated the benefits of using asymmetric association based semantic measures over symmetric semantic measures; third, it emphasized the need to evaluate semantic measures in a context-dependent way. Various factors contributing to the performance of each design model were detailed and compared with other models in different scenarios. The thesis demonstrated the trade-off between design complexity and performance of each model by testing it on various benchmarks datasets of semantic association computation. This contribution corresponds to the second research question (presented in Section 1.3) of the thesis.

iii) The APRM measure is applied in solving the word choice task, where given a target word and multiple candidate words, the goal is to find the most closely related candidate word. This task was studied at two levels: solving relatedness-based word choice problems and solving synonymy-based word choice problems. The asymmetric association based measure, APRM was found to surpass most other approaches in solving the relatedness-based word choice problems. Moreover, on synonymy-based word choice problems the APRM measure performed well on H-measure though not the best on accuracy due to its underlying proximity assumption. Various critical factors for performance enhancement on both levels of this task were also identified and discussed in detail. This contribution refers to the third research question (mentioned in Section 1.3) of the thesis.

iv) For the first time (to the best of our knowledge), a collaboratively constructed encyclopedia, Wikipedia, is used as an unstructured text corpus for estimating causal connections in the common sense causality detection task. This research employed proximity-based combinato-
rial semantic measures in solving the choice of plausible alternatives task using the COPA evaluation benchmarks [66]. The choice of plausible alternative is a subtask of common sense causality detection, where given a target sentence and two candidate clauses, the goal is to select the most plausible clause that is connected to the target sentence using either a cause or an effect relation. This semantic task was chosen to demonstrate the superiority of asymmetric association based measures over symmetric association based measures (including the best performing PMI measure) on the task of common sense causality detection. This study identified three important indicators that could positively contribute to the performance of a causality detection system: the choice of text corpus; the preprocessing phase; and the need of commonsense based causal inferencing. This research contribution answers the third research question (presented in Section 1.3) of the thesis.

9.2 Future Work

Exploiting a collaboratively constructed encyclopedia, Wikipedia, for semantic association computation in particular, and for supporting applications based on semantic associations in general, is still an open research area and there are many things yet to be done to come up with more powerful systems that would be capable of imitating humans’ estimates of semantic associations. This section highlights some future research directions that can either be found on or motivate by the research work presented in this thesis.

i) The thesis developed new semantic association measures based on two different aspects of Wikipedia. However, it would be interesting to develop a semantic measure based on combining multiple features extracted from both aspects of Wikipedia. Such a measure may show
performance improvement by combining the best of both views of Wikipedia—as an unstructured text corpora and as a well-structured knowledge source.

ii) The thesis has demonstrated that different knowledge sources are useful for estimating different kinds of semantic and lexical relations. It has empirically shown that the features with complementary nature resulted in better estimates of semantic associations than the individual features. We believe that the same assertion is applicable at the knowledge source level. Hence, it would be valuable to develop and examine the performance of a new semantic measure, based on combining a semantically rich multilingual online encyclopedia, Wikipedia, with a collaboratively constructed multilingual online dictionary, Wiktionary, on the task of semantic association computation. The complementary nature of the two collaboratively constructed resources could lead to better estimates of semantic associations of words. Literature review has demonstrated the effectiveness of each of these crowd sourced knowledge sources on the task of semantic association computation individually but using them together in developing a new measure of semantic associations is yet to be seen.

iii) Another aspect that needs more attention in semantic association computation is the nature of benchmark datasets available for evaluation of semantic association approaches. There are few datasets that are either too small or are generic in nature—there are too few datasets focusing on particular types of associations and POS-classes. Certain aspects of semantic associations should be explicitly investigated to understand the properties of any semantic association measure because every semantic measure cannot perform well on all kinds of semantic associations and relations. Hence, it will be useful to investigate the performance of semantic measures on various POS classes by constructing larger datasets having word pairs belonging to the same
part-of-speech (such as noun, verb, adjectives, adverbs) as well as to different part-of-speech (such as noun-verb and adjective-noun term pairs) independently. Although a few research efforts on this perspective were discussed in Section 2.2 of the thesis, still there is a need for larger and more focused datasets targeting this aspect. Similarly, new datasets should be developed according to the type of semantic associations such as similarity, relatedness, collocations, lexical cohesion, co-occurrences and directional associations. One effort in this regard was made by Agirre et al. [1], who constructed similarity and relatedness based subsets of an existing dataset (WS-353), but this dataset was found to be culturally biased by other researchers. Nonetheless, it was useful for testing the behavior of semantic measures on similarity and relatedness based word pairs. There is a lot more to be done to generate new and focused datasets for extensively investigating various aspects of semantic measures in order to identify their semantic bias and limitations.

iv) Classical benchmark datasets on semantic association computation consist of word pairs along with the human judgment based scores. These datasets do not include any explicit context (except the ESL dataset). The research has already shown that the dataset with context resulted in higher inter-rater agreement (increased from 0.76 to 0.79), which means providing explicit context will also help the automatic approaches in computing more realistic word associations. The research in the thesis demonstrated that using different topical contexts for a word pair could lead to different association scores. Hence, it will be interesting to investigate the performance of semantic measures when each word pair is provided with an explicit topical context. For this purpose, no such dataset is available yet. So the future work includes constructing a new dataset for testing word associations in an explicitly provided topical context.
v) A large number of natural language semantic interpretation and processing approaches are essentially semantic association computation based tasks (see Chapter 2 of the thesis for details). Thus, many applications can benefit from the research in this thesis by using Wikipedia-based semantic measures. Each measure is suitable for different kinds of semantic association types and relations. Hence, the suitability of a semantic measure for a certain application must be carefully taken into account before employing it in an application. This research has barely scratched the surface by developing and using new measures of semantic associations (based on exploitation of semantic capabilities of Wikipedia) in standard natural language interpretation and processing tasks. The future work also involves exploring the impact of Wikipedia-based semantic measures on complex linguistic tasks requiring extraction of in-depth semantics, such as lexical chaining, propositional phrase attachment ambiguity resolution, conjunction scope identification, anaphora resolution, discourse structure analysis and knowledge representation. This will necessitate augmenting the word association semantics with syntactical information as well as linguistic dependencies in a more sophisticated manner.

It is hoped that future research will build on the experiments and discussions presented in this thesis to explore new avenues using Wikipedia for finding deeper and semantically more meaningful associations in a wide range of application areas.
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Glossary

**Semantics** - The study of meanings at the level of words, phrases, sentences and larger units of text.

**Syntactics** - The study of the rules governing the sentence structure of a language.

**Inter-rater Agreement** - The degree of agreement among raters of an experiment.

**Intra-rater Agreement** - The degree of agreement among two groups of raters on the same set of data in two different experiment.

**Zipf’s law** - Zipf’s law states that for a given corpus, the frequency of any word is inversely proportional to its rank in the frequency table. Hence, the most frequent word occurs approximately twice as often as the second most frequent word, thrice the frequency of third most frequent word and so on.

**Surface forms** - A hypertext used to refer to a specific Wikipedia article, for instance the surface forms of the article United states of America are USA, US, United States and America.

**Vector Space Model** - An algebraic model, commonly used in information retrieval, for representing a text document as a vector in a multi-dimensional feature space. Each dimension is a keyword whose value is non-zero if it exists in the text document. Two text documents can be compared by generating their corresponding vectors.
and computing the similarity between their vectors using a similarity measure such as Cosine Similarity.

**Cosine Similarity** - A measure of similarity between two vectors using the cosine of angle between them. A value of cosine similarity equal to 1 means the two vectors are the same. Any value between 0 and 1 indicates the degree of similarity between any two vectors.

**tf-idf** - Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (tf-idf) is a weighting scheme that is used in vector Space Models to indicate the importance of a term to a document in a corpus or a collection. It is a common weighting factor used in information retrieval.

**Stemming** - The process of reducing a word to its base, stem or root form (which may or may not be a dictionary word). For instance, the words stemming, stemmed and stemmer are reduced to the root form stem.

**Lemmatization** - The process of determining the lemma or dictionary form of a word. For instance, the words run, running and ran are reduced to the root form run. Difference between lemmatization and stemming is that the stemming is context-independent and does not differentiate between different senses of a word based on different part of speech classes.

**Taxonomy** - A hierarchical structure to organize the data in the form of nodes connected by edges to represent some sort of relationships between them. The nodes are connected based on the generalization or specialization relation.

**Parsing** - Syntactic analysis of units of a language according to the rules of a formal grammar.

**Lexicon** - The word stock of a language. Grammar, is a set of rules
that generates combination of these words into meaningful combinations.

**n-gram** - A contiguous sequence of \( n \) words extracted from a given piece of text. For instance, the bigrams of a sentence “He ate apple” will be *He ate* and *ate apple*.

**Collocation** - A sequence of adjacent words that occur together more often than by chance. For instance, *credit card*.

**Pleonasm** - In a broad sense, pleonasm is the use of words or parts of words than are necessary for expressing the meaning. One form of semantic pleonasm is when a word subsumes another word such as *Bear* is subsumed by *Black Bear*.

**Synonym** - Different words used to refer to the same concept. For instance, the synonym of the word *Rooster* is *cock* and that of the word *King* is *Monarch*.

**Antonymy** - Words that are opposite in meaning. For instance *day* and *night* are antonyms of each other.

**Hyponymy and hypernymy** - A relation in which a word (hyponym) has a *type-of* relation with another word (hypernym) such as *car* is a hyponym of *vehicle*. This is a *transitive superordinate-subordinate* relation. For instance, if *car* is a type of *vehicle* and *Ferrari* is a type of *car* then *Ferrari* is a type of *vehicle*.

**Meronymy and holonymy** - A relation in which a word (meronym) has the *part-of* or *member-of* relation with another word (holonym), for instance *wheel* is a meronym of *car*. Parts are inherited from their super-ordinates (if a *car* has wheels then *Ferrari* also has wheels) but are not inherited upwards (if *Ferrari* has a speed over 330 mph then not all *cars* have this same speed) as there might be some
attributes of some kinds of specification rather than the class as a whole. These relations are transitive as well as asymmetric in nature.

**Troponymy** - Troponymy is a manner-based relation of verbs. It is similar to hyponymy. The difference lies in the fact that hyponymy is used for nouns whereas troponymy is used for verbs. For instance, march is a troponym of walk and whisper is a troponym of speak.

**Entailment** - These are unidirectional relations in which truth of one textual unit (X) requires the truth of another unit (Y). If X is false then Y must necessarily be false. For instance, you need to have money to buy a computer.

**Cross-POS Relation** - Cross-POS relations associate word belonging to different part of speech classes. For instance, the relation of sorting (verb) to the word order (noun).

**Paradigmatic Relation** - A relation between two words is paradigmatic if the two words can plausibly substitute one another in a sentence without affecting its structure and meanings. For instance, synonyms such as slow and lazy and antonyms such as day and night. Paradigmatic words generally have high semantic similarity (due to big overlap of their sets of neighboring words) and belong to same POS-class.

**Syntagmatic Relation** - A relation between two words which co-occur more frequently than by chance and belong to different part-of-speech classes. For instance, bird and fly or drink and tea.

**Kolmogrov complexity** - In information theory, Kolmogrov complexity is the amount of information contained by a finite object such as a piece of text.

**Information Distance** - Information distance, an extension of Kolmogrov complexity, is the minimum amount of information required to go
from one object to another and vice versa. It was introduced in thermodynamics but later on adapted to normalized Google distance and normalized compression distance.
Figure 1: Process flow diagram of the APRM-based semantic association computation system.
**Word Choice Task**

- **Preprocess Question**
- **Compute Candidate Score**
- **Candidate ranking and Selection**
- **APRM measure**
- **Directional context**
- **Asymmetric associations**
- **Final candidate**

**Causality Detection Task**

- **Preprocess Question**
- **Model Selection**
- **Unigram Model**
- **Bigram Model**
- **Verbal Pattern Model**
- **Lexical chunks**
- **Lexical chunks**
- **Lexical chunks**
- **Commonsense concept generation**
- **Compute Score for Alternatives**
- **Alternatives Selection**
- **Final Alternative**

**Figure 2:** Process flow diagram of the APRM-based word choice system.

**Figure 3:** Process flow diagram of the APRM-based causality detection system.
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